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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

The News Has Dccn

p
Constructive Booster for |
Holland Since 1872

Volume Number 62
Connelly Brings

LAYS 71NCII EGG
A

white leghorn pullet on the
farm of Jacob Cotta in Jamestown
township has laid an egg measuring seven and one-half inches
CON- around the long way and weighing

To Holland

Number 33

MAYORS. ROAD MEN.
TRACTORS FLOCK TO

The Big Day For

Holland Girls
News Items Taken From the

Are Good
To Look At
DAUGHTER OF FORMER (TTY
TREASURER WINS BEAUTY CONTEST IN CHARLOTTE

Where

Folks Really Live

Holland Michigan Thareday, August 10, 1933

JAMESTOWN 1‘ULLET

Many Meets

Holland, the Town

Files of

Hamiltonians
Is September 4

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today

LABOR DAY COMMITTEES

SWIMS FROM MACATAWA
PARK TO HOLLAND
Nelson Waalkes presented Miss
Fay Tenninga, his partner in the
seven-mile swim from Macatawa
to Holland, with a cup cleverly

“Warm Friend”
Heads Retire
From Company
MANY CHANGES

IN

constructed from a funnel, oil can,
HOLLAND FURNACE
brass handles and a piece of copthree ounces.
• • •
CITY
daughter.
COMPANY’S PERSONNEL
per platingon which was recorded
• • •
A sad accident occurred at MacaHamilton is again preparing for the swimming achievement.
tawa Park when Peter Bakker, a
With a portable sawmill John its elaborate I.abor Day gathering.
Never has Holland been more acA matter that has been held in
Strangers who come to Holland lad of 16 years, lost his life. Four Brink of Hamilton, in eleven hours It is the "big day" in the year for
tive as a convention town than
abeyance for some time and inter- j
invariablycomment on the beauty boys, including this boy, hired a cut 10,584 feet of lumber from logs the Hamiltoniansand this is the
HYMA’S
HIGHLIGHTS
ests Holland intenselyis the new J
boat and attempted to get out owned by James Kleinhekseltaken
during the past week. William D.
WHY NOT OPEN SCHOOLS of Holland, but many of them go through the harbor to Lake Mich- from his woods. Brink has cut tentative program:
"setup" at the Holland Furnace
Connelly,our new director of comstill further and say that on the
Hamilton Welfare AssociationHy JOHNNY HYMA
LATER?
Company. During the past week
igan.
The
tremendous
rains had half million feet of lumber since
average this city has more good
merce, who knowa people conductPresident,Henry H. Nyenhuis; vice
of New York and Holland
swollen Black Lake to such an ex- last fall in the neighborhoodof
many surprising changes have
'looking
maidens
based
on
populapresident,
Herman
Nyhof;
secreting city, state and national aftent that there was an unusual rush Hamilton.
taken place. The culmination came
Reports have come in from tion than any city in Michigan.
tary, I). L. Brink; treasurer,11. D„
William Diekemas'Dream.
of water Between the piers. When
fairs, was instrumental in bringat
directors' meeting when J
Grand Rapids, Saugatuck, Allegan And, by the way, because of the at the mouth of the harbor they
Lydia Pinkham was the queen of Charles H. Landwehr, the prfaiDr. A. Oilmans of Holland, the Strabbing.
ing three meetings here within a
educational environments here, in- were confronted by a wall of high author of the small missionary volthe
vamps,
Nominating Committee—George
and other nearby cities indicating
dent of the company, was succeed- ^
week.
telligence accompanies looks, which water where the heavy sea and the ume "Ouze Zending in Asia, has Schutmaat, Benjamin Kooiker,
Down at the San-Tox store;
ed by H. W. Thorne of New Ca- 1
that tentative plans are to open
carries with it personality.
The first has already been chronstrong currentmet. The small boat received an order for 100 copies Ray Maatman, H. J. Dampen and Old Father John he sure was a naan, Conn. Mr. Thorne also asOne must be blind who fails to could not live in such a swirl and from Dr. Andrew Murrey of Cape Geo. Kaper.
icled in the News and more than the public schoolsone or two weeks
"John,”
sumes the treasureshipof the
200 county road men from Michi- later than usual. In Grand Rapids see that Holland has many "good upset. The three boys we're rescued Colony, South Africa. Mr. Murrey
Cashiers— H. D. Strabbing, BerHe bought her things galore.
company, ably conductedby Argan came to Holland when wired the date has been fixed for Sep- lookers." This is again evident with great difficulty but the Baker is a world known missionary.Thus nard Voorhorst and Harry J. lum- Old Man Sloan with hia liniment, thur W. Wrieden, resigned.
when a young lady, who recently boy was never seen after the boat far 8,000 of the books have been pen.
to by their president, Mr. ConSaid: "I am STRONG for thee,
tember 18 and our neighbor to the
Paul Theodore Cheff was
moved from Holland, won the turned over in the sea. His body sold. Note: Dr. Oilmans has been
nelly. The road men were more
Program Committee — George I’ll have a SWELL JOINT all fixed
southwest of us has also adopted beauty prize in Charlotte, in which was undoubtedly carried out in the in the missionary field in the Orient
electedvice president in the place
than pleased with their reception
Schutmaat,John Brink, Jr., Herup
that date.
of Edgar G. Landwehr, who held j
a whole county was interested. "big lake" as was the row boat. A for nearly a half century and is
and some stayed through the week.
If you will marry me."
We can readilysee how Sauga- The young lady is Miss Jacqueline later issue of the News states that still at work there as are some of man Brower, Rev. Roggen.
AdvertisingCommittee— Gerald Mustard Plaster was stuck on her, that position for a number of
Mayor Bosch and Mr. Connelly tuck fell in line immediately, for
years. The second vice president ]
(Jacky) Karreman, daughter of the body was found several days his children.The title of the book Hagelskamp, Rev. Roggen, Mrs.
then got busy enlistingthe mayAdhesive Tape and many more,
Saugatuck is strictly a resort town
Mr. and Mrs. John Karreman,who afterward on the beach at Ventura. translatedfrom the Dutch is "Our Strabbing, Merton Dangremond, And NURSODA said "I’ll COME was named in the person of Paul
ors of Michigan to come, also by
and school children and resorts moved to Charlotte about two vears Note: This is about three miles Missionsin Asia."
W. Bruns of Detroit.
wire. More than 125 mayors and have much in common.
Chester Voorhorst.
t t •
UP sometime,’’
north of Lakewood Farm. It would
Ernest H. Suikers,who has been
ago.
Mr.
Karreman.
it
will
be
city officials from 66 cities gathGrounds— George Rankins, MarDown at the San-Tox store.
John Wendel, bookkeeper at the
Our own experience has been remembered has been our city be interesting to note also that the
handling the accounting system of
tin Nevcnzil, Henry Sal, John lllg,
ered at Warm Friend Tavern and
rains during July were so incessant H. J. Heinz Co. in Holland, has
that when school opens our resorts
the company for a number of
many of them brought their wives are dead and the transformation treasurer for a number of years that the water in Black I^ke had gone to Chicago to take a similar John Smit.
MAGGY-NESIA then gave a dance years and who was secretary,has
and
also
conducted
a
jewelry
store
and other members of their famPurchasingand Auditing— Harrisen two feet in three weeks. That position.
Down at the San-Tox store;
takes place overnight.
for some time. She is also the surely is a record and accounts for
lies until the number from abroad
vey Zeerip. H. J. Lampen, John The small liver pills tried to roll relinquished his duties and hia
Holland being a resort town, it
place is filled by Mr. A. W. Taniece of Mrs. Walter Sutton of Hol- the heavy current between the
totaled nearly 200.
Frank Bolhuis of the Bos-BolhuislBrink, Sr., H. I). Strabbing and Lee
her around,
seems, should welcome this change
isney of Kalamazoo, expert acpiers. Today the current comes in Lumber Co., while showing a work- Slotman.
Tonight, as the News goes to for it would lengthen our resort land.
And CARTER all over the floor. countant of the firm of Lawrence
Miss
Karreman
was
very
popuStands
man
how
to
operate
a
sticker
maLee
Slotman,
I).
L.
and
goes
out
at
intervals
of
a
few
press, Mr. Connelly has the As- season, something we have been
The C A S T O
OIL did the Scudder A Co., who have offices
sociated General Contractors of "harping" on for years back. It is lar during her high school days in j hours — breathing like a huge chine, had his left hand caught in Brink, Ed Lampen, Joe HagelGREASY GLIDE
in Kalamazoo and Chicago.
Holland,
she
being
a
vivacious
that
part
of
the
machine
known
as
giant as it were.
skamp.
Michigan as guests in the city and needless to ask how the pupils
And the “PLEXUS TUMMY" At a recent board of directors ^
• • •
the "back head" and as a result he
Pop —
lumpen, I^wrence
it is understood that at least 75 would take this new order of young lady as well a-i beautiful.
there,
meeting Mr. Charles Landwehr,
Prof. Charles Scott, presidentof lost three fingers. When the fingers Brower, George Rankins, Garry
The Charlotte Renublican Tribhave arrivedfor the evening meet- things. Undoubtedly the vote
While the MENTHOLATUM did Mr. Edgar Landwehr and Mr.
Hope
college, continues to suffer were caught the machine began Aalderink, James Lohman, Gerrit
une
publishes
the
following
on
the
ing when dinner will be served at would be unanimous.
the MUSTER-ROLL
Wrieden were re-elected on the
from the shock of the loss of a slowly to draw in the arm of Mr. Bolks, T. Elenbaas, William DrcnEaton county beauty contest:
the Tavern.
There is another feature that
And the ASPIRINS did the Warm Friend" board of directors 1
“The beauty contest held at the daughter who died suddenly. He is Bolhuis but fortunately at that ten, Louis Pol, Henry E. Brower,
Mr. Connelly is a busy man. He makes the opening of school on
"BAYER" (Bear).
but at a later meeting, with two
Eaton theater Tuesday evening still in the East too ill to return. juncturethe belt slipped off, saving J. H. Volkers, C. Lugtiheid, Gilseems to be everywhere at the Tuesday after Sunday and Labor
The
Smith
Bros. COUGHED and vacancies still to fill, the personresolution
of
condolence
was
the
struggling
man’s
arm.
created quite a bit of interest and
bert Bussies, Dick Kaper.
•
•
•
same time. It is evident immedi- Day trying to parents, teachers
both of 'em dropped
nel of the board Is as follows:
good natured rivalry. The affair passed by General Synod of the
Ice Cream— Joe Hagelskamp,
ately that he has met most of and pupils. The last holiday durJesse James, owned by Boone
On their beards which touched
Mr. H. W. Thorne, Theodore
was promoted by Mr. and Mrs. Reformed Church.
9 9 9
Bros, of Holland, won second Gerrit Timmer, C. N. Monoid, Joe
these men before since he greets ing the summer months is a hectic
the floor;
Cheff, Mrs. A. H. Landwehr, Mrs.
Patty and Miss Margery Hammond
Last Sunday the populace of money in the 2:16 pace at Bay Aalderink, I). Kooiker, Richard And the old CORN CURE did
a large number of them by their one— instead of celebrating the
Katherine Cheff, C. J. McLean,
assisted in interestingthe young
Hamiltonwas thrown into a state City. The purse was $400. Jack Haakma, Ed. Tollman, Louis Van
first names. He also provides the day parents at the resorts or at
Thomas Marsilje, D. B. K. Van j
LITTLE
TOE
dance,
ladies. About 24 very attractive
of excitement occasioned by the Harlow won the race. Time of the dor Meer, Henry Wedeven, Roger
different groups with different home are all "stewed up" to get the
Raalte and Edward Muehlenbroek.
Down
at
the
San-Tox
Store.
girls from Bellevue, Olivet and
high water in Rabbit River and the heats were: 2 5 'A , 2:15^4, 2:16Vi, Van Dyke, Joe Slotman,Richard
badges. All the badges have Dutch children to school on Tuesday.
It is understood that at the
JOHNNY HYMA.
Charlotte competedand the judges prospect of breaking the dam. 2:13<4, 2:14-V
Wentzel,
Ed.
Schrotenboer, Ben.
embellishments,wooden shoes, Teachers from abroad must start
oboard of directors'meeting held
• * •
were chosen from the Carnes Tav- Prompt action of all able bodied
Lohman
and
John
Grass.
Dutch figuresor little Dutch wind- for Holland either Sunday or Lawithin the week, the following resern registerso that they were ab- men in town shoveling sand and FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
Confectionery
Lee Slotman, STEPHAN SEES HAPPIER
mills, and this Dutch complex cer- bor Day to get here in time for
ignationswere acted upon: Charles
solute strangers.Miss Jacqueline shavings all afternoon and night
Ben
Nykamp,
Rev. Roggen, Justin
FUTURE
THROUGH
LOCAL
tainly takes with the outsider,in the teachers'reception before the
Landwehr, Edgar Landwehr, Ar*
Karreman was given the coveted saved the saw mill of Kolvoord &
Schievink, Dr. Rigterink,Bud Ton
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE thur W. Wrieden,E. H. Suikers,
fact it appears that we have not opening of school on Monday aftverdict with a railroad return tick- Baker from being washed away ink at Holland hospital, a daughter. Brink, Henry Van Doorink, Albert
nearly capitalized this phase to ernoon.
• • •
Charles R. Bennett and H. O. Inet to the Century of Progress.The and the country side from a genKlokkert, John Elzinga, John Ter
Former Mayor E. P. Stephan, gham. Of the last two names
full capacity. Each delegate has
Sunday and Monday before house was packed for the first eral overflow destroying all crops.
Mrs. Helen Fairbanks Garvelink Avest.
who was enlisted with the Holland mentioned the former was a sales
also been given a courtesy card, school opens heretofore have been
left for Tacoma, Wash., to join her
show and comfortable filledfor the
« • •
Lunch and Coffee— I). L. Brink. Chamber of Commerce to finish
in the way of wooden shoes, ex- trying days all around. Instead
manager and the latter an audiA
petition
was
circulated
this
husband,
Lieut.
Frank
Garvelink,
second performance."
Marvin Kooiker, Henry Eding, Jr.,
tending them parking courtesies of a day of rest and a holidaythese
week among citizens which is to be at Camp Lewis, consideredthe best John Krenemeyir,Albert Stanley, the membership drive, has been tor.
working untiringly for the past
have become days of worry and
during their stay.
Mr. Thorne, the new president,
presented to the Macatawa Park camp in the Nation. Mrs. Garvelink
E. A. Dangremond,Roy Siple, Geo. two weeks, endeavoring to fill the
intends to make Holland <hls home
Associationrequestingthem to stop will stay until fall when she will
The whole arrangement,it is work. Why not extend the vaca- MAYOR GETS REPLY
Ende, John Beltman,Geo. Brow- quota of a membership of 1,000.
running the steamer Macatawa on again teach in Detroit.
and contemplates moving his famevident,proves exceedingly pleas- tion for a week or two, giving all
FROM ANCIENT HISTORIC Sunday.
er, George Reimink, James Bus- More than 600 have already been
9 9 9
Note: The petitionwas
ily here before the winter. It is
ing to the different groups who school folks an opportunity to
ARTICLE IN THE NEWS never complied with. The associascher, Harvey Immink, C. Lucasse,
Prosecutor Fred T. Miles is havsecured and he is coming into per- too early to give a definite plan
come,, possibly because these fea- spend these two closing days of
Harm Kuite, George Schievink, sonal contact with citizensin all
tion did, however, concede that they ing his "Sunday Movie" trouble in
of policy, the head of the organisatures are so much different than the summer season under more
Relative to a mayor’s message would not blow the whistle of the Grand Haven. The theatre owners Frank Spaman, Martin Brink, Walwalks of life, endeavoring to get tion states, until a thorough survey
happy
conditions?
School
could
elsewhere.
published in the News on May 1, boat as it approached the Holland are arrested every Sunday, pay a ter Monroe, Petei Zalsman,Fred
one or more memberships at the is made of all the company's interThe meeting of these different then be opened a few days later 1912. outlining
of the docks and also just before leaving fine under the law of $10 and re- Smit, John Tanis, William Klokrate of $5 per membership. No
in an orderly manner.
groups had much to do with the
thoughts in the NRA "setup," for the Park, but this applied to peat the procedure every Sunday. kert, Henry Nevenzeland Georgt one could be assigned a tougher ests as this relatesto the making
and selling of the "Warm Friend" J
NRA, the message of President It is already noticeable in the Mayor Bosch received the follow- Sunday only. The boat then dock- Note:
Jacobus.
After several months of
Job than the former mayor has product. No great changes, it is
state press that in cities where
Roosevelt, and how these things
ing from government headquar- ed at Harrington’sdock at the foot this arresting public sentiment
Blanket Stand — Henry Drenten, but "Old Abe" has set his jaw
schools are to open later, families
thought, are necessary and ths
are applicablefor cities, for road
of 5th street. Today this "pighole" seemed to switch to "movies" and George Kaper, Ray Maatman, H.
ters:
down and is bound to succeed.
are
planning
to
come
to
the
recompany is ready for the revival in
builders and for contractors. These
can scarcely float a small pleasure now, 15 years later, the theatres H. Nyenhuis, H. W. Schutmaat,
Mr. Stephan stated to the News business.
sorts or are asking extension of
matters were thoroughly discussed
craft. Time was when the steamer are still in operation on the Sab- Harold Dangremond.
UNITED* STATES
that the Holland Chamber of Comtime
in the renting of cottages.
The new organlzation has high
with plans formulated by commitDEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE Mabel Bradshaw, the first real bath.
Corn Game— Ben Kooiker, Roy merce with Bill Connelly at the
Holland, having such extensiverehopes and with improved
Imprc
conditees then appointed
lay
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Chicago steamer, docked there
Ashley,
Ed
Miskotten,
Merton head brings a new light of hope In
lions the Holland Furnace Com(attention
Henry
Vander
Schel,
the
the ground work as this relates sort environs, should as a city give
Commerce
The followingjurors must serve Dangremond, Dr. Hamelink,Earl Holland as has already been dem- pany will undoubtedly share mabaker man).
to the different groups. At to- this serious consideration. Un• • •
Mosier, Jake Drenten, Roy Cobb, onstrated during the few days he
•
•
•
at Grand Haven during the next
doubtedly the board of education
terially should the new era of
night's meeting now in progress,
Detroit. Michigan,
Ora Crampton, Andrew Lubbers, ha.* been here. He said the mayor
at its meeting next Monday will
building of homes become a fact,
term of court: Dick Wiersma,Geo.
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
this is being done.
August 9, 1933.
John Haakma, Chester Voorhorst and common councilhad made his
9 9 9
not overlook the many desirable
Bender, G. H. Lacy, Peter A. Brink,
which has been predicted by those j
At the meeting of the mayors,
and
John
Kaper.
coming possible and other cities
features that the extended vacation Hon. Nicodemus Bosch:
Born' to Mr. and Mrs Ed West- John Bosch, Klaas Buurma, HolMr. Connelly was again in charge
Duck Pond— Henry Kempkers, are frantically endeavoring to line who see a constant trend upward,
veer, West 12th street, a daughter. land, and Gill Vogels, Hollandtown.
will bring.
Dear Mayor Bosch:
which is national in scope.
and called upon Mayor Nicodemus
John Hoffman, Ben Brower, James up their councilsin a similar man
The Landwehrs, especiallyA. H.
Your patiioticinitiative in callBosch to give his fellow mayors a
Joostberens,Harvey Lugten, Sher- ner.
Landwehr, with the late John P.
ing a re-employment conferenceof
welcome to Holland. Mr. Bosch
man
De
Boer, Anduw Lohman,
Mr. Stephan stated that news- Kolia, have been identifiedwith
fraternizingwith representativescity and villageofficials of Michi- WIFE OF ZEELAND DRUGLightning Kills Fish
did this in his inimitableway,
Harvey Zeerip, Clarence Billings, paper editorialsin the leading
GIST CRASHES IN THE EAST
the Holland Furnace Company '
from the other cities.
gan
is
to
be
highly
commended.
It
pointingout that Holland had tak• • •
Some Times; Not Often and Kenneth Dolan.
newspapers of the state acclaim since its founding more than a
was in hearty accord with the high
en the initial step in that direcStriking
Machine — Ted Harm- Holland as pointing the way to all
Angus De Kruif of Zeeland re(Gland Haven Tribune)
quarter of a century ago. The
purposes of the president'srecovtion. Mr. Bosch invariablyinvites
sen. Ben Eding, Henry Boerigter cities, stating that in this manner
company is reputed to be the larg- j
Alderman Martin Boon and Pe- ery program, and as Michigan’s ceived a wire from Watertown, Those who hide their heads bethe guest to visit our Tulip Festiand Jesse Kool.
all will share the burden propor- est installersof furnacesin the
ter Kammeraad, city manager, who representative of the department
New York, stating that Mrs. De neath the bed pillows during an
Sports and Prizes— Herman Ny- tionately where a few have been
val.
attended the Michigan mayors' of commerce,which is charged
world and the company has facelectric
storm
and
envy
the
calm
hof, Jacob Eding, E. J. Mosier and carrying the load heretofore.
Kruif had received many body
The mayors were largely repre- conference held at the Warm
lories at Holland, Cedar Rapids,
with a heavy responsibility in this
sented as members of the Michi- Friend Tavern, Holland, Tuesday
bruises and injuries about the securityof the fish swimming far John Brink, Sr
In closing Mr. Stephan said:
Iowa, and Bethlehem, Pa. Their J
great patrioticmovement, I want
Drinking
Fountain
and
Springan Municipal league.
"While Holland is a city which branch offices dot the nation from
were enthused over the sentiment to thank you cordiallyfor your head in an automobile accident in beneath the water'ssurface are bekling Grounds— Ed Miskotten,An- is financiallyand fundamentally
FollowingMayor Bosch among expressed at the meeting that splendid co-operation.
Maine to California.
which the car she was driving was ing disillusioned by Phil G. Zalsdrew Lohman, John Drenten, John sound, in fact there are few cities
the speakers were Prof. William Michigan municipalities will coA Holland furnace is synonydemolished. Mrs. De Kruif was man, superintendent of the Graylllg, George Brower, Hcorge H. in the state that can make such an
From
the
newspaper
accounts
of
Huber of Lansing, Mr. Smith and operate as largelyas possible with
mous with "Warm Friend" and this 3
accompanied by three other ladies, ling State Fish Hatchery.
Oetman, Fred Reimink, Ben Vene- enviable showing compared, still community has received much faGeorge Lusk, presidentof the the NRA program, although ex- your meeting I conclude that it one from Grand Rapids, one from
Zalaman has reportedto the Con- klasen, A. J. Klomparcns,Everett
many of our citizens are in hard vorable publicity because of this
Michigan Municipal league.
empted from participationunder was highly successful. It is in- loosing and one from the East.
servation Department that a bolt Root and James Koops.
spiring,indeed, to see such a restraits financiallyand with the tremendousinstitution aside from
She was unconscious for some of lightningstruck 25 brook trout
Late Tuesday the mayors adopt- governmentruling.
o
sponse from so many representaadded exactionsthat new taxes and the fact that it is our industrialj
time at Mercy hospitalin that city, in one of his hatchery ponds. It is
ed a resolution of recommendations Plans arc already under way in
tive committeesin the state.
TO ATTEND APPLE MEET
! new methods bring, they are often "mainstay.”
but has finally regained conscious- the first authentic report ever reto further the program of the na- this city, said the manager,to inI would appreciatehearing from
1 in despair as to the final outcome.
Mr. Thorne stated there would
crease
employment.
It
is
recogness.
tional recovery administration.
ceived
by
the
Department
of
death
you as to the results of the conferEdwin F. Payne, manager of the
"I found, however, in my solici- be very few changes in the staff
The ladies were taking a trip of fish from that source.
It was recommended that fac- nized that the budgets are fixed
ence, especiallyin relationto the
Fruit exchange, will at- tation, that even the most dis- —that all loyal employes would
through the East and when the actory and machine workers and ar- in most cities which confines the
A bolt of lightning struck a Fennville
national recovery program. If cident happened a drive of Mxty
tend a meeting of the International heartened one wants the Chamber be retainedas long as they showed
activities
to
a
large
extent,
he
tisans work a maximum of 35
hatchery pond early in the mornthis office can be of any assistance
Apple Shippers’associationin Chi- of Commerce to succeed and in efficiencyin their duties.
miles had to be made to the near- ing, Zalsman reported. By noon he
hours a week with minimum pay stated.
to
you,
do
not
hesitate
to
make
cago Thursday. The organization spite of it all subscribe for a memThe highlight in the wonderful ^
George Lusk, city manager of
est city with hospitalaccommoda- had picked up 25 trout that had
of 30 to 40 cents an hour; that
your request known.
bership, some with a promise to growth of the Holland Furnace
been stricken.Only three survived will consider its code.
tions.
so-called "white collar" workers be Bay City, president of the MichiSincerely yours,
pay. A large percentage feel that Company was evident when the
requiredto work ho longer than 40 gan League of Municipalities, was
It is stated that Mrs. De Kruif the shock. The skin of one of the
the Chamber of Commerce, a* the beautiful office building, costing
A. J. BAUNAUD.
trout was entirelystripped off by HOLLAND CITY STATE
hours a week and that their pay present and addressed the group.
is now being taken home and is
District
Manager.
‘setup’ is today, will soon bring approximately one-third of a milthe
bolt.
Others
were
burned
from
BANK
REPORTS
PROGRESS
Prof.
William
Haber
of
Lansing,
should be no less than $14 to $15
expected to arrive here Saturday
head to tail.
Holland relief through industry, lion dollars,was erected. This
a week, that time and one-third economist and adviser of the state
or Sunday.
There is no reason to su
through commerce and other ac- structure is the last word in that
BANKS CHANGE HALF
Otto P Kramer Announces
be paid for work beyond the maxi- welfare department, gave the main
The details of the crash are not that fish are not frequently
tivities now in the horning.It is kind of construction. Their own
HOLIDAY
address,
repeating
largely
what
he
Capital
Plan.
mums and that the better-paidemknown.
by lightning, the Fish Division
only through such achievements product of heating, cooling and
ployes receive salary increasespro- said to the state meeting of
said, but it is difficultto prove the
Subscriptionbook* for capital that Holland will be able to unload humidifying was installed and the
portionate to the minimum scale. road men recently held there.
This city’s three banks will disScouts of First Methodist church. real cause of death in such inWilliam Connelly,executive sec- continue the time-honored custom Third Reformed church and Hope
stock
in the Holland City State its welfare load. This can be results were indeed gratifying,f
It was advocated further that all
stances. The fact that hundreds of
municipalitiesof the state, so far retary of the Holland Chamber of of keeping the banks open Satur- Reformed church of Holland, along other fish in the same pond were bank nre open to it* depositors, it done by putting idle hands to work The appointmentsof the office,.^
ns budgets permit, conform to the Commerce, was toastmaster at the day afternoon and evening. The with a group of Grand Haven and not iniured would indicate that or- was announced today by Otto P. and turning wheels in our empty the convenience and the beauty of
luncheon held as the opening banks will close Saturday at 12:30. Ferrysburg scouts, will spend next dinarily the fish mortalityrate Kramer, conservator of that insti- factorieswill make this possible. it all, have not been surpassed
NRA.
A copy of the resolutionwas or- event.
tution. The announcement was In this respect our future is more anywhere and has been marveled
The present Thursday afternoon week at Camp Wilderness. Ottawa from lightningis not high.
at by those who have been prividered sent to President Roosevelt. Henry J. Bourns, mayor of Ad- holiday also will be discontinued. county’s camp in Newaygo county.
made in connection with a drive reassuring than before.
"Let’s get out of the gloom; let’s leged to see it.
The resolutionscommittee, ap- rian, was the first to register and
to
complete the bank's capital
In other words the half holiday
Miss Sarah Riememna of Sioux
speak good words for those who
Our readers will remember that
pointed by William M. Connelly, was presentedwith a pair of will not be on Thursdayafternoon
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van Center, Iowa, is the guest of Mr. structure so that a license to reendeavor
do— the avenue the Holland City News devoted a
chairman of the conference, com- wooden shoes as a souvenir.
but on Saturday afternoon and Beek, 268 West Eighth street, on and Mrs. J. J. Riemersma of Riv- open may be issued immediately.
prised Mayor J. J. Sterlingof BenApproval of reorganizationplans through which these industries can page to this beautifulbuilding^
July 30, a daughter, Joyce Elaine. er avenue for a few days.
evening in the future.
CON
TR
A
(TORS*
DISC
U
SS
ton Harbor, chairman, and Harold
was given by the governor and be brought into play is through when it was dedicated,showing a
NRA CODE THURSDAY
E. Smith, director of the Michigan
state banking commissioner on our present Chamber of Com- picture of both exterior and inmerce."
terior views.
Municipal league. Mayor John D.
Mev 15, 1933.
HOLLAND FURNACE CO. 27 YEARS AGO
This Thursday night, as the
The men who have left the Fur- J
“Since that time." said Mr. KraKarel of Grand Rapids, Mayor C.
nace company have no definite
R. Beechler of Charlotte and City News goes to press, a meeting of
mer. “the work of rebuildingthe OPEN CONTESTS TO PICK
QUEEN AT SAUGATUCK plans up to this time. One of them
Attorney H. J. Potter of Ishpem- contractorsof western Michigan is
bank’s capital structure by means
being
held
nt
Warm
Friend
Tavtook this opportunity to take unto
of
stock
assessments
and
subscriping.
An eliminationcontest for the ti- himself a wife, one of Holland’s^
Representatives at the confer- ern. William Connelly, managing
tions of depositorshas progressed
tle of Miss Allegan, who will reign lovely young ladies, who has been
verv satisfactorily.
ence were from Grand Rapids, directorof the Chamber of Comas queen of the Allegan county closely identified with the teaching
East Grand Rapids, Lansing, East merce, expected that about 50 con“Holland City State bank, howfair, will be held in the big pavil- profession.
ever, should be licensedto reopen
Lansing, Pontiac, Port Huron, tractors would attend. The purion in Saugatuckthe night of AuMr. Arthur W. Wrieden says be
Saginaw, Bay City, Muskegon, pose of the meeting is to adopt a
at the earliest possible moment and
gust 22, and other district contests is too busy at the present time
Muskegon Heights, Battle Creek, resolutionconforming to Presito this end we arc making a limited
amount of- stock available to de are being scheduled for later in the presidentof the Holland Chamber]
Flint, Benton Harbor, Kalamazoo, dent Roosevelt’snational recovery
of Commerce to give other matteral
positors and other interestedHol- month.
Ecorsc, Lincdln Park, Traverse act. Other matters will also be
Four beauties from western Al- immediate thought.
land citizens. As soon as this is
City, Adrian, Marshall, Greenville, discussed,including the sales tax
Royal Oak, Birmingham,Hillsdale, and the contractors’pre-qualificasubscribed,license to open will be legan county are to be selected at Mr. Cheff, who took the place of
the Saugatuck eliminationand four Edgar Landwehr, is the son
Monroe, Grand Haven, Charlotte, tion act.
issued."
beauties from the fruit-growing Rev. Paul P. Cheff, at one t‘
The session will open with a
Otsego, Roseville,Zeeland, fielddistrict.These will compete in the the able pastor of Hope Refo
PLANS TULIP PARADE
ing, Lapeer, Three Rivers, Howell, dinner at 6:30 o’clockp. m. at the
ON NETHERLANDS DAY finals at the county fair for the church.
Manistique, Alpena, Albion, Alle- Tavern. The business meeting will
title of queen and all the prizes
ogan, St Johns, Wyandotte, Owosso begin at 7:30 o’clock. Frank L.
that
will go to her majesty, in- HEAD OF MOODY BIBLE
Dykema
of
Grand
Rapids,
secrePlans
are
nearing
completion
for
Midland, Coldwater, Alma, YpsiHolland'spart in the observance of cluding an all-expense-paidtrip to
INSTITUTE TO SPEAK
lanti, Cadillac, Manistee, Big Rap- tary of the Michigan chapter, AsNttherland's Day at the Century the Century of Progress in Chiids, Howell, Ishpeming, Femdale, sociated General Contractorsof
of Progress expositionin Chicago cago.
St Joseph, Mt Pleasant and Hol- America, will lead the discussion
Dr. Jantus M. Gray
It is expected that Otsego, Wayon the NRA code.
August 31.
,
Henry
Ostrom will
land,
Plainwell
and
Allegan
will
William K. Clute, Grand RapThe program will feature a reThe registrationcommitteewas
Bible conference at
all stage eliminations.
ids
attorney,
will
discuss
the
sales
In
this
modest
building
the
late
rectors
were
John
P.
Kolia,
A.
H.
peatedly
done
in
the
Holland
City
production
of
a
tulip
festival
pacomposed of Vaudie Vandenberg,
the north shore of
A. L. Van Putten, Harry Wetter tax, and J. N. Gunnell of Lansing, John P. Kolia and A. H. Landwehr, Landwehr, G. C. Bowman, Arend News, the banner issue being on rade in Dutch costume. Special
John Sloothank has moved from two miles f:
secretary of the Michigan Road with a dozen men, began the build- Visscher,Jacob Van Putten, C. M. September3, 1931, when the new transportationfacilitieswill be arand Alex Van Zanten.
office building was dedicated.This ranged at reduced rates and it is 208 West Tenth street to a resi- August 17-m.
The city attorney,city clerk and Builders’association,will talk on ing of Holland furnaces. The capi- McLean and W. H. Beach.
‘
It is needless to describethe de- was both a historic and a pic- expected about 500 persons from lience on Holland route 4 near Hathe aldermen of Holland were also the contractors' prc-qualification tal stock of the company then was
spices of
$50,000. The first board of di- velopment, since this has been re- torial review.
this city will attend.
zclbank.
in evidence during the day, act.

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
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To Mr. and Mrs. George Dalmnn
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SCOUTS TO HAVE DAY AT
WORLD'S FAIR ON AUGUST
25- IS REPORT

Weeks before the "new deal" beBoy Scouts of America will have
gan to take shape around a code their OHM
day at the Century of Prog•MWi CUm Matter at tka for each industry, 32 hatcheries ress at Chicago August
t 25L
25, and P.
HolUnA. MMl, maim tka act
Maitk Hi.
onofl in the Holland-Zedand section H. Norg, executive of the Ottawa
code county council of Boy Scouts, is
Offic*
2020 drafted a truth-in-odvertising
and outlawed unethical practices making plans to take a number of
in their business,G. T. Whitburn scouts from this county to the fair
of Detroit, advertisingmanager of on that day.
We Live Longer, and
the Michigan Farmer, reported Troop leaders in this county
Tuesday to the InternationalBaby wishing to take advantageof the
day must get in touch with scout
Chick association.
Statistics frequentlyare quoted
Adoption of rigid enforcement of headquarters at Holland by Aug.
showing that the health of the na- this trade agreement, Whitburn 15. On Scout Day the boys will
assemble at Soldier Field at 10 a.
tion is improving and the average said, made it possible for these
m. and will parade up the avenue
hatcheries
to
enjoy
n
profitable
length of life is increasing. In large
of flags, ending in the Court of the
code
oart this is the result of extension season,The
the Holland-Zeeland
tioiiand-^eeianu
code
Holland, Michigan

Classes

ONLY SHALLOWEST ARE
UNFIT FOR FISH

Chase and Butler counties in
Kansas no longer nav bounties on

crows. Officials
rials of these
th<
counties
were forced through lack of funds
to abandon this policy after H. D.
Fryear, a Kansas horse jockey, took
search goes out to inventorya lake up crow shooting in his spare time.
for its fishing, it divides all lakes In four months Fryear killed more
into four classes, on the basis of than 16,000 crows.
depths, because fish life may be
At first Fryear was satisfied to
expected to be divided in the same Use a special
rial extension
extensii
shotgun
manner.
that would fire ten times when he
Very shallow lakes are those visited the crow roosts. The ten
having a maximum depth of three shots got as many as 207 crows on
or four feet, which are not fit for one occasion, which represented
fish life. Even if such lakes did $20.70 in terms of bounty.
not freexe solid in the wintertime,
But when he rigged up a cannon
Hall of Science for special scout the decay of organic matter on the from a gas pipe and some fuse, and
bottom would deprive the unfrozen loaded it with a gallon of powder
iv-“'0ly
PUl day ceremonies at noon.
into effect March
Frree admission will be offered to water of its oxygen. Mud Lake in and a gallon of old piston rings
affairs. It is becoming generally
Whitman advocated collective ad- land and sea scouts and cubs in Antrim County is of this type.
pounded into small slugs he soon
known that it is cheaper and better vortiringby organized groups as a uniform. A large delegation of
Relativelyshallow lakes are exhausted the bounty funds of the
to eat plentifully of vegetablesand practical method of trade and sales scouts from Chicago and from area those in which the water is likely counties in which he was working.
to live in the sun and to breathe promotion in the interests of the seven is expected to be on hand to to be the same temperature at the With this weapon he once brought
entire industry.
celebrate.Rufus Dawes, president'bottom as at the top, and become down 175 crows at a single shot.
fresh air and drink safe milk than
of the fair; Mayor Kelly of Chi- very warm during the summer.
o
to take medicine for ills resulting
cago, and several other notables While such lakes are suited only
These modem gasolines may Ik*
OTTAWA
SUES
HOLLAND
to
warm-water
fishes,
they
are
from lack of such things. Science,
will be on hand to speak.
all right, but those old Spanish piFOR $40,000 IN TAXES
usually quite productive. There rates used to go 3,000 miles on a
too, has helped to make these
are many such lakes in Michigan. galleon.
AGAIN; OUT AGAIN;
health agencies year-roundcomRelativelydeep lakes with pulpy
IN AGAIN
Proceeding under instructions
monplaces rather than exotic luxupeat bottoms is the third cl assifi
from the board of supervisorslast
ries.
Local ice dealers are bumping cation. Most of the lakes in HillsJanuary, Prosecutor John R. DethRefrigeration and rapid trans- mers has filed suit in circuit court up against outside competition. dale County, for example, are of
this type. Here the water tempera
portationmake the nation's garden for $40,000in taxes involvedin the Recently the Jansma Co. of Grand
turcs run in "layers," and are much
Rapids
entered
the
local
field by
closing
of
the
People's
State
hank
spot as big as its territory. More
lower at the bottom than at the
placing
an
ice
house
on
the
corner
top, in fact, the water at the botthan five million acres in this in January, 1932. The suit was
initiated by the county in an at- of Tenth street and River avenue. tom remains cold throughout the
country are devoted to the growing
tempt to collect the sum allegedly Jansma then sold out to the Su- year.
of vegetables. To serve this purpose due from the city of Holland.
perior Ice Co. of this city. Now
Very deep lakes with bottom
the subtropicalareas are coming
City Attorney Clarence Lokker the National Association of Ice soils other than peat are in the
into profitable cultivation. In these contends the city is not obligated Companies has entered the field fourth class. These lakes may be
placing an icehouse on the op- as deep as 300 feet, and various
: districtsplantingsare made in late for the $40,000 because collection by
temperatures will l>e found at difof the money for the county and posite corner.
® fall, winter and early spring. So state by the city treasurer merely
o
ferent depths. Torch. Elk and Bellgreat is the demand in populous was a gratuitousact.
aire Lakes in Antrim County beBIG
STILL
SEIZED
IN
long to this group.
northern states for these out-of"The funds belonged to the counThe lake survey crews have
aeason fresh fruits and vegetables ty which the city treasurer, as the
found that usually the upper 20 to
county's
agent,
collected
for
the
that carlot shipments and even
Allegan Gazette — Tuesday eve- 30 feet of water is warm and the
county," he said.
trainloadssupply the distant marlower levels cold. Lakes with this
It is claimed that a certified ning the local sheriff’s force and
federal officers made a raid on a cold, deeper water, are suited to
kets.
check was sent by the city treasthe cold-water species, provided
It is a habit likely to grow upon urer to the county treasurer on still on the Reeves farm near Spectacle lake in Monterey township. sufficient oxygen is present.
the nation, and to satisfy it, vast the day the bank closed. The counIt was located in an old barn on
programs of reclamation,irriga- ty officialdid not receive the check the farm. Thev found two men op- NOTED MALLARD BACK
AGAIN ON SAME NEST
tion, river valley improvementand until after the bank closed. Set- erating the still and two more men
tlement of this question,very like- asleep in the house who were arextension of transportationfacilily in the Septemberterm of court, rested. It was the biggest outfit
A female mallaid (No. 555414),
ties will follow. Such a development
automatically will settle another ever uncovered in this part of the
that for each of the last 6 years
envisions prosperity for regions situationin which the county is state. There were six, approxihas nested in a box on the roof
that a generationago were unpeo- withholding return of delinquent mately six feet by twelve feet
of a barn in Nebraska, is back
tax payments to the cty in the cypress storage tanks all in use, again this year, according to repled wastes.
amount of $17,200 fer application some filled with mash and others
ports to the biological survey,
on the sum claimed to be due the with brew. There were approxiUnited States department of agrimately
100
hundred-pounds
sacks
TO ELECT BOARD MEMBERS county.
culture.
of sugar, and equipment estimated
o
This wild duck has set up a recCHRISTIAN SCHOOL SOCIETY
to be worth ten tnousand dollars.
ZEELAND (. OF C.
There
was
a
complete
lighting ord for escaping the guns of huntDIRECTORS NAMED
outfit in operation, they making ers and for returning to the same
The annual meeting of the Christheir own electricity. The massive spot to nest every year. She retian School society will be held on
The Zeeland Chamber of Corn- boilers were fired with oil and turned with almost clocklike reguMonday evening at 7:30 o'clock in met ce Monday night elected a
larity for 3 years— arrivingMarch
the Christian High school gym- board of directors,composed of everything had only recently been
installed.Much of the equipment
equit
12, 1928; March 10. 1929, and
nasium. Rev. A. Dusseljeof Jeni- three members from each group.
was new and some of it of the March 11, 1930. In 1931 she came
son will be the main speaker.
The retail group elected J. H. De- very best of its kind. It had evi- on April 9, and last year on FebSix board members will be elect- Pree, Angus De Kruif and Jack dently been installedduring the
ruary 21. This year she returned
ed from the followingnominations: Boonstra; the civic group, Willard present month. There were two
to the old schedule,March 12.
J. Bareman,William Beckman, H. Claver, Dr. H. Kuite and C. J. Den- very large boilers,several large
This duck was banded November
Beelen, J. De Boe, P. De Goede, Herder; the industrial group, Cor- galvanized storage tanks, two ex29, 1927. by F. J. Keller,on his
Rev. M. Glitter, H. Kolmink, F. ey Poest, D. J. DePree and Lloyd ceptionally large copper condensers game refuge at Antioch.Nebraska,
Oldemulders,H. Hurkstra, R. Van- Hall. The commerce body also de- and many feet of copper coil. The
and has returned each year and
der Meulen, F. Van Langen and cided to follow the NRA code in officers had started draining the nested in the box on his barn roof.
containers
Tuesday
evening
and
A. VegtCT. Mr. Beckman, Mr. De regard to the retail stores. All
She usually raises two broods of
Goede and Mr. Bareman are seek- stores will open at 8 a. m. and close when your reporterleft there
ducklings. This year the eggs were
ing re-election.The annual re- at 5:30 p. m. except Saturday, when Wednesday noon they were still all runts, and would not have
ports of the secretary and treas- they will remain open until 9 p. m. dischargingthe contents and it cerhatched, so Mr. Keller substituted
tainly was a vile-smellingplace.
urer will also be presented.
The Wednesday afternoon closing While there are probably a few a set of normal wild-duckeggs. She
will continue until September 1. local people mixed up in this mat- is known to have reared more than
Stores will discontinuethe Tuesday ter it certainly was under the sup- 100 ducks
WANTED— Young girl for house- evening opening.
ervisionof some much larger orOfficialsof the biologicalsuro
work. Small family; modem
ganizationfrom the appearance of vey have advanced the suggestion
apartment in Chicago. Address COMPANY I) RETURNS TO
the cost of the outfit and the type that should Mallard No. 555414 filetters to Box 16, c-o Holland City
HOLLAND WITH HONORS of the equipment, several pictures nally fall before a duck hunter,she
Up23
All prices
of which may be seCn at the Ga- be mounted and presented to Mr.
Members of Company D, 126th zette office.
Keller. Her original band, while
this ad Include
infantry, Michigan national guard,
still legible, shows the effort of
AND
HOLLAND
THOUGHT
the 3% Michreturnedto Holland Saturday after
the 6 years’ wear, so Mr. Keller
CARP
FISHING
DID
IT
spending two weeks of training at
placed a new band on her other
igan Sales Tax
HOLLAND. MICH.
Camp Grayling.
foot this spring. Now she carDespite the hot weather prevailSergeant D. J. Zwemer reported
ries two bands and the number
ing throughout the state through
that Company D won the regimenJune and early July, no excess re- of the new one is A 604109.
tal baseball championship at Grayports of dead fish in the lakes have
ling this year. The local unit was been receivedby the Fish Division SAMPLES OF LICENSE
PLATES FOR '34 CARS
also awarded the camp trophy for of the Michigan Department of
ARE YELLOW AND BLACK
having the best mess hall. As one Conservation. Long dry and hot
— Matineea Daily at 2:30—
of the activities at camp. Henry periods have usually resulted in
Samples of the new automobile
A. Geerds, who recently was pro- many reports of "fish dying by the
Evenings at 7 and 9
plates for 1934 have been received
moted from captain of Company D millions,"in many inland waters
at the county clerk’soffice. The
to the rank of major, was present- the Division said. This condition
backgroundwill l>e bright yellow
HEINZ
has
been
generally
caused
by
high
ed with shoulder insignia of rank
Fri., Sat., Aug 11, 12
with large distinct black letters.
water
temperatures
and
the
lack
of
by sergeants of the Holland group.
The name Michigan will l»e at the
George Arliss and Dons Kenyon
oxygen in the water. When dead
top of the plate and the figures
fish are found in abundance in some
300.000 MORE TULIPS FOR
1934 separated between the name
lake,
the
Division
suggests
that
a
HOLLAND'S "LANE"
| of
the state. The figures of the
.ample fish be sent to the IlMtitutclicenw occupv ,hc larp,8l slmre
This city’s present supply of tulip for Fisheries Research, the Uni- the plate and are of unusual size,
Voltaire
bulbs, which numbers 2,500,000, versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
The plates last year had a white |
will be augmented by a shipment so that it might Ik* examined to background with black letters,
RELIABLE
make
certain
that
it
is
not
disease
of approximately300,000 bulbs
Mon-, Tues., Wed., Thurs
year Wore the background was!
that
is
causing
the
deaths
in
parfrom The Netherlands.
Netherl
The shipi
blue with white
Aug. 14, 15, 16, 17
a b
dv common
cc
ment, authorized
coun- ticular waters.
Sale of automobile plates conL
Holland in recent years has had
cil, will be rece ived th e latter part
tinues heavy, as according to state
Wallace Beery and
many
“flare-ups"
relative
to
dead
of Sentember in time for fall plantinstructionsall those running unMarie Dressier
ing. Bulbs will be used in extend- fish dn the shore. Carp netters der stickersmust purchase plates
ing Holland'sTulip Lane in prepa- were always blamed. It seems Wore Aug. 1. The countv clerk's
—in—
ration for the 1934 Tulip Time there are other causes. At one office will not be open on Saturday
time, some 12 years ago, there was
festival next May.
afternoon,so owners are urged to
a public indignation meeting con- bear it in mind and prepare for the
demning
netting
for
carp.
TABLE PLAN FOR SHORE
expirationdate.

MT».
- - -

When the Lake Survey crew of
the Institute for Fisheries Re-

Why

simple

0<

^

-

-

A meeting was held at Fennville Holland, secreUry
Tuesday night to set closing hours
j

THAT
BOUNTY GAVE OUT

SHOT CROWS SO FAST

Lakes Divided Into

-

for grocery, hardware and clothing

be,

Application for a marriage liMr. and Mrs. Joe Boers celecense has been received at the
county clerk’s office from Joe Al- brated their eighth wedding anniverson, 21, Holland, and Hersa versary at their home Saturday
evening, when they entertained a
Ressoquie,18, Holland.
group of friends and relatives.
Miss Beatrice Timmer, John Games were played, after which reMarvin, Ben Howard and Donald freshmentswere served. Twenty
Timmer, and Lester Serier of Hol- guests were present.
land were guests for several days
of their grandparents,Mr. and The descendants of Peter J. Lui
Mrs. John Peterson, 8r., 507 Lake dens enjoyed a reunion at Jenison
avenue. They took part in the Park Saturday. More than 100
golf tournament at the Spring Lake members of the family group were
Country club — Grand Haven Trib- present. The following officers

Miss Henrietta Jacobs, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Jacobs,and
Joe Garvelink,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gradus Garvelink, were united in
marriage at 8 o’clockWednesday
evening at the home of the bride's
parents. The ceremony was performed by Rev. H. Blystra,pastor
of GraafschapChristian Reformed
church. Mias Gertrude Bredeweg

MONTEREY

Rib

Hams
Genuine Springs

N. B. C.

DOLE PINEAPPLE
PEAS

-

-

2 btls. 29c

BEECHNUT or CHASE
Large

size
Dozrn rnn*
91.00

«

^

Sc

Pound Size

3 cam 28c
2

SANBORN

Fancy pack Medium 3 cam 29c
3 cam 25c
Evaporated

cant

CIGARETTES, 4 popular brands,

jars 19c

EDELWEISS MALT SYRUP

25c

cam 26c

H>. tin

6 cans 85c

[SILVERBROOK
PRINT,

lb.

ctn.

8

6c

Soap Chips

O’CLOCK COFFEE

(lb

19c)

69c

21C

Lb.

22c]

$1.09

“AL"

MAYFAIR TEA oSSTfoc Vyb.

25c

lb. loaf

!De

25-oz. can

TALL BOY TOMATO SOUP

qt.

fc.

tin

33c

3-Ib. bag

55c

lb.

21c
25c

EASY TASK
RED CIRCLE COFFEE
BOKAR COFFEE

FLY TOX Insecticide pint can 49c
PEN JEL For Jams and Jellies 2 pkgs. 27c

lb. tin

CORN FLAKES OR POST TOASTIES

FPESH FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES

I

The White
House

Spinach, Fresh

Thursday

Saturday

__________

|

25c
lbs. 19c
lbs. 17c

3 for

Melons, Hearts of Gold

3

Home Grown

3

Bananas, Firm, Ripe Fruit

- -

TWO BICYLCLE CONTESTS
The A. 8

P. Tea Co. for the next three weeks will conduct a Bicycle Contest for girls and one for

boys, carrying with

The
prize.

it

the plans largely adopted in the recent Century of Progress Contest.

Girl and Boy collecting the largest
Enroll

ij

2- 25*

PEAS

lb. size. 6 cans

Kellogg's

%'t

2 cans 35c

Glass 2

RAJAH SALAD DRESSING
or
BREAD, Grandmothers Whole
Sliced

Dm

otHdl

STOCK

49c

Bulk

HEINZ BEANS
HEINZ BEANS

quart 15c

Holland Butter

NIGHT

Room

.

I

The Raw

Blue

.

10

ASSORTED

Whitehouse Milk

ing in northern Michigan captured
of lake trout closely rivaled the
41 coyotes and four timber wolves
whitefish,with 6,813,011 pounds,
during the month of May. 11. P.
which was slightly higher than the
Williams, leader of predatory ani—Matinees Daily at 2:301931 catch.
may control,has reported to the
Denartmentof Conservation.
Evenings at 7 and 9
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Three of the timber wolves were
Services in the Armory, Corner
taken by one trapper, Ben FilmonCentral Avenue and Ninth
ski of Hermansville.Filmonski
FrL Sat., Aug. 11, 12
Street.
also succeededin taking seven
coyotes,three bobcats and a bear.
Rev. J. Lanting, Pastor.
George O’Brien
One timber wolf and six coyotes
9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting, secwere taken In Alger county by
ond
floor.
o
John Rintala. Chas. Blanchard of
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship.
HERMAN BITTNER DIES
Sidnaw reported taking nine coyMr.
Lanting
has
returned
from
the
AT HOME OK SON
Life Id
otes and five bobcats during May.
East and will again occupy his
Thirteen bobcats, 19 foxes and
Herman A. Bittner, 80, who was pulpit Sunday speaking in the four bears were also taken by state
a resident of Holland for about 12 morning on the subject, "Divine hunters during May. The bears
Stt.Aug. 12 U GUEST
were captured as a result of com—Attend the 9 o’clock perform- years, died Monday at the home of Riches."
11:15 a. m.— Sunday school.
his son, Edward Bittner,in Jeniplaints that they were doing damance and remain as Our Guest
3:00 p. m.— Allegan county home age.
son Park, after a long illness.
to aee Walter Huston in
A report from Luce county that
Mr. Bittnerwas born in Milwau- meeting.
3:00 p. m.— Allegan county jail a man had been "treed" by five
kee,
Wisconsin, on June 11, 1853.
Gabrltl
timber wolves, according to Mr.
For some time he operated a meat services. Group No. 5.
6:30 p. m.— Young people’s serv- Williams, was believed to be unand grocery store in Escanaba but
founded.
ice, second floor.
retired a number of years ago.
o
;
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
He is survived by his wife; four
Mon., Tues., Aug. 14, 15.
ANNOUNCE
BICYCLE
Mr.
Lanting
will
speak
on
the
topdaughters, Mrs. A. E. Haberman
CONTESTS
Paul Lukas and Gloria Stuart of Florence, Wisconsin; Mrs. Paul ic, “The Cleansing of the Leper.”
Wednesday evening — Gospel
E. Smith of Flint, Mrs. Charles
in
The Atlantic & PacificTea Co.
McGuire of Chicago, and Mrs. H. services at the Ottawa Beach oval.
Thursday afternoon— Children’s of Holland announcestwo bicycle
A. Abramson of Parkridge, Illicontests,one a bicycle for girls
nois; two sons, Herman Bittner, meeting in the armory.
Secrets of the
and one for boys, will be given
evening—
Prayer
Jr., of Denver, Colorado, and Edward Bittner of Jenison Park; 21 meeting and Bible study in the away at the end of the contest
covering a period of three weeks.
grandchildrenand 11 great-grand- armory.
The method of the contest will
evening—
Prayer
children.
Funeral serviceswere held Wed- meeting in a home and open air be carried on largely as the one
Wed., Thurs., Aug. 16, 17
nesday afternoon at 1:30 o’clock meetings in Saugatuck,Hamilton in vogue with the Century of Prog*
ress trip recently in which three
and Holland.
from the residenceon West Thirty- ____
i Cagney and Madge Evans
"He
"thafbeTieveth
on
the
Son
hath
Holland boys participated.
second street, and at 2 o’clock from
The two bicycles will be given
everlastinglife; and he that be
the Zion EvangelicalLutheran
in
church, Rev. William Schumacher lieveth not the Son shall not see to. the most popular boy and girL
life; but the wrath of God abid- based on coupons derived from the
officiating.Burial took place in
sales in this district, w
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
eth on him.’’— John 3:36.

.

JOHN ALDEN COOKIES

Soup
Large

BARS

Tugboat Annie

ing in September.
The road has been the dream of
residentsin that sectionfor many
years and would greatly relieve the
traffic on US-31 between this city
and Holland. Welfare labor would
mostly be used on the work, the
cost to be defrayedpartiallyby
the federal government and partially by the county. Grand Haven
council adopted resolutions some
time ago favoring the project.

Lb.

AUGUST

IN

N. B. C. FIG

ENCORE SPAGHETTI
QUAKER MAID Beans

COLONIAL

Meaty

Sugar'

Coffee

WIRES

Lb.

piece

BROWN BULK

KETCHUP

I

size

IOC
20C
Cuts
8c
Lb.

PRICES WILL BE HIGHER THIS FALL

HEINZ VINEGAR

t

Lb.

18c
14c
5c

Any

BUY

Heinz

For the third consecutive year,
TuctnAug. 15ii GUEST NIGHT
Historianswill probably speak of
The
proposal
to constructa high- whitefish held the leading rank Hitler as "the man who held the
— Attend the 9 o’clock performamong
commercial
fish
taken
from
way along the shore of Lake Michidestiny of a nation in the hollow
ance and remain asOUR GUEST
gan from the south city limits to Michigan waters in 1932, says the of his head."
Fish Division,of the Department
to tee Lee Tracy in
connect US-31 near the Getz farm
of Conservation.
STATE HUNTERS CAPTURE
was
brought
before
Ottawa
county
CLEAR ALL
But the catch of 7.787,861 pounds
41 COYOTES, 4 WOLVES
supervisorstoday, and following a of whitefishin 1932 represented a
report of the good roads commit- drop of a half million pounds
The 12 state hunters now operattee, was tabled until the next meetunder the 1931 figures. The take

7c
25c
8c

Lb.

Choice Milk Fed

Wt DO OUR PART

ROUTE TO GETZ FARM

7y2c

4 Lbs.

Beef Roast

THEATRES

j

Last Lb.

Stew

News.

letters.

While They

Legs
Shoulder

-- —

,

and sweet peas. Immediately after

Hickory Smoked

Canadian Bacon

j

played the wedding march from
"Lohengrin." The bride wore a
beautifulgown of white crepe and
carried a bouquet of white roses

Center Cut of Shoulder

Veal Roast

HOLLAND

Visscher received

many beautiful gifts. Delicious refreshments were served. Eighteen guests were present.

MEATS

Lamb

--

played and prises were

awarded. Miss

Charles Otto of Grand Haven Hoeksema of Holland, vice presi- Mr. and Mrs. Garvelink will be at
caught a 10-pound northern pike in dent; Henry J. Luidens of Holland home on Holland route 6 after SepGrand river recently.
treasurer,and Jacob Hoeksema of tember 1.

Picnic

-

were

were elected: Jacob Luidens of the ceremony r^reshments were
Grand Rapids, president; Albert served to the forty guests present.

une.

Pork Loin Roast End
Pork Roast
Pure Pork Sausage

-

Miss Grace Visscher,a bride-towas honored with a miscellaneous shower recently at the home
of Mrs. John Ligtvoet.Games

stores in Fennville. The Fennville
Fruit exahange, through its manager, Wwin F. Payne, called toMiss Jeanette Broekema, a nurse gtther managers of the other fruit
at Holland hospital, is spending a exchangesin southwestern Michivacation at the home of her moth- gan and they decided to ask the
er, Mrs. Jacob Broekema. — Grand department of commerce for instructionsduring the packing seaHaven Tribune.
son, which will start about Sept. 1.

now.

number

of votes will

See your A. 6? P. manager today.

both receive a brand new bicycle as a

1

erning body of the City of Holland ing had been called to considertwo
Reports of Standing Committees aak the employer! of labor in our propositions, one of them being the
The Committee on Wajtb ind city to act at once and altogether matter of ouUlda people coming InMrs. Gerrit Northuia, 53, died
Means
to whom waa referredaome to submit and scrupulouslycomply to the dty and selling ice, both by
Many meetingsare being held, this morning at her home, 325
deliveringabout the city and also
time ago the matter of investigatwith AGREEMENTS WITH THE
Among the recent visitors from called by C. P. Milham. Holland East Lincoln avenue, Zeeland,afting the securing of
permanent PRESIDENT to shorten hours, selling from an ice stand on 15th
Park
and
Olive
township
included.
er
an
illness
of
four
months.
She
Holland
at
tne
world's
u«r
in
UuJulian De Free of Louisville,
St. near River Ave.; the other
landing field, reported having
One hundred forty wheat grow- is survived by her husband; two
raise wages and co-operate with proposition waa to consider the
Kentucky, is spending bis vacation cago recently were William Vanstudied the situation and recomers
and
rural
supervisors
of
Ottasons, Cornelius and Louis of Zee- at the Community hall Monday eve- mended that the matter be dropped employes in peaceful adjustment matter of farmers and others Bellden Belt and lanuiy; J. C. Van
with relatives at Castle Park.
of difference, and that the govern- ing fruita,vegetables and other
Leeuwen and daughters; Dick Van wa county voted unanimouslyto land; three daughters, Mrs. Ar- ning.
for the time being.
cooperate in the wheat reduction thur Cook of Graaf setup, Mrs.
The Morchants, local junior Adopted.
ing body of the city of Holland produce from a stand located on
Leland Beach has gone to Char- j Raalte, Jr., and Baxter McLean;
campaign proposed by the Federal William Scheerhorn and Miss Nella team, defeatedthe Phillips"66"
further ask the employes to do the comer of River Ave. and 10th
lotte,where he has accepted a posi- Mrs. Frank Hurlbut, Mr. and Mrs.
The Committee on Ways and
Governmentfor the next two years
£. Dick and Miss Grovine Buss; at the meeting held at Allendale. Northuis of Zeeland; also two team of Holland in a close game Means to whom was referred the their best on the job and co-oper- SL By auggeation of the Mayor,
tion for the remainder of the sum
Rev. and Mrs. John Vanderbeek Mr. C. V. Ballard who has charge brothers,Milan Huyser of Zeeland by a score of 3 to 2. Bob Free- matter of refunding the General ate with the National Recovery theae two propoaitionaware taken
mer.
and two daughters, Alma and Vera of the work in the State and agri- and John Huyser of Grand Rap- man, on the mound for the locals, Obligation Bonds of the City of Administrationand employerin up individually^ the ice proportion
J. Vender Werf has moved from Vanderbeek;Miss Bertha Coster, cultural agent Milham explained ids and two sisters, Mrs. Dick kept the hit* well scattered and Holland that fell due on Aug. 1, peaceful adjustment of differences. being taken up first
The Mayor went Into conaiderhis home on Lakewood boulevard Miss Alice Ryzenga and Mr. and the plan and how it would apply to Visch of Zeeland and Mrs. G. Wor- was given great support in the 1933, reported having spent consid- More can be now done for workers
able detail in outlining to the Counerable time in looking up various through this co-operationof 125,to Virginia Park.
Mrs. Louis Dalman and family; Ottawa wheat growers preceding meling of Holland. Funeral serv- field.
Mrs. H. M. Horton of Redlands, matters connected therewith, and 000,000 people than can ever be cil what had transpiredduring the
i ices will be held Saturday afterMr. and Mrs. Fred Brummer and the vote.
past two or three weeks in regard
California, visited at the Jot Lug- presented a proposal from Fitz- done by discord and dispute.And
Jack Bontekoe of the Peter two daughters,Jean and Joyce, and
noon
at
1:30
o’clock
at
the
home
Nominations for a temporary
to the matter of theae outsiders
ten
home
last
week.
that
the
governing
body
of
the
gerald
&
Rae
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
to
Mass Furniture store attended the Miss Gertrude Mouw.
county committee to plan the cam- and at 2 .o'clock at the First Chrisselling ice in the City of Holland.
curtain and drapery show in ChiMrs. E. Archambault anu son, the effect that they would look City of Holland ask the public and
paign were made for each town- tian Reformed church, Rev. WilThe Mayor stated that in talking
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. John Mok- ship; eight districts were blocked liam Kok and Rev. M. Van Vessen James; Mrs. J. Brink, Sr., Mrs. after the matter of refunding theae especially the women (who control with theae men when they flrat
cago.
Bonds
for
the
City
of
Holland
and
the
bulk
of
buying),
to
support
all
ma of East Eleventh street on Au- out, and a scheduleof district officiating.Burial will be held in Henry Tcusink, Mr. and Mrs. John
came to the city they ha/d made the
Dr. John J. Brower attended the gust 5, a daughter, Yvonne Joyce. meetings arranged to reach every Zeeland cemetery.
Brink, Jr., Clarice and Esther do all the necessary work in this those employers and employes who statementthat their purpose
connection
for
a
fee
of
lf/t on the do their parts to put breadwinners
American Dental congress at Chicoming was for retaliation, and he
wheat grower in the county. The
Classisof Zeeland, ChristianRe- Brink; Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Rog
cago this week. He was accomRev. nnd Mrs. John Looman districtsand committee members formed church, will meet in First gen and family, and Dennis Top face value of the Bonds refunded. back to work. There is no force furtherstated that he waa informAdopted.
here except conscience and opin ed that in other places they had
panied by his daughter, Paula, who spent a few days at the Free Meth- from each township are Chester Christian Reformed church Friday attended the Century of Progress
The Committee on Ways and ion. This is an appeal to those sold ice books and then later revisited relativesin Wilmette, Illi- odist Bible conference at Manton. and Wright, Floyd Harrisonand afternoon.The classis will con- expositionlast week.
Means presented a report covering good instincts of our people who fused to deliver the ice. The Mayor
Everett Collar; Polkton, John sider problems in relationto the
nois.
The League for Service society the Audit of the (^ity of Holland.
have never been besought in vain. further told having met there two
D. B. K. Van Raalte is a business Potta; Crockery and Spring Lake, present missionarywork in the
of the American Reformed church Several recommendations were conScott Holmes and Sam Rymer;
After four years of hopeless and gentlemenin the City Attornejra
Born to Mr. and Mrs. James H. visitor in Chicago.
church circles.
enjoyed a beach party at Tunnel tained in this report, among them
Robinson and Grand Haven, A1
seeminglyhelpless suffering and office and interviewed them
Klomparens,114 West Twentieth
park
last week, Friday evening.
The
annual
Meengs
family
rebeing
one
suggesting
that
a
vigorstreet, on August 1, a son, Paul.
inaction, it would be unforgivable gard to their activities in the City
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Meredith Reisbig and C. Reenders;Allenunion was held at the city park.
The B. Lugtcn, Joe Lugten and ous campaign be put on to collect not to open to the country the of Holland.
are spending a few days at Has- dale and Tallmadge,Abe RobinHe then called upon Mr. A. Fairson and Fred Ellis; Georgetown Officers elected were, president, Garret Lugten families attended outstandingDelinquentPersonal chance it now has under thia law to
Mrs. Marvin Lindeman and Mrs. tings, where they are attending the
and Jamestown,Chas. Lowing and Dick Meengs of Vriesland; vice the Lugten family reunion at Tun Taxes covering a period of the past unite once more to overcome an banks of the Superior Ice Co. to
Wesleyan
Methodist
Bible
conferR. W. Everett entertained their
three years. The report shows such
address the Council on the matter.
Hiram Yntema; Blendon and Zee- president,Joe Meengs; secretary, net park Saturday.
bridge club from Holland at the ence and camp.
Delinquent Taxes to approximate emergency and to defeat depres- Mr. Fairbanksstated that these
land, Ralph Lamer and Jacom Mrs. George Meengs, and treasMr. and Mrs. Brown and chil- $20,000.00.
sion. If the President’splan is to
“Michigan" cottage at Macatawa
men were Belling ice below coat,
Geerlings;Olive, Holland,Park and urer, Mrs. Minne Meengs, all of
dren of Lafayette, Indiana, visited
Mrs. C. C. Harris of San Franpark last Friday. The guests inA resolution was adopted author- succeed,it must have the support and although he could not prove
Port Sheldon, John Kemme. Henry Zeeland.
Prof.
Stanley
Bolks
during
the
of every citizen of the United the assertion, he stated that Inforcluded Mrs. Peter Prins, Mrs. Ma- cisco, California,is visiting friends Kragt, Bert Van Ixmte and Henry
izing the Committee on Ways and
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Van Haitsma past week-end.
yo Hadden, Mrs. Harold McLean, and relativesin Holland.
Wassink.
Means
to appoint a deputy Citv States. This is a test of patrio- mation had come to him that their
and Mr. and Mrs. James Wagner
tism. It is the time to demonMrs. C. J. McLean, Mrs. George
The schedule of meetings in of Zeeland were guests last week, The local farm bureau has been Treasurer for the purpose of col- strate the faith of our fathersand purpose in doing ao waa to force
Miss Janet Mulder and Miss
compelled to install an extra elec- lecting such Delinquent Taxes on a
Pelgrim,Mrs. Carl Van Raalte,
them out of businessand that these
these districts to explain the plan
our belief in ourselves. Because men were being backed by a
Mrs. H. Den Herder, Mrs. J. Den Metta Ross have returned to Hol- will be held at Hudsonville high Wednesday, at the Poest cottage tric egg candling and grading ma- commissionbasis.
chine to take care of the large
Herder and Mrs. 0. Vande Velde, land after spending the month of school, Monday, August 14; Zeeland at Idlewood beach.
The report further recommended the President of the United States wealthy company who sought to
Jimmie Van Loo and George number of eggs at the egg ex- that the City Assessor lie instruct- is asking for the support of every gain controlover the sale of icc in
all of Holland, and Mrs. Edward July at Medford Lakes, Medford, high school, August 15; Allendale
New Jersey, as the guests of Miss
De Prec of St. Louis, Mo.
town hall, August 16; Conklin Rookus, who belong to President change. They had put op an extra ed to prepare his Fall Tax Roll in individualin every community to western Michigan.
Mulder’s brother-in-lawand sister,
Mayor Bosch then called upon
Grange hall. August 17; Holland Roosevelt’s forest reserve stationed shift, but Manager Andrew Ixih- accordance with the State Law and do his part,
Lievense for information.
The Slenks and Wiersings, who Rev. and Mrs. Neal Muste.
township hall, August 18; Nunica near Grayling, who were here on man believes that the new arrange- provisions of the City Charter
BE IT. THEREFORE, FUR- Chief
are occupyinga cottage at Carwhich require that City and School THER RESOLVED, that the City Chief stated that there waa not
town hall. Monday, August 21; a furlough,have returned to camp. ment will be more satisfactory.
deau beach, entertained several Rev. Seth Vander Werf, secre- Coopersville high school, August Music at the Second Reformed Mr. and Mrs. Martin Brink and Taxes be entered separatelyon the of Holland through its various much he could say on the inatter
except that he waa informed that
friends at their cottage last week. tary at the Reformed church house, 22; Robinson town hall, August 23. church last Sunday was by a male family and Mr. and Mrs. George Tax Roll whenever they are assess- boards take immediatesteps to
the ice aUtion from which these
The guests last week. Wednesday, will leave Saturday for South Bar- All meetings will be held at 8 p. m. quartet under the direction of Reimink and family attended the ed or re-assessed.
bring the departments under their folks operate on 10th St had be«n
Adopted and Clerk instructedto controlwithin the requirements of
includedMm. H. Venhuizen and nard, near Charlevoix, where he All wheat growers are urged to at- John Katie. Their offeringswere Van der Bie family reunion at the
taken from Grand Rapids and
Mrs. Harverdink of Holland; Mrs. will have charge of church services tend.
well received. Those taking part Jamestown grove last week, Tues- so inform the Assessor.
the President’s Re-employment brought here without being paid
Sunday.
He
will
return
to
Holland
The
Auditor’s
report
further
Peter Mulder of Philadelphia;Mrs.
Briefly the plan is this — wheat were Herman Janssen, Cory Poest, day.
Agreement:
for, and his thought in the matter
Gerrit Timmer of New Jersey and Monday.
growers will sign a contract with Milton Van Den Berg, John Katte,
Mrs. S. Billings is visiting at the recommended that the present AcBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, was that these people are not recounting
System
be
changed
and
a
the Federal Government to reduce James De Pree, G. J. Van Hoven, home of Ella Ward of Holland a
Miss Frieda Wieraing of Califorcopy of this resolution, sponsible persona with whom to
new system installed which would that
nia. Rev. and Mrs. G Hoffmeyer The following acores were made their acreage for the next two Fred Zytzema and Albert Jans- few days.
reflect more readily the exact signed by the mayor of our city, deal.
at
the
weekly
match
of
the
Holyears,
not
over
20
per
cent
below
and family were guests at the cotThe icc cream social of the King's
sen.
Aid. Prina requested an opinion
be sent to the President of the
status of the various funds.
tage Thursday, and Mr. and Mrs. land Rifle club Tuesday evening: their average acreage for the past
A
meeting of the Zeeland busi- Daughterssociety of First church
from Atty. Den Herder aa to what
No definite action taken at this United States.
Bud
Prins
78,
C.
Ver
Meulen
74,
three
years.
In
return
the
GovernJ. Bolt and Mr. and Mrs. H. Bolt
t •
the City’s rights are in thia matter.
ness men was held Monday eve- last week, Wednesday evening,was time.
of Muskegon visited there on Fri- Alex Barnum 71, Herman Prins and ment proposes paying the farmers ning at which time it was decided well attended in spite of the heavy
Mr. Den Herder stated he waa Just
The
Ways
and Means Committee
who
sign
contracts
twenty-eight
day. The guests entertained on Russell Dyke 70, Ted Wyma and
rain.
of this Resolutionbe mailed to t^e there on behalf of Mr. Lokker and
further
reported
that
Mrs.
John
to
open
stores
at
8
o'clock
in
the
Saturday were Mr. and Mrs. G. Kenneth Woldring 67, George cents a bushel on the average do- morning and close at 5:30 o’clock
Marian Maxam is showing a Telling, Chairman of the Tulip Presidentof the United States.
preferred to hear more about the
mestic consumption of 54 per cent
Tinholt and Mr. and Mrs. H. Ven- Louwsma 66, L. Michmershuizen
in the afternoon,retainingthe sparkling diamond to her many Committee,had reported that due CommunicationsFrom Boards and propositionbefore he could give an
of
their
average
production
of
and Dick Wiersma 64, John Jonopinion; that is, he wanted to know
huizen of Holland.
to a differencein exchange and
Wednesday afternoon holiday. The friends.
City Officers
kers 62, Don Hop 61, Don Prins wheat for the past three years. So
just what theae people are doing
Mr. and Mrs. John De Koster raise in prices, the cost to tne City
if all the 2292 growers in the coun- stores will remain open until 9 p.
and E. Vande Vusse 60, Shud AlThe claims approved by the Hoa- and are proposing to do, and reof
Holland
for
tulip
bulbs
this
year
of
Hull.
Iowa,
and
children
visited
Messrs. Henry E. Brink and
ty cooperate and sign contractsthe m. on Saturdayevenings.
thuis 59, Fred Ter Vree 58. H.
would bo more per bulb than last nilal Board ini the sum of $2597.26; quested to hear from their repreLambert Lubbers of Holland, have Mcppelink, John Kammeraad and acreage will be reduced from 22,077 Mr. and Mrs. B. Veneklassen are Rev. and Mrs. John A. Roggcn on year,
Jhrary Board,
and requested instructionsLibrary
Board, $174.79;
$i <4./u; Park
rant and
ami sonUtive before giving an opinion.
to 17,662 acres. In return for this hosts to Rev and Mrs. Hingregte Monday afternoon and evening.
been visitors recently at the Moody
from
the
Council
as
to
how
much
Cemetery
Board,
_l67B.il;
1 "lice
Mr. Ten Cate, who was repreHoward Working 56, L. Van Ingen,
Mildred and Dorothy Strabbing,
reduction for the next two years
Bible Institute, Chicago. Visitors
Sam Althuis and William Woldring the Government will pay to the of PrairieCity, Iowa.
money they wished to appropriate and Fire Board, $2299.25; Board senting the Superior ice Co., was
Ella
Roggen
and
Margaret
and
Mato the institute thus far this sumPublic Works, $8915.84, were order- requested to speak on the matter.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Keppel
55, C. VanAndel 54, G. Klomparens
for this purpose.
mer have representedalmost every and Milo Van Auken 53, Fred Van county 30 cents a bushel on 54 per have returned to their home in rian Roggen are camping at the
ed certified to the Council for pay- Mr. Ten Cate stated that he teo
The
sum
of
$2500
was
allowed
cent of our average crop of 464,024
Ottawa oval this week.
state of the union and some twenty
ment. (Said claims on file m was seeking for Information, but
for the purchase of tulip bulbs.
Slnoten 50, A. VanPutten 49, V. bushels or $75,057 a year for three River Rouge near Detroit.
Antoinette Kuite is visiting with
Clerk’s office for public inspection.) it was his understanding that the
foreigncountries.
Mrs.
William
Witvliet,
Miss
VelWelfare
Committee
reported
havGillette 47, Lloyd Cobb, Dad Wier- years. Thus by reducing the acrefriends in New Jersey.
Allowed and checks to be releas- City could control such mattera
Mr. and Mrs. Hein Tc Roller of
ing examinedclaims in the sum of
“m* Charles Dtilyeaand L. Van- age by 8,830 acres in two years the ma Witvliet, Miss Jennie Kranz,
Roy Maatman was awakened
ed when funds are available.
providingthe license fees requested
Seattle, Washington, who have
derPloeg 45. The club will finish farmers will receive from the pro- Mrs. L. Sharp and John Sharp earlv Sunday morning when an $3646.71, nnd recommended payB. P. W. reported the collection arc not conflacatoryor discrimlnavisited friends and relatives in
ment
thereof.
(Said
claims
on
file
have
returned
from
a
metering
trip
the outdoor season with small-bore cessing tax levied on manufacturairplanewas forced to land on acof $18,737.05; City Treasurer,$13,Holland for the past three weeks,
nbles with a 100 score possible.
ers of wheat products a total of to Chicago, attending the Century count of lack of gas. Roy kindly in Clerk’s office for public inspec- 348.52. Accepted.
Attomey Van Duren waa present
have left for New York, where
tion.)
$225,171 in the three years. It is of Progress exposition. They reClerk reported interestcoupons and represented Mr. Robert Hume
supplied the necessary fuel.
Allowed and checks ordered
they will sail for California by
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Adrian expected that the cost of adminis- port a wonderful time at the fair.
duo in amount of $7117.10.
A good many Hamilton folks are issued on City Treasurer.
who had been arrested for selling
way of the Panama canal. They Wcstenbroekof Holland at Holland trationof the act will be about two John Kamps from Califomiais
Ordered paid.
Ice from the stand on 10th street
interestedin the 10,000 mile Ford
Committee
on
Claims
and
Acplan to spend the winter with Mrs. hospitalon August 7, a son.
cents a bushel, so fanners will re- visiting at the home of his father,
economy test which will start from counts reported having examined Clerk presented communicationMr. Van Duren stated that since
j. B. Manning at Santa Barbara,
ceive 28 cents a bushel above the Ben Kamps of South Church
Detroit next Saturday. Mr. Har- claims in the sum of $1038.00 for from the Park Board relative to a his client waa under arrest, he had
California,and will return to Seworld market price. Farmers who street, Zeeland.
recommendationfrom the Board of nothing to say at thia time but
vey Zeerip states that it will be a Work Relief payrolls, and $2567.97
do not choose to join in the plan
attle in the spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley De Pree of
Health that all dumping at the foot would make hia statements at the
will receive only the world market East Lansing have been at the real 14-day trial of a new Ford for regular claims, and recommend- of 12th street be stopped until such
proper time In court.
V-8, using Mobilgas and Mobiloil. ed payment thereof. (Said claima
price.
time as a proper retaining wall can
home of Mr. De Pree’s parents, Mr.
Aid. Steffens,chairman of the
The car will be run continuously on file in Clerk's office for public l)e built to prevent such dumping
and Mrs. J. H. De Pree of East
license committee, stated that their
day and night, according to rail- inspection.)
Meetings to explain the allot- Central avenue.
Allowed and checks to 1h> releas- from getting into Black Lake and committee had given Mr. A. Cook
foad time schedule. The route folMr. and Mrs. P. Schengenga of ment plan to wheat growers in Alcontaminating the water.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Nyweide and lowed will be US-16 from Detroit ed when funds are available.
permission to secure a license to
Grand Rapids will celebrate their legan county will be held as fol- daughter of Long Island,New
Approved.
operate a stand on the corner of
The Ordinance Committee gave a
to Grand Rapids; US-31 from
Clerk presented communicationRiver avenue and 10th street and
fiftiethwedding anniversaryto- lows:
second reading on the revisionof
York, are guests at the home of
day, Friday, at the home of their
Casco— Town hall. Thursday, Mrs. Nywcide'sparents, Mr. and Grand Rapids to Kalamazoo; US- the Building Ordinance and report- from Chief Lievense relative to that he in turn would sub-let space
By ANN PAGE
daughter. Mrs. P. Pelon, 280 East August 10, at 2 p. m. Committee- Mrs. John Van Dam of Forest 12 from Kalamazoo to Detroit. ed that they would present such an complaint registeredby Mr. C. De to farmers who were to sell their
PACK week aeema to bring aome Eighth street. Friends are invited man, A. B. VanBlarcum.
Two round trips will be made each ordinance for introductionat the Keyzer at a recent meeting of the own produce. He had not granted
Grove, for a few weeks.
Hi outstanding food feature and thia to call at the home of Mrs. Pelon
24 hours. Both ciunkcase and ga» next regular meeting
Police and Fire Board. Mr. De anyone any license to sell ice and
Lee — Town hall. Thursday, AuMr.
and
Mrs.
Bertus
Boone
and
week applea have bid for Drat place. between 1 and 5 o’clock.
gust 10, at 8 p. m. Committee- daughters, Iris and Natalie, of Mil- tank will be sealed and will be Reports From Special Committees Keyzer’s protest was due to the it was his opinion that if thaywefl
Theae aummer applea make delicious
opened only at designated White
man, Thomas Story.
Aid. Jonkman, Chairman of the noise that is made by the heavy to peddle Ice in the city they ahould
tart apple sauce, pie and baked apwaukee are visiting at the home of Star stationsin Detroit and KalaThe
first
annual
reunion
of
the
Street
Committee, to whom was re- trucks of the Wolverine Trucking obtain a license.
Ganges— Odd Fellow's hall at Mr. Boone's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
plea. Spiced apple sauce, molded with
Co. while loading and unloading
After some more discussion on
gelatin and served with whipped Zuverink family was held at Tun- Glenn. Friday, August 11. Com- C. Boone, of South Church street. mazoo. The purpose of the test ferred the matter of re-routing
freight on 10th St. during the night
is to prove to motorists of Michi- through traffic trucks through the
cream, or whipped evaporatedmilk nH park Saturday. More than 70 mitteeman, George Miller. 2 p. m.
the matter by differentaldermen,
Zeeland. Mr. Boone is a teacher of
at Mr. A. Baker’s warehouse.Mr.
makes a deliciousdessert.
gan and especiallyusers ol hold City of Holland, presented for the
members were present. Steven
it was moved by Aid. Prins, secClyde— Town hall. Friday, AuThe recent hot weather has un- Kroll was in charge of the program gust 11, at 8 p. m. Committee- mathematics in Southside High cars that driving can be done eco- consideration of the Council the Lievense in his communicationonded by Steffens,
states that the Police Department
school in Milwaukee.
favorably affected much of the garnomically even m these times and following routing:
of games and sports. A basket man, S. H. Dickinson.
That Chief Lievense be instructden producebut there are still many
West Bound— 7th St. from Lin- has made attempts to have the
under
present conditions.
supper
was
served.
The
following
Cheshire—
Town
hall.
Friday.
excellent choices especially among
drivers
of
these
trucks
lie more ed to arrest such men who were
Several heavy rains have put the coln to Pine Avea.; Pine Ave. from quiet, but without getting the de- going about peddling ice without a
officers were elected: Marine Koo- August 11. at 2 p. m. CommitteeALLEGAN COUNTY NEWS
salad vegetables. For garnishing the
late highland crops and celery in 7th to 8th Sts.; 8th and Lake St. sired results. Mr. Lievense further license.
cold plate and salads green and yers, president; George Zuverink, men, J. D. Wedge and Fred Haven.
from Pine to Van Raalte Ave.; Van
stuffed olives take first place.
vice president,Mrs. John Altena,
Carried,all voting aye.
T
e— Trowbridge Orio McGeath of Ailegan ha- splendid condition. Early celery is
Raalte Ave. from Lake St. to 16th states that since this is in u comThe Quaker Maid Kitchensupplies secretary-treasurer.
being
shipped
and
is
bringing
a
mercial
district, he has not felt
Grange hall. Friday, August 11. been appointed home loan agent
Aids. Steffens furtherstated that
or 17th Sts., then west out of the
the following menus;
justified in making any arrests, and Mr. A. Cook had not lived up to
Committeemen,Floyd Stevens and with headquarters.He will work good price.
city.
Charlotte Strabbing is visiting
A special meeting of the Amer- H. Truman. 8 p. m.
Low Cost Dinner
in Allegan and Barry counties.
East Bound— Trucks to use the is therefore referring the matter his agreementwith the committee
with friends in New York state same routing in the reverse direc- to the Council for determination which provided that he pay a
• • •
ican Legion auxiliary will be held
Swiss Steak Mashed Potatoes
You are urged to attend one of
and instructions on what course to license lee of $6.00 per month, but
Creamed Onions
Friday afternoon at 2:30 o’clock in these meetings.
Contractors putting down a new for several days.
tion.
Bread and Butter
Alida
Koersdman
of
Hull,
Iowa,
the G. A. R. headquarters at the
A. D. MORLEY,
city well at Pingree park, Allegan.
Clerk presentedpetition from pursue. Attorney Van Duren being so far he has not paid anything
Peach Shortcake
is visiting at the home of her uncle, residentson Van Raalte Ave. ob- present, representing residents on into the city treasury.
city hall. The meeting has been
County
Agricultural Agent.
Saturday
struck
a
vein
of
water
With Whipped EvaporatedMilk
10th St., suggested that the matter
No action was taken on the seccalied to prepare plans for the stateat a depth of 40 feet. Pumping of Rev. J. A. Roggen, for a few weeks. jecting to such trucks being routed
Tea or
Milk
be referredto the Ordinance Com- ond propositionregarding the men
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dampen moved over their street.
convention to be held soon. Other LAND GRANT COLLEGE RADIO water through an eight-inchpipe
who were selling vegetables,etc.,
Medium Cost Dinner
After considerablediscussionon mittee for consideration.
business matters will also be disHOUR
attached to the pumping station into their new home on West Lake
Adopted.
on the corner of River and 10th
Pot Roast of Beef
cussed.
was begun at once. Samples of street in the north end of the city. the mutter, and on motion of Aid.
Aid. Van Lente reported recom- street. The Mayor reported that
Hashed Brown Potatoes
Kleis, second by Van Lente, the
August 16, 1933
Mr.
Dampen
is
the
junior
partner
the water were sent to Lansing for
mending that a drinking fountain
Green Beans Sliced Tomatoes
in the Harry Dampen hardware followingroutingwas decidedupon: be installed at WashingtonSquare. since these men were under arrest
Miss Muriel De Witt and Miss
analysis.
for selling without a license, that
Bread and Butter
West
Bound—
7th
St.
from
Lin12:30
to
1:30
P.M.
Eastern
Stand* • •
Laura De Witt entertained with a
store.
Adopted, and Civic Imp. Commit- their case would come up in court
Apple
Cheese
coln to River Avea.; River Ave.
ard Time.
surprise shower Tuesday evening
b’urial
of
Ed
Bulthui*
of
LanCarl Allen and Albert Mottor of
Coffee (hot or
Milk
from 7th to 17th Sts.; 17th St. tee instructed to see that the foun- in the regular way, and he then
at their home southeast of HolAllegan have been let the contract sing took place at the local cemetain is installed.
adjourned the meeting.
west
out of the city.
News
presented
by
the
Association
Very Special Dinner
land in honor of Miss Harriet Oonk.
for the new brick school building tery last Tuesday afternoon.Mr.
Aid. Steffens again brought up
Note: Shortly after the Council
East
bound
trucks
use
same
routJellied "Bouillon
Bulthuis formerly resided here and
who will become the bride of Jothe matter relativeto the selling had adjourned, the Mayor called
ing
in
reverse
direction.
Olives
seph Antonides of Allendale this
had an interestin the glove facof ice and also fruits and vege- the Aldermen together in the anteClasses
MessagesFrom the Mayor
Baked
Scalloped Potatoes
United States Departmentof Agri-’ room
“““ structure.
.......
r,uaaou through
,hrn'"fh
month.
Games
were
played
and
tables on the corner of 10th St. and room and suggested that it might
tory
at
that
time.
the
tenth
grade
will
convene
in
the
Mayor
Bosch
addressed
the
(CounBroccoli
culture, the United States Army
prizes were awarded. Dainty reRiver Ave., and asked the City At- is* well for them to employ another
Rolls and Butter
cil suggesting that it might lie well
Band, and the National Broadcast- new schoolhouse. Mr. and Mrs. L.
JelliedApple Sauce Whipped Cream freshments were served. Twenty- ing Co.
E. Peterson,who have been instructo call a conference of Michigan torney why these men were permit- attorney in additionto the city atthree guests were present.
Coffeo (hot or Iced) Milk
Mayors to considerthe proposition ted to continue. City Attorney torney — Mr. lokker, in handling
tors at Pearle for several years,
Council
of securing unifiedaction so that Lokker stated that he welcomed these cases for the city, and sugwill
continue
to
teach.
Another
Program
all municipalities
and political sub- the opportunityto address the gested Attorney E. Parsons.
Concort— United States Army Band. teacher, Miss Beatrice Johnson of
Holland, Mich., Aug. 2, 1933.
The Aldermen referredthis matdivisionsmay come to an agree- Council oh this matter. Mr. Lokker
Adjusting Cotton Production in Fcnnvillc,has also been employed
ment
relativeto adopting a code stated that he had given the mat- ter to the Committeeon Ways and
—
o —
' Mississippi — L. A. Olson, Direc1 The Common Council mot in regcovering wages and working hours ter considerabletime, thought and Means with power to act.
tor of Extension Service, State
1 ular session and was called to order
study during the past few weeks.
Adjourned.
FILLMORE
under
the NRA, and in this conCollege, Mississippi.
by the Mayor. Present: Mayor
Many court decisionswere reviewnection,
Aid.
Van
Zoeren,
chairman
Adjusting Wheat Production in
OSCAR PETERSON*
Bosch, Aids. Kleis, W oi lman,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Heerspink Brieve,Van Zoeren, De Cook, Hab- of the Committee on Ways and ed. Mr. Lokker stated that it was
Nebraska—W. H. Brokaw, DirecCity Clerk.
his
firm
belief
and
honest
opinion,
tor of Extension Service, Lincoln, have returned to Chicago after ing, Steffens, Jonkman, Huyser, Means presented a resolutionap
after
looking
up
the
law
on
these
Nebraska.
spending the week as guest of Mr. Van Lente, Thomson, and the proving the suggestionsof th»Mayor and recommendingthat the matters, that the City had no
The Contribution of the Extension and Mrs. Joe Zolt. Jay and Hazel Clerk.
Expires Aug. 26
rights to prevent these merchants
Service to the Wheat Production Zolt have returned to their home
Minutes of the last regular and City of Holland fall in line with from operating on privateproperty
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN— Ths Probate
Adjustment Program — H. W. in Fillmore after a week’s camp- special meetings considered read PresidentRoosevelt’s NRA pro- as long as they conformed with the
of
Court for the County ol Ottawa
gram.
Hochbaum, Extension Service, ing.
and are approved.
Zoning Ordinance and were not
• • •
At e Mellon oi Mid Court, hold ot
United States Department of
Devotions were led by Rev. Alviolating any Health rules and were
To
the
Honorable
Mayor
and
ComSpecials for Saturday
(he Probate Office in tho City ofGrond
Agriculture.
Tunnel park near Holland is bertus Pieters.
a nuisance. Mr. Lokker went
mon Council of the City of not
Haven in teid Coanty.on the 3rd day
Concert— United States Army Band. popular with Fillmorefolks and
Petitionsand Accounts
into considerabledetail in explainof August, A. D. 1938.
Holland;
A.
D.
MORLEY,
Beef Roast, best chunck cuts ....................
10c
ing to the Aldermen the provisions
many hold their picnicsthere, the Clerk presented operating report
Allegan Co. Agr’l Agent.
of our Peddlers Ordinance, espe- Present: Hon. Coro Vandewater,
latest being two churches, namely of the Gas Co. for May.
Pork Roast Choice ..............................
9c
o
WHEREAS, the Congress of the cially where it refers to the grant- Jod&o of Probata.
Referred to B. P. W.
the Christian Reformed church
SPRING LAKE WOMEN S
Frankfurters or Bologna .................. 3 lbs. 25c
Clerk presented request from the United States has recently passed ing of licenses for operatingin
Sunday school and also the teachIn the Matter of the Estate of
GOLF TOURNEY SET ers and pupils and members of the Superior Ice Co. for permission to the National IndustrialRecovery open places or spaces. It was Mr.
Hamburger or Pork Sausage ................... 8c
John Kollen, Deceased.
operate a truck ice stationon the Act for the purpose of increasing Lokker’s opinion that private propMutton Shoulder Roast ........................... 6c
Alice Korteling, having filed in
The sixteenth annual women’s Reformed church.o
vacant lot in the rear of John employment,establishingfair and erty could not be classed as “open
amateur golf tournament will be
Knapp’s Tire Shop.
adequate wages, affecting neces- places or spaces." The Aldermen said court her petition praying that
Mutton Stew, tender ............................
4c
held at the Spring Lake Country
entered into considerable discus- a certain instrumentin writing,
>4 Granted.
OLIVE
CENTER
Spare Ribs, fresh and meaty ....................6c
Clerk presented request from the sary reductionof hours, improving sion and also questioned the City purporting to be the last will and
club August 14, 15, 16 and 17. Mrs.
Yellow Cab Co. for a reduction in standards of labor and eliminating Attorney on various matters.
Carl Bowen la chairman and entestamentof said deceased, now
Chickens, fresh dressed, heavy hens ............ 16c
Richard Jacobsen, 61, died MonNo action taken.
tries may be mailed to her or the day evening at his home in Olive their license fee for thia year. The unfair trade practices which is
on file in said court be admitted
Cheese, Cream or Longhorn ................... 18c
Adjourned.
club. Miss Josephine Bender, Center. He is survived by his request is being made due to the necessary for the restorationand
to probate, and that the adminiOSCAR PETERSON,
Coffee B. B., Special 3 lbs .......................
50c
t '.ration of said estate be granted
Grand Rapids, is holder of the cup (other, Mrs. Peter Jacobsen of fact that they are now operating maintenanceof the highest praconly 2 cabs and in times past they tical degree of public welfare.
City Clerk.
to Isaac Kouw, Executor, or to
and it is expected she will be here .risp; one sister. Mrs. Henry LuOleo Golmar Nut, 2 lbs ...................... 17c
have operated as many, as 5 and 6
to defend her title.
some other suitableperson.
AND
WHEREAS,
the
President
gers of Holland, and three broth- cabs.
Big Ben Laundry Soap, 6 bars for ............ 22c
of the United States has called upon
It is ordered, that the
ers. Jacob and Benjamin of Crisp
Referred to License Committee.
HOLLAND CHURCHES AID
and John of Canada. Funeral
Clerk presented applicationfrom every employer, every employe and
13th day of ScpteBber, A. D. 1933,
Government Inspected Meats.
Groceries of
IN MISSIONARY EXPENSE
serviceswere held Wednesday aft- Sam Perlman for a license to ped- the public to do their part in this
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
Nitioua
litkmal Repute.
ernoon at 2 o’clock at the home. dle ruga in the City of Holland for great nationalmovement to secure
said Probate Office, be and is hereReformed churches in Holland
employmentat fair wages for every
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg, pastor a period of one or two days.
Holland, Mich., July 25, 1933.
by appointed for hearing said peand vicinity will aid in financing
We deliver anywhere in the City for 5 cents.
wage earner.
Denied.
of the Second Reformed church at
the return to China of Rev. H. M.
• t
Phone 8651
Clerk
presented
application
of
The
Common
Council
met
in
AND WHEREAS, the repetition
It Is Farther Ordered. That Public
Veenachoten and family who have Zeeland, officiaeed. Burial took
Harry Cotas for approval by the of unemployment and welfare ex- special session pursuant to call by
spent moat of their furloughin place in Olive Center cemetery.
notice thereof
Council to secure a licenseto sell penditures during the coming win- the Mayor.
o
of • eepyof
Holland. The Veenschotenahave
beer at the Red Lion Sandwich ter in the City of Holland as well
Present: Mayor Bosch, Aids.
been connected with mission work
HAMILTON
Kleis,
Prins,
Woltman,
Brieve,
Van
Shop.
as the country at large can only
,rs.’
Inc.,
in China since 1917 and their work
Granted.
be prevented by a broad re-em- Zoeren, De Cook, Steffens, Habing,
has been ao much appreciated by
Dr. J. L. Wierda of Philadelphia Clerk presented communication
Jonkman, Huyser,
Lente,
New Location
W. 8th St.
plovraentprogram;
the Chinese Christiana that they
from residents and taxpayerson
Thomson and the Clerk. City Atty.
have sent a contributionto aid in visited at the home of Dr. and
CORA V,
THEREFORE,
IT
REVan Raalte Ave. protestingagainst
Lokker being absent from the city
Mrs. H. M. Hamelink Sunday.
their return.
SOLVED,
that this meeting go on was represented by Atty. J. Den
the
routing
of
through
trucks
over
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman De Boer
Several missionarieson furlough
record to support the president of Herder. Chief Lievense was also A true copy—
Van Raalte Ave.
3651
will be forced to remain in this and family motored to Decatur for
Action deferred until report is the United States In his rc-employ- present at the requestof the Mayor.
country as the board is handi- a week-endvisit with relatives.
submitted under "Reports of Spec- ment program and that the govThe Mayor stated that the meetFuneral services of James Ewers
capped in supplying funds.

LQiyjEMS

Mrs. Mae Allen and Miss Haxel
Allen are attending tne annual gift
show at Chicago.

of Diamond Springs were held at
the Ten Brink funeral home Friday afternoon.
Antoinette Kuite U visiting with
friends in New York City this
week.
A Labor Day meeting waa held

ZEELAND

OTTAWA FARMERS TO SIGN
WHEAT CONTRACT SOON

ial Committees."
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SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS
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Coffee

Pic

iced)

Celery
Ham

.
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HJK

Buehler Bros..
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

Holland

Only
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-
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Buehler Bros.,

Van
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THE HOLLAND CUT NEWS
MRS. McLEAN DIRECTS

cept Saturday when the institution will close at noon.

........

........

.....

1

...

Chickens, leghorns ..................7-8c
Chickens, hv. 5 lbs. and over 10-1 1c
Broilers,2 lbs. average
10-12c

Turkeys

10-

........................

.....

12c

Crain Markets

ters at Prairie City, Iowa.
75c
50c

Oats

40c

,

50c

........

...

..........
. .....

...

.

......
...............

Hide Markets

Horse Hides ........................ $1.00
Beef Hides
4c
Calf Skins, country ................. 4c
..........

LOST DOG

Weiner
Roasting

Jugs

. . .

Gallon and Half-gallon Thermos

bag

Paper Plates and Cups,

dozen

Baskets of

89c
25c
10c

all kinds!

CORNER HARDWARE
In the Middle of the Block

210 River Ave., Next

Brouwer Co.

to Jas. A.

NEW
SPEED QUEEN
MODEL
Polished

AluminumTub
or

Protected Porcelain Tub

Aluminum Submerged
Agitator

“Arc-cuate”Drive
Transmission
Free-Shift Clutch
Double Walls
Removable Splash Ring
Standard Capacity
Guaranteed Durability
[Gasoline Engine Models

|39.50

49.50

59.50
Come

in and see our

ladies and the necessary information relative to the NRA.
William Connelly stressed more
the importance of putting people
to work and he stated that they
could do this very effectivelyby
encouraging Chamber of Commerce
work. He stated that he could

tle.

some very encouragingfea-

Speed Queen display of models

Tub-ElectricWashGeneral Electric-

full sized— Porcelain

—

$29.50

Meyer Music House
17

West

8th

St.

uFor Family washing—

HOLLAND, MICH.

there's

tion. .

TV

meeting wa, opened with .
fervent prayer by Rev. Bourn.

no place

like

!
I

The Ottawa County Abstract Fourteenth Street Christian Reand Title office in the city hall in- formed church. Rev. Bouma stated
charge of Mr. V. R. Hungerfoid that the president's movement
and the Ottawa County Building must be supported by principleof
and Loan association, over the social justice exemplified in JeFirst State bank, in charge of Mr. sus Christ. He vividly portrayed
John H. Post, state that they are the religious angle that should be
in a positionto take up such mat- considered in the NRA.
Mrs. Deckard Ritter compared
ters with prospectiveborrowers in
securing loans from the federal the present conditionto a war with
Home Owners’ Loan corporation. an unseen enemy. This enemy
Those who wish to take advan- must be combatted and the women
tage of this new innovation can can do their share through their

home"

---

-

whc"h‘'

I”'1
h"m' f"r '''fl'( oroner GilbertVande Water atated that she died from a heart attack. Mrs. Johnson is survived by
her husband; four brothers, three
sisters and her father, Gerrit
Bronkhorst.
Funeral services will be eonducted Saturday afternoon at 1:30
o'clockat the home and at 2:30
o'clock at Third Reformed church.

Sea calm, but with strong wind
blowing. Luncheon at 1. Eight of
our group ate at table together.
Sea getting quite rough. Boat tips
to the starboard. Plan to attend
movie tonight. Boat rolling heavily
at night.

Dynamite Used

to

-

you

can own the best in electricrefrigeration
X —and at the same time make a real saving
—rfyou buy your Leonard Electric before the

coming price advance, made necessary by rising
commodity costs.

No

other electric refrigerator, at or near these
old low prices, offers such a combinationof beauty, quality and convenience features— including

JAS. A.

.

the famous Leonard all-porcelaincooling unit,
Chill-om-eterwith 8 freezingspeeds, Steady-Kold
Defroster and the Len-A-DOR, greatest step-saving device ever offered the American housewife.
There are 11 Leonard Electricsto choose from,
backed by 52 years of refrigerationexperienceall latest models— in a price range from $99.50 to
$346.50. See them at our showroom to-day.

BROUWER

CO.

212-216 River Avenue — ‘The Old Reliable FurnitureStore"— Holla nd, Michigan.

ELECTRIC
i

Friday and Saturday Specials
Fresh

REFRIGERATOR

17c
»canioc^

SL Loin;e

S Peas

per

BUTTER

Pure Star

Fresh Creamery

Moisten

—

COUNTY LEADS IN TILLEROWNED FARMS, CHICKENS,

nest.

Pheasant in Michigan

Come High

EGGS AND PICKLES
I Zeeland, Aug. 4.— Ottawa county
ranks first in the state in seven
ways, according to the state de-

Shooting a single pheasant out partment of agriculture.
Ninety-one per cent of the farmof season cost Joseph Wenzel, Des own their own farms. The
troit, almost a hundred dollars.
Convicted of killing the pheasant county leads in value of chickens
after he had been apprehended by produced, value of eggs produced,
Oakland County conservation value of baby chicks hatened, proofficers,Wenzel paid a fine of $50, duction of pickles, is first in dairy
court costs of $10 and lost a gun herds on tests and leads in average
annual farm income.
through confiscation.
In addition the county is second
in production of celery, third in
18 SUITS FILED BY FIRST
yield of onions, vegetables,strawSTATE BANK. HOLLAND
berries, pears, small fruits and
The First State Bank of Holland, honey and third in number of farm
newly organized,has filed 18 suits homes lighted by electricity.It
in circuit court here for the recov- ranks fourth in numbers pf silos on
ery of money and property alleged farms, fifth in automobile ownerto lie owed to the bank. They will ship and number of dairy cows,
be heard at the opening term of seventh in livestock income and
court in September.
hinth in number of farms.

Lk

ARMOURS

2 Lbs

Lard
3 11b.
4

Pkgs 25c

Rolls

32c
Palm

5

TISSUE

For

Olive Soap

Tall Milk

4ic

Qualitex 1000 Sheet

carton

lb.

25c

Bar

Every Day
Brand

O

?c
cans 17c

GREAT BIG

TRIPLE-DIP
3 Flavor

Ilk

Cone

.

.

.

Sc

KNEW

I

plication blanks relative to se-

31 West 8th St.

-

AWAY

you are interested in ob-

Community Food Market

boree held every four years. After
a day at Niagara Falls and two
days sight-seeingin New York, we
sail on the S. S. Aquitania,July 5.
There were 38 boys from many different states, led by Dr. Sven.
Knudsen. Fourteen were Scouts
and eight were sons of Rotarians.
Had a farewellbanquet on the eve
of sailing at the Hotel Commodore.
On the boat on which we sailed
were 107 kegs of gold valued at
$5,310,000 being sent from New
York Federal Iteservc Bank to the
Bank of France.
July 6 — First day on board. Had
good night’s rest. Breakfast at 8:30
after which we played shufTelboard.

soon.

BY BUYING RIGHT

If

taining informationand ap-

1

July 7— Set our clocks ahead another hour last night, and half of
Greens
the boys were late for breakfast.
Dr. Knudsen gave us a Danish
secure their informationby calling loyalty, through their buying powThe heavy firing on the Glen- language lesson. Watched ping
or writing to the above named in- er and through their spirit of co- wood golf course at Richmond, Va.,
pong and chess games. One travoperation.
stitutions.
recently was the start of a far- eler predicted a storm tomorrow.
At the close of the session rep- reaching experiment.
Both men are well informed and
Met another Eagle scout today.
those interestedcan receive first- resentativesfrom the organizaThe greens wen* showing brown
July 8 — There are only a few
tions met as a committee headed patches. Douglas Call, of the
hand information.
down for breakfast,as the sea is
by Mrs. John Good to relay plans United States Golf Association, rolling.Dr. Knudsen lectured.
for a campaign in the respective said the trouble was not too little Played ping pong and watched boxGRANDVIEW FARM
WINS AGAIN organizations, that all Holland moisture, but too much. The top, ing match. Been busy outlining
women may support the NRA he said, was baked hard, imprison- speech I am to make in different
ing water underneath.The sun countries.
The Grandview Poultry farm of agreement.
Mrs. John Good will assume the baked the top, heating the water.
July 9 — Only three at our table
Zeeland won three of i2 sweepDynamitewas buried deep in the for breakfast this morning. Sea
stakes trophies at the fifth annual duties of lieutenant-generalin the
greens and one-thinlof a stick ex- very rough. Set our watches ahead
Michiganchick show at Michigan local NRA campaign, succeeding
ploded at fifteen-footintervals, another hour. Another lecturetoState College. The awards included Mrs. C. M. McLean, who will be
looseningthe soil underneath while day, tour of the engine rooms and
out
of
the
city
on
a
vacation.
the grand sweepstakesfor light
leaving the putting surface undis- church at 2:00. We stop at Cherbreeds,the Michigan grand sweepA special committeeof Mrs. W.
turbed.
bourgh, France, before landing at
stakes and the sweepstakesfor L. Eaton and Mrs. Edwin Dodge
South Hampton.
White leghorns. The West Duck will meet with a merchants' comJuly 10 — Nea still rolling. Anfarm of Springport and the Sagi- mittee to make known the wom- ADVISES BOYS AND GIRLS
TO GET PONIES READY other lecture. Movie characters
naw County Hatchery of Saginaw en's wishes concerning store hours.
here are all English and rather
were the only other MichiganenThus far 231 blue Eagles have
Chairman Leon Kolvoordagain hard to understand.
tries to win sweepstakes ribbons. been given out by PostmasterEd
July 11— Quite calm today. Was
The Springport exhibitor won on Westveer. More than 150 wom- calls attention to boys and girls of
the country to get their entriesin on upper deck and saw several
ducklings and the Saginaw proen attended the meeting.
for the pony or bicycle races to be large sail boats and took some picducer on hatchery chicks.
held at the Allegan fair this year. tures. Went to the radio cabin,
HOLLAND WOMEN TO SPEAK He suggests that in view of the which is very interesting, inspectAT SPRING LAKE MEET fact that while only about six ed the dynamos and other instruA WHITE HOUSE IN MICHIGAN
Ottawa county W. C. T. U. will weeks remain it is time to begin ments. Went up to the bridge and
AGAIN
hold its fifty-fourthannual con- training the ponies and perhaps saw the revolving port hole winHow the 9,000 Emergency Con- vention August 24 at Spring Lake. oiling the “bikes" for the big dow, which revolves to keep the
servation workers now established The program will feature the pres- event. Boys and girls may register rain off the glass. Saw the modern
in the 45 camps through the state ident’s address by Miss Margaret with Lyle Hoyt of Pullman, Harold soundingdevices and master and
are living and working is the sub- J. Bilz, the pearl medal contest, Bostwick of Allegan or Jesse Mc- other compasses, the chart room
ject of a motion picturewhich the memorial service, a playlet led by Geath of Otsego. Kolvoord urges and had a good chance to study the
Departmentof Conservation is now Mrs. Alice DenHerder of Grand that many Allegan county youths machine which receives the wave
engaged in making. This picture is Haven, and the crusade's sixtieth enter these events as worth while of code station to find position of
ship on chart. We met the ship’s
to be one among others to be taken anniversary will be told by Mrs. prizes are to be awarded.
captain. We have cited land and
o
to Washingtonby a commission re- Paul E. Hinkamp of Holland.
there are many fishing boats about.
cently appointed by the State legMany women from Holland, GOLDEN EAGLE CAN
islature to invite the President to members of the union, will be presCARRY 20 POUNDS July 12 — Saw England for the
first time. Have passed many sail
establisha summer white house in ent and those not members are corThe golden eagle is said to be boats and three forts at entrance
Michigan. After its Washington dially invited.
capable of lifting and carrying prey to the English channel. There are
showing it will probably be availo
weighing 15 or 20 pounds. National many small towns along shore. All
able for showing in Michigan, OLD BALDIES
THEIR Geographic questionsthis, however, the houses are alike. Getting near
through the film loan sendee operONION WAY BACK IN 17H2
stating that reports from reliable the pier, we passed the Majestic,
ated by the Educational Divisionof
observers indicate that a weight of just starting for America. Got
the Conservation Department.
Here’s a new one, or rather a re- eight pounds is about the most one
o
juvenatedold one, for you bald of these birds can carry. When through the customs easily and
took train at once for London. Saw
The first of what is contemplated headed men to try.
larger prey is killed it must be a lot of bicyclesand cars driving
to be a series of milk consumers An almanac dated 1782, just do- eaten on the ground.
on the left side of street.Stopped
buying associations has been form- nated to the museum at Wakefield,
at Imperial Hotel and had a swell
ed in Milwaukeeto buy milk direct Va., George Washington'sbirth- VINEGAR PROMISES CONTROL
dinner. In the evening to Hyde
from the farmer. The association place, contains the following adOF COCCI DIOSIS IN CHICKS
Park, and heard all the soap box
buys pasteurized milk from farm- vice:
speakers
talking on everything
ers at 4 ^ cents per quart and sells
"Take ye heed, those among ye
Preliminary experiments bv the from religion to startinga revoluit to members at 6^ cents. Drivers who may be bald and rub that part
United States Department of Ag- tion. Tomorrow we go to Oxford
receive1 cent for delivery and the morning and evening with onions
riculture indicate that ordinary college and later to Stratford-onother cent pays overhead costs.
till it is red; then rub with honey.”
vinegar is effective in controlling Avon, the home of Shakespeare.
coccidiosis, a disease which causes
July 19—1 am with a private
heavy losses in young chicks. Dr. family here in Denmark. They are
Ena A. Allen, a zoologist in the de- nice people, only the man and wife,
partment reported through agricul- no children. The man runs a
tural agent Milham that an experi- brewery. Just got through writing
ment was conducted on four lots of a lot of postcards. Yesterday our
chicks.
party went to two old castles and
In these experiments,chicks that on a sight-seeingtrip around the
had l>een artificiallyinfectedwith
coccidiosiswere given in their
y the time you get this letter
drinking water one part of vinegar we will Ik* in Germany.
to seventy-nineparts of water. ReIt is hard to get used to the
sults indicate that mortality is re- money. In England they had shilduced and the chicks which lived lings and pence; here in Denmark
were not seriously affected as those I they have "kroners”and "ore."
receiving no treatment. Also the One "kroner" is worth 22c in our
organisms passed by the birds were money and five "ore" is one cent.
less in number and less virulent.
It is funny to see so many peoThese results are of practical inter- ple riding bicycles.Even the busiest and are preliminary. Vinegar ness men and old ladies ride bicysolution should not be used in cles.
metal containers.
I have been feeling swell all the
time. We crossed the North Sea on
SWITCH RAILROAD CARS
a small boat but didn’t get sea-sick.
TO PROTECT SWALLOWS I had to buy a map of Copenhagen
to get from the hotel to my hosts’
When members of a switching house. Only scouts were selected
crew discovereda nest full of baby to be entertainedin homes here.
How is everybody? I am sending
swallows in a freight car they
were about to load with beans at a package home when I get to Gerthe door of the Estee elevator at many. I went to a Rotary luncheon
Shepherd, Mich., a few weeks ago, today. It was held at a club house
they went to considerabletrouble on the harbor. Dr. Knudsen gave a
to switch the car onto a side track talk.
I haven’t been homesick yet. Will
and substituteanother so that the
CAUL.
swallow family need not be dis- write again
turbed. The box car that the swallows had chosen for their home was Ottawa Is First in Seven
not put into use again until it was
Lines
determinedthat the young birds
were strong enough to leave their

-

SPECIAL
ing Machine
motor only

WOMAN

HOME LOANS TAKEN
CARE OF IN HOLLAND

HOI OWNERS

Hall

-

ranging from $39.50 to $99.50

New

Carl Benson Writes Diary of Trip
To All EuropeanCountries

.

Roasters
Forks

Charcoal, per

Told In Diary

Mrs. J. H. Bruggers of Coopers- tures but not at this time. He
Seventy descendants of the Zu- ville underwent an operation on suggestedthat the women call
verink family held their first an- Tuesday at Butterworthhospital their club the “Never Retreat
nual reunion at Tunnel park. Of- in Grand Rapids. Mrs. Bruggers America"club.
ficers elected: President,M. Koo- is the wife of Rev. Bruggers, forMr. Wrieden pointed out that 85
yers; vice president, George Zuver- mer pastor of Sixth Reformed per cent of home buying was done
ink; secretary-treasurer,
Mrs. church.
by women and there were two
John Altena.
things to do— get people back to
A meeting of the Christian La- work with purchasing power wages
The Zeeland bank will be open bor association will be held tonight, and then let that 85 per cent of
from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m., daily, ex- Friday, at 7:30 o’clockin the city women go and buy something, covhall. The NRA and its effect upon ering their prospective needs.
the laboringman will be discussed.
Buying means businessfrom fac- ing.
SESSrsHSHSHH^S!
tory to store and that cycle is
WILLIAM WOLDRING,
Elmer Sl^nk has moved from necessary, Mr. Wrieden stated.
Holland, Mich.
300 East Eighth street to a resiMrs. Charles K. Van Duren gave
n review of how welfare needs
dence at .330 Maple avenue.
jumped from $8,000 to $98,000 an- HOLLAND
IS
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Jonkman have nually within two years and that
FOUND
DEAD
IN HOME
Full Line!
left for McBaine, where they will the sum total paid was more than
attend the Shepers reunion and a quarter of a million. She pointMrs. Arnold Johnson, 31, of 73
10c
also visit Mr. Jonkman’s mother. ed out that women could aid maNorth River avenue, was found
teriallyin alleviatingthis situa10c
dead Wednesday, noon, by her hus-

..

Carry a

Word has been received of the
death of Jacob Capaan on June 25
nt Oak Harbor, Island county,
Washiigton.He was born in Fillmore township, Allegan county.
He left there when a young man
with his uncle, brother and sister.
Only his brother, Ollie, still survives and lives at Compville,Washington. He leaves a wife, a son,
living in Seattle and a daughter
living in Portland, Oregon.

Europe

curing a loan from the federal
Mr. and Mrs. C. Clay Benson of
Allegan, received another of the
Home Owners' Loan Corpofrequent cablegrams last week-end
ration, call or write the unwith which, together with letters,
on a chase will return to his starto
their son Carl has kept them in
dersigned:
ing point nine times out of ten. touch with his progress and
HOPE CHURCH SERVICE
Usually when he returns what is activities since sailing with other
Ottawa County Abstract and
he to do? Man gon, car gone, tired honor Boy Scouta from New York
On Sunday, August 13, Hope
Title Co.
and hungry, and usually starts out harbor some weeks ago on a cruise church pulpit will be served by the
Holland, Mich.
again. But if you will take a coop to the nationalBoy Scout jamboree Rev. B. Rottschaefer,D.D., of City
made out of a barrel, with a board in Godollo, abdut seventeen miles Katpadi, India, whose sermon topacross the bottom and a sack cov- from Budapest in Hungary. Carl ic will be "The Only Name." On Ottawa County Bldg. & Loan
ering the rest of the opening, a notified them that his party would Sunday, August 20, Dr. J. E. KuiAssociation
bag of meat scraps and your old take the trip down the Danube zenga of Princeton Theological
First
State
Bank Building
river
last
Sunday
and
that
they
excoat inside, your dog will stay
seminary, will preach.
pected
to
arrive
in
Godollo
some
three until called for. If you are
Holland, Mich.
Mr. Stanley De Free, solo baritime Monday. About 30,000 Boy
far from home you may be able
ton of the MetropolitanM. E.
Scouts from all parts of the counto arrange with a farmer for the
try are then expected for the two- church, wil! again sing two solos.
barrel and have him look every
weeks celebration which began j
day to see if the dog has returned there Tuesday. Carl and his party
and to notify you. I have had will remain a week before continumy dog missing for two days and ing their trip.
nights, but recovered him by leavJuly 1— Left Allegan for the 4th
ing a barrel in this manner when InternationalBoy Scout Jamboree
1 was through with the day’s hunt- at Godollo,Hungary— a world jam-

PICNIC SUPPLIES
We

In

1

tell

Wheat ...............................
Rye ................................
Com, bushel
............. .

FILLMORE

Trip By Scout

A large number of women gathThe following contributionwas
ered at the Roman’s Literary club
clipped from the “Michigan Sportsrooms yesterday to discuss how
they could help President Roose- man," popular outdoor magazine:
Fellow Hot Stovers:
velt in his NRA plan. Mrs. C. M.
After rabbit hunting did you
McLean, who was in charge of the
ever have to return without your
meeting, called upon Arthur W.
Wrieden and William M. Connelly, dog?
chairman and secretary, respec- Well, here’s the secret of getting
back your dog, and it works like a
tively, of the Chamber of Commerce, to give their talks to the charm. A dog, no matter how long

Mr. and Mrs. J. De Koster and
five children of Hull, Iowa, are
Howard Dalman, who is em- visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. Dykstra
ployed in Ann Arbor, spent the of College avenue and other relaweek-end in Holland with his par- tives in this vicinity.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George B. DalAmong those from Holland who
man.
are attending the Century of
John H. Schaal of Holland, re- Progress expositionin Chicago
cent graduate of Calvin Theologi- are Mrs. Leola La Caff and Mrs.
cal seminary, Grand Rapids, has Martha Robbins; Mr. and Mrs. A.
accepted u call to Milwood church J. Muyskens and Mr. and Mrs. J.
at Kalamazoo. Three other mem- Lokker; Ray Japinga, Miss Ruth
bers of the class of 1933 have ac- Japinga and Miss Donna Mae Eby;
cepted their first pastorates— Miss GertrudeWindemuller, Miss
Ralph Heynen at Rock Rapids, Alyda Ditmar and Miss Katherine
Iowa; William Haverkamp at I)e- Dykemu; Miss Ada Van Oss and
Motte, Indiana, and Dick H. Wal- Miss Ruth Hembold and Vern Tut-

Etf*, do«en --------8-ll-14c
Batter fat —
— ...............
18 He
Beef (steers and heifers)
8-9c
Pork, light .........
6c
Pork, heavy —
.....
4% -5c
Veal, No. ......................
7c
Veal, No. 2 ..........
5-6c
Spring Lamb ............
12-13c
Mutton .......
6-7c
........

NRA MASS MEETING

Chocolate. Y'aiiil!.\ Jack

and Jill, Almonti Toflee,
Maple Nut, Black Walnut, Scotch Nut and
Strawberiy— /'«/» strawberry, in case von don’t
know— on the cri*-pie8t
cone you ever nibbled
into!

We Serve
Peck’s Icc Cream
Exclusively!

Peck s Drug
Store
Cor. 8th and

Oh! Oh!

Now

Genuine

Butter-Krust
Sliced

and Unsliced.

Delivered Fresh Daily to

Your Grocer

Western Michigan’s Best
Bread Sales say so.
Butter-Krust Products are
Better Products

River

)

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Hoekjes On

Way

Parents Attention!
Vacition season will soon He over. On Sept. 5 the
begin. The future career
of many young men and women is today in the balance.
What are your plans for your aon or daughter to piovide them with a means ol self-support?
lall term of our schools will

Businessis one of the leading professionsof AmericaCollege and high school graduates, teachers, and othets
who have left grade school for reasons beyond theircontrol are entering this ciYeer.

manual

when there is but

little

demand

(or

we find that clerical helpers are still
largelyin demand, and such as are not, have entered
other fields for which their business training has qualified them.
laborers,

The expense to pursue such a course of training is
is short in

small and the time to obtain a year's course
comparison with other professions

We

shall be glad to explain

to visit our school.

Our

ourcoursestoyou.Come

office over

Woolworth’sis

open on Saturday afternoons and evenings.

Business Institute
EstelleDe Vries
Secretarial
Phone 2PG9

A.

Hoeksema

BIG PAVILION
SAUGATUCK
The Brightest Spot on the Great Lakes

Thursday Night, Aug. 10
DON CHIEF GONZALES
his 14 Smiling

From Japan

Troub-

EXPECTS TO BE HERE WITH the barn in the rear of the Schmitt
home near Allegan, then located
FAMILY LATTER PART
across the road from their present
OF AUGUST
home. Monday
After eight years in Japan, in
Nagasaki, Willis G. Hoekje and
family are homeward bound. The
ship that they took from Yokohoma is “PresidentTaft,” an
Americanship. They started to sail
on July 11 and they arc nearly due
in Holland now.
Missionary Hoekje in a lengthy
letter tells some interestingexperiences in the land of cherry
blossoms.
Nagasaki, Japan.
To Our Friends in the Home Land:
Some of you are aware of my
custom, partly by way of
acknowledgementof Christmas and
New Year greetings receivedfrom
many of you, to write a letter of
this nature early in each New
Year. This year you are no less forgotten, and the lateness of the
writing makes possiblefuller mention of the two things that bulk
largest in my consciousness as I

Pavilion for a limited engagement.

from

popularity and hearty reception given the Chief

his broadcasts over the

NBC,

network ard

night Bud Myers,
oung son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
yout
yers, whose home stands where
former Schmitt home was, was
digging in the yard for worms. He
unearthed the lost rinp. The ring
was in perfect condition and the
engravingsinside the band were

k

still

7

wore found for all the teachers, our
head teacher, for example, having
become head master at an English
mission girls’ school in Formosa. It
was possible, also, to disposeof the
property at a fair price lor this era
of depression, and most of the

equipment was promptly transferred to Meiji Gakuin in Tokyo,
our other boys’ school which is now

WWK
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and the increasing popularity of the Spanish and Argentine Tango and the Cuban Rumbas played
as only a band of this type can play them makes this attraction the outstanding feature of the season.

Wednesday Night, Aug. 16
OUR GREAT ANNUAL

exerciseswere held early in Marcn.
On the Sunday preceding we had
invitaed Rev. S. Tada, -moderatorof
the synod of the Church of Christ
in Japan, and one of the very best
known pastors,to preach the commemorative sermon. His message
concerned the need of the missionary spirit in a vital church life.
On Monday forenoon formal closing exercises were held, much as
usual, except that at the close several addresses were made in recognition of the completion, now, of

the amalgamation of the school
with the Meiji Gakuin in Tokyo.
The closing address was made by

AJ
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MINISTERS OF MEENGS
FAMILY JOIN IN SERVICE

|U After
Striking Harry Ewing, Tying
Couple's Hands

Holdup Men Flee With

Two masked men attacked Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Ewing at their
home near PottowatomieBayou
near Grand Haven, about midnight
Saturday night and robbed Mr.
Ewing of $36. The men had guns
and backed Mi;, and Mrs. Ewing
into corners, where they frisked
Mr. Ewing and took the money.
They later tied the hands of the
two and made them sit in their
chairs, with the warning not to
move until they heard an automobile leave the vicinity.
Mr. Ewing notified the sheriffs
office at Grand Haven within a few
minutes and the officers have been

Grand Rapids Herald: Six members of the family connection of
Rev. John H. Meengs, pastor of
North Park church, all of them
clergymen,have been invited to
assist him in conducting the service
at the church tomorrow morning.
The seven ministers in the family are Rev. John G. Meengs of
Schenectady, N. Y.; Rev. Anthony
Ludens of Rochester, N. Y.; Rev.

following up clues that they have.
Mr. Ewing told the officers that
he and his wife were sittingat a
table eating a lunch when two men
walked into the house. Mr. Ewing

arose, supposing it

was

some

neighbors or callers. As he did so
one of the men knocked him to the
floor and he hear* the marks of the
fall on his head. Mrs. Ewing tried
to protect her husband but wa«
Quickly backed into a corner at
the point of the gun of the other

man.
Mr. Ewing was made to face the
wall when he had regained his feet
and he was searched.
As the two men advancedinto
the room they said “Stick ’em up!"
Mr. Ewing said, “Oh, you’re kidding." “This is no kidding, we
want your roll,” declared one of

the men, whereupon Mr. Ewing
was struck.
GERTRUDE VEEDER BRIDE OF , gBSHH^IIIIWIIlWHIHIIHinUginiMnaBBBSPEAKERS LISTED FOR BIBLE The Ewings described the two
EAGLES HALL BROKEN
CONFERENCE OPENING
CHAS. RICH OF HOLLAND
men as nearly as they could. One
INTO HERE LAST NIGHT
DRIVES WITH 1918 AUTO T \GS;
ON AUGUST 17
was tall and the other heavy set
HELD
Fennville Herald: Mr. and Mrs.
Distinctfootprints were found
Grand Haven Tribune: The George E. Vecdcr of 36 E. 16th St.
The program has been announced leading from the cement highway
Harrow Bigger of Wexford,ar- for the annual Pine Lodge Bible to the cottage,a distanceof about
some Holland,announce the marriage of
Eagles Hall was broken into some;
time during the night and two slot thoir daughter, Gertrude Eloisc, to rested by state police, holds the conference, which opens Aug. 17 one mile. One of the printa measmachines
were opened and the Charles L. Rich, son of Mr. E. B. northern Michigan record for an- and continues every afternoon and ured 11 inches.
rYio/'Vt,nou
money taken. The mauradersthen Rich, of 25 E. 7th St., Holland, at i Equity of auto licensesthe officers evening through Aug. 27.
It was raining very heavily at
helped themselves to plenty of beer Michigan City, on July 27. The 'say. He was apprehendeddriving
Speakers booked are: Rev. Henry the time of the holdup and the
which was in stock.
bride is a graduate of Fennville '1ls automobilewith
H plates, Ostrum of Moody Bible institute, footprintsof the two were very
Entrance was made by jimmying high school, the family having lived! w'» h«vt‘ « h(’»r,n8 Monday, for Thursday evening, Aug. 17; well marked in the damn sand.
the door, which apparently offered here previous to moving to HoiFriday afternoon and evening,Aug. Search was made by the officers In
little resistance to the robbers. land about three years ago. Her
18, and Monday, Aug. 21, and all directions and it is bqlievedthe
The city police have investigated many friends here wish a lifetime
Tuesday, Aug. 22, for two ad- two walked some distanceand that
but no traces have been found lead- ••f happiness to her and her husdresses each day; Rev. James M. they did not have a car as no ining to the identity of the night band.
50
AGO
Gray, also of Moody Bible institute, dications were found that a car had
two addresses on Aug. 19 and 20, been concealed anywherenearby.
afternoon and evening; Dr. J. R.
The home is located in the woods
TO DINE AT THE TAV ERN
Stevenson, president of Princeton about a mile from the highway and
ZEELAND MAN HURT
IN AUTO COLLISION
William A. Holley,who 50 years Theologicalseminary, afternoon one-half mile from the bayou. It
Ralph Bulkloy of Grand Rapids
and evening from Aug. 23 to Aug. is believed the two disappeared
is to Ik* host at a dinner at Warm ago was head miller of the Wulshsoutheast from the cottage.
Friend Tavern, Holland, Saturday Deroo Milling Company, now the 27, inclusive.
Charlie Haak, 26, R. F. I). No.
Assigned nights for various
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing were both
Zeeland,was injured about the evening. Those who have been in- Standard Grocery Company, died
groups are: Aug. 17, Holland and much frightenedwhen they realiied
vited
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
D.i»t
the
age
of
75
years
at
his
rcsihead and chest today when his car
vicinity; Aug. 18, consistorymem- the danger.
collided with one driven by Earl Idema, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis S. dence, 152 West Tenth Street.
l>ers and thefr wivei\ of churches in
Hoeve, 2 miles south of Zeeland. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. George C.j Mr. Holley was born in the state
Michigan; Aug. 21, Zeeland
He was taken home and attended Thomson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. of New York on the 7th of October, western
and vicinity; Aug. 22, Muskegon, ROM FIRE DESTROY# BARN,
by Dr. D. C. Bloemdale. Hoeve was Kirchen of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. 1858. Besides being a miller at MilGrand Haven and vicinity; Aug. 23, OTHER BUILDINGS AT MOLnot seriously hurt. The accident Chester F. Idema, Mr. and Mrs. j waukee and at Bellville.III.,he also
Grand
Rapids and vicinity; Aug. 24,
KNDYKE FARM SATURDAY
Thomas
Thoits.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
conducted
mills
at
Middlevillc
and
occurred at a crossroad.
Thomas Wanty and Mr. and Mrs. 1’lainwell, Michigan, after leaving Kalamazoo and vicinity;Aug. 25,

—
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1

Our commencement and closing

Two

Masked Bandits
MVS

Anthony VanWestenbergof Scotia,
The first is the fact of the con- N. Y.; Rev. Anthony Meengs of
summation of the task that has oc- Franklin, Ind.; Rev. Raymond
cupied my major attentionduring Meengs of Detroit; Rev. Theodore
the past three years — the bringing Ludens of Long Island, N. Y., and
to a worthy close of the nearly Rev. Mr. Meengs of North Park
fifty years of service of Steele church.
Academy. To do this has required Rev. Anthony Ludens will preach
patience, and planning,and prayer. the sermon, taking as his topic,
Our last year we had 104 boys in “God’s Challenge to the Church of
very regular attendance. Fifty-two Today." The other members of the
of these were graduated, and the family will share in the conduct of
majority of the remainder, nearly the sendee. Several members of
all, were transferredto the Meth- the family will travel considerable
odist Boys’ school in the city. With distancesto take part in the service.
very few exceptions,new positions

to continue what was begun here.

adours featuringKatzie Keith, will appear at this

The

About 25 years ago Mrs. Emil
Schmitt lost her wedding ring in

Held Up By

write.

Accounting
phone 3955

THE SPANISH MAESTRO, and

Ewing Family

DIGGING FOR WORMS
YOUTH FINDS WEDDING
RING LOST 25 YEARS

To Holland

In these days

Number 33

Holland Michigan Thartday, August 10, 1933
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HOLLAND MILLER OF
YEARS

PASSES

AWAY

j

1

1

the distinguishedpresidentof Meiji
Gakuin, Hon. D. Tarawa, who at
just that time was being mentioned
as a possible candidatefor 'the
western Michigan night.
Edward
' Holland some twenty years ago.
A disastrousfire demolished the
mayoralty of the great city of MORE TULIP LANES
Leaders have been appointed in
$75.00 in Cash for Best Costumes
During
his
milling
days
he
was
ham and surrounding buildingsbeTokyo. Officials of the city and
PLANNED IN HOLLAND
every
community
to
obtain
the
honored with the presidency of the
BEETS IS DELEGATE TO
longing to Arie Molendykcliving
prefecture,educators, and alumni
largest possible attendance.ReFirst Prizes for Farm, Funniest, Vamp, any Nationality, in considerablenumber attended on
National Associationof Millers, an
near Nunica, Saturday night. Two
FOREIGN
MEET
Many blocks of new tulip lanes
gardless
of the evening assigned to
honor that comes to but few conhorses were burned and a quantity
this significant occasion. But for will be laid out next fall for exPrettiest Girl, Most DistinctiveCostumes.
the
communities,
no
limitations
Rev. Henry Beets, mission secre- sideringthe large number of mills
of grain and oats was lost. The
me the great thing of the day was tending the tulip festival in May.
have !>een set on persons desiring
tary and clerk of synod of the that dot the nation.
house was saved by the efforts of
not my own opportunity to speak
to
attend.
No
fees are required,
The council has ordered a consignMr. Holley learned the miller's
Christian
Reformed
church,
has
the Nunica fire denartment and the
for
the
last time in my school to
hut
a
free
will
offering
will
Ik*
taken
Dancing and Motion Pictures Every Night
ment of nearly 300,000 bulbs from left to serve as fraternaldelegate trade when a young man in New
many neighbors who were called by
my students and their friends, but The Netherlands.
to meet expenses.
of the Christian Reformed church York and his abilityalong these
the flames which mounted high inSouvenir or Feature Parties every Monday, Wednesday the response made to the various
A
large number of varietie' also in America to the General Synod of lines was recognized by millers
to the air. Fresh oats had been
addresses of congratulationsupon
and Friday Nights
their graduation by the representa- will be planted in Centennial park. the Reformed Churches of The generally.During the early years, MAUATAWA FOLK TO HAVE drawn into the bam recently and it
tives of the class graduating.1 The tulip festival is gradually be- Netherlands, which will convene when Mr. Holley was a residentof LUNCHEON BRIDGE AT CLUB is believed the cause of the fire was
spontaneouscombustion.It waa
knew and remembered something ing enlarged and the total number Aug. 22 at Middelburg, The Neth- this city for at least three decades,
of bulbs planted here is stretching erlands. Dr. Beets offered his sen - he was a public spirited citizen and
Grand Rapids Herald: Mrs. Fred- reported that the owner had no inof his personal history as he rose
ices to the synodicalcommittee of was especiallyinterestedin church erick Hirth ami Mrs. George <»ctz surance and that the loss was proba boy whom 1 had baptised last near the 3,000,000mark.
the church, which had hesitatedto work. He was a devout member of will entertainTuesday at the Hol- ably about $4,000. The barn was
Christmas Sunday. And there, after
Hend a delegate at this time be- the First Methodist Episcopal land Country Club with a luncheon wrapped in flames before it waa
the usual formal expressions of ZEELAND NOW HAS
gratitude,he testified clearlythat
POLICE DEPARTMENT cause of financial stringency,vol- Church in this city. He was on the bridge for Mrs. Ralph Herpol- discovered about 7:30 p. m. The
unteering to go at his own expense. buildingcommittee supervising the sheimer and her guests, Mrs. Alois horses, a good work team, had Just
to them their closing year or two
This is the fourth time Dr. Beets building of a new brick church and Hillenthaland Miss Katherine and l»een put in the bam for the night
of middle school life had been sigThe city council passed an ordinificant because it had taught them nance at the regular meeting Mon- has gone abroad on such a mission. parsonage, supplantingthe old Miss Elizabeth Hillenthalof Sea- They were beyond help when the
to pray!
day evening to establisha police He served as fraternaldelegate to wooden structuresthat were land- nttle, Wash. Guests will Ik* Mrs. Are was discovered. Some of the
Edward Tannewitz. Miss Josephine farm implementswere recovered.
One must know something of the department in place of the marshal The Netherlands churches in 1902, marks on West Tenth Street.
For a numlier of years he was a Tannewitz, Miss Clara Herpol- The most severe loss was the hay
disappointment it means to a Jap- system. The council appointed 1911 and again in 1923. While in
anese boy to have to graduate from Lester DePree assistant chief of Europe he will go to London to Sunday School teacher in the sheimer, Mrs. Marie Brandt, Mrs. and oats which constituted the maa school that is being closed to police to supplant William Gleruni, confer with authorities of the Methodist Church and was superin- Edward Sutton,Mrs. J. H. Johnson, jor part of the contentsand which
tendent of the Sunday School for a Mrs. Carl G. Johnson, Mrs. John had just been reaped by the owner.
Sudan United mission.
understand that. But it made the
fatally injured while pursuing a
long time. He was also interested Knell, Miss KatherineKnell and The flames shiningout on the clear
effortsto maintain under adverse
speeder June 29. Another officer
night drew many to the scene.
conditions seem the more worth
FENNVILLE BANK ROBBER in choir work, and also made his Miss Katherine Mary Brandt.
will be appointed by the council
o
usefulnessfelt in practically every
while to hear such a testimony.
MAKES REQUEST
to take the place of Gerrit VanSPRING LAKE TO ASK U.S. AID HOLLAND RESIDENT DIES
Seven members of that class were
Before being taken to Jackson department of the church.
As a citizen he was public spiritFOR SEWAGE PLANT
baptized in the year preceding Dyke, who resigned Monday.
prison to begin serving a life senAFTER LONG ILLNESS
their graduation.
tence for the Fennvillebank holdup ed in a civic way ami was looked
The village of Spring Lake will
Austin E. Smith (previouslydesig- upon by his host of friends as an
On April first, after a week or WEATHER BUREAU TOWER
Mrs. Harry Beckman, 70, died
TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION nated as E. S. Austin) asked that honest, trustworthy leader in this file application with the federal
two of packing equipment, including the tower bell, to go to the
The 40-foot steel tower on the their farm in Ganges township Ik* community. For many years Mr. emergencyadministrationfor $20,- Monday evening at 8:30 o’clock at
Meiji Gakuin, I turned over the roof of the Masonic temple at sold so his wife would have some Holley was a memljcr of Castle 000 for building a sewage disposal her home, 7 East Twenty-fifth
i>li et, following a long illness.
grounds and buildingsto their pur- Giand Haven, belongingto the means of support after she is re- bulge, Knights of Pythias, Hol- plant.
Notice has been served on the
chaser,the Roman Catholic bishop former weather bureau department leased from the Detroit house of land, in fart, he was a charter
Mrs. Beekman was born in Grand
member and shortly before his councilthat Ralph Mink of Spring Rapids on June 18, 1853, and came
of Nagasaki, who is using them for there, will be sold at public auction correction.
death he was made a life member Lake had filed suit in circuit court to Holland when 9 years old and
his school for training Christian Saturdayat 10 a. m. to the highIt!
of the local organization. For a for collecting $400 paid by the vil- has resided here ever since. She
workers. Nagasaki prefecture is est bidder.
CITY MISSION WORKERS
number of years he was also a lage to Henry VanderWall for a was a member of TrinityReformed
the stronghold of Roman Catholic
WILL
OMIT
CONVENTION
The instruments for the costreet right-of-way. Mink claims
member of the Maccabees.
Christiansin Japan, some of them
church. Mr. and Mrs. Beekman
operative office to be maintained
Funeral services were held Mon- he had a mortgage on the property
being very poor as a result of the
For financial reasons the Union
celebratedtheir fifty-seventhwedby T. McMahon have not arrived
confiscation of their property in the
of City Mission Workers of the day afternoon from the Methodist which was later foreclosedand the ding anniversary last October 20.
as yet. Mr. Rice is still here atyears of persecutiona few decades
Christian Reformed church, through Church, Rev. Joshua O. Randall,the village owes him the $400.
Surviving are her husband; two
ago. Bishop Hayasaka, by the way, tending to the dissolutionof this its executive committee,has de- pastor, officiating. Private prayer
daughters and four sons, Mrs. C.
is the only Japanese who has ever office. Until the new instruments rided to omit its 1933 convention services were held at the home, ALLEGAN BANKS CHANGE
HOURS TO FIT NR A CODE O. Christensen of Tampa, Florida;
been consecratedas a bishop of the come he will give out the high and which was to Ik* held at Muskegon preceding the rites at the church.
| Mrs. William Kohlman of Holland;
Roman Catholicchurch. I nnd him low temperatures and precipitation this month. The 1932 convention Those who survive Mr. Holley
Allegan hanks are complying with Gerrit. Herman, Egbert
for the day.
was held in Grand Rapids.
excellentlybusiness-like.
are the widow and one son, Louis,
the
e N. R. A. Announcement of a
all of Holland. She also leaves
I have not been quite idle since
of Benton Harbor.
no mission secretaryand treasurer
Interment took place in Holland new schedule of hours was made 20 grandchildren, 11 great-gfandBROTHER ANT)0 SISTER DIE
can be. Besides, some unusually proceed,according to present plans,
SAME DAY IN OTTAWA TownshipCemetery. The pHlllK*ar- yesterday,effective at once. Here- children and four sisters, Mrs. E.
attractivepreaching opportunitiesto Kalamazoo, where our elder
ers were Ray Nics, Austin Fair- after the hanks will open at 9 each H. Beekman of Holland, Mrs. L.
have come to me, in three churches daughter Rachel is this month comMrs. A. Van Herwynen, 76, of banks, Austin Harrington, Eugene business day morning and close at Swift of Grand Rapids, Mrs. C.
of the Kurume field and at Sturges pleting her third college year at Vriesland and Evart Tanis, hi, of Ripley, Ed Westveer and Henry 3 in the afternoon, except on Thurs- Rose of Holland and Mrs. C.. Vanday, when they will close at 12 der Siuis of Grand Rapids.
Seminary
ither the Teachers College. If the I>ord Hudsonville, brother and sister, Knutsen.
challengingopportunitywas the in- will, we shall once more have a died within an hour of each other
Mr. Holley retired from active noon. The banks will close on SatShe also leaves three brothers,
urday afternoons at 3 as on other
vitation to teach five periods ofl year of family life, all together.
last nigh., Mrs. Van Herwynen service some three years ago and days and not at 4 as has been the Benjamin, Corneliusand Peter
sible, Mayor Heap announced at
Bible weekly at Chinzei Gakuin,
moved hack to Holland, the city he
It will not perhaps surpriseyou
Dalman, all of Holland.
the council meeting last night, foldied in Zeeland hospital and Mr.
the boys’ school which received so that this, as much as any one thing,
so dearly loved. He occupied the old custom, and the banks will not be
Funeral services were held this
lowing a question from Alderman
Tanis at his home.
many of our former students. All heightens our desire to return to
Bertsch homesteadon West Tenth open on Saturday evenings.
Thursday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock
Harold Westerhof as to what stand
Mrs.
VanHerwynen
is survived
this work in the Japanese language the homeland at this time. Last
Street.
ut the home and at 2 o’clockat
this city would take in the nationCA N’T
reauires much of preparation,but time we were among you in the by two sons, Simon Broersma of
Trinity Reformed church. Rev. H.
The Embroidery club of Holland al program. Mr. Heap said he was it is of the nature of the work you immediate post-war vears. This Vriesland,and George Broersma of FOURTH ALLEGAN BOY PUT
STATES’ LICENSES IN
D. Ter Keurst officiating.Burial
enjoyed a pot luck luncheon last invited to Holland today to partici- expect ua to be doing here. AtGrand
Rapids;
three
daughters,
MICHIGAN
UNDER STRICT ORDERS
time we renew our fellowshipwith
week at the William Westveer cot- pate in a meeting of mayors of the tendance at meetings of the direc- you at a time of economic stress, Mrs. Gerrit DeVries of Holland,
Motorists entering Michigan to took place in Holland Township
tage at Buchanan beach.
state to discuss the question. He tors of our two girls’schools, which but we hope not of moral sur- Mrs. T. VanderSlik of Kalamazoo,
Robert Swartout, 16, fourth establish residence or accept em- cemetery. Pallbearerswere Clifappointed Alderman Boon and Pe- duties I am now relinquishingat render. For a season we want to and Mrs. John Wiggers of Vries- member of a youthful “gang," ployment must purchase Michigan ton, Louis, Jay, George, Ben and
Mrs. Thomas Marsilje and Mrs. ter Kammeraad, city manager, to least for a season, also brought renew our consciousnessof belong- land; 15 grandchildrenand 6 great- three members of which were sen- license plates, according to rulings Gerrit Dalman.
R. Hcasley have returned to Buch- attend in his place. Due to the pleasure and responsibility.You ing to you and to the best that grandchildren,besidesone brother, tenced last week by Judge Fred T. by the AttorneyGeneral and the
anan beach after a visit with rela- meeting of the board of supervisors will not wonder that I have scarcely America means, before returning to William Tanis of Zeeland. Funeral Miles, appeared before Probate ; Department of State. The state HOLLAND COUPLE MARRIED
IN GRAND RAPIDS
Japan. Friends and even casual services will be held at 2 p. m. Judge I. J. Tucker of Allegan law permits the use of plates from
tives in Fremont.
he was unable to attend.— Grand done a bit of packing.
This brings me to the other acquaintances here unite in saying, Friday in Vriesland Reformed county for sentence. After pleading other states for not more than
Haven Tribune.
Miss Grace Gardel, daughter of
matter with which this letter is “Surely you’ll come back.” So we church with burial in Vriesland guilty to robbing the home of Mrs. ninety days. This provision is deMr. and Mrs. Adrian Klaasen,
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Gardel, Graves
concerned. After eight full years— shall, if the Lord will. His will cemetery.
who were married last week at
The following schedule was full in many senses— in Nagasaki, must be ours for our own lives, and Mr. Tanis is survived by four
Napersville,Illinois,are resorting
planned for the services at the we are to leave for furlough in the we do yearn and pray that His will, sons, William of Hudsonville,John
at Eagle Crest park.
into Michigandaily to make their
Union chapel at Central Park for United States next month. The two too, may be done in Japan, in all of Ithaca, Edward of Zutphen and Kap
livelihoodhere, however, they are Drukker Thursday morning in the
younger
children are at school in manifestationsof its life.
stolen
property
or
make
restitution
Two local young boys were re- the remainder of the season: Rev.
Orrie of Grand Rapids; five daughKobe, and we wish them to comYou
will not have time to repl
with
money
he
earns, and apologize not classed as tourists and must Central Reformedchurch in
cently apprehended by the sheriff’s Richard Oudersluys of Milwaukee,
ters, Mrs. T. Pikaart of Forest
pay the Michiganlicense fee. The Rapids. Ir
plete their school year on the 30th. to this letter before seeing us,
to the persons robbed.
officers for breaking into the state Wisconsin,on August 13; Rev.
same rule
rule appliei
applies to those coming ceremony Mr. and
Then on July Uth we expect to sail suppose, but you can get into touch Grove, Mrs. L. Hoffman and C.
Swartoutis to be a ward of
police post and taking two guns, John R. Mulder of Holland on Au- from Yokohama. There are friends
with us at the address of my Veen of Zutphen, and Mrs, G. Hav- court until he is 21, cannot drive ai,nto “t* rt**® to reside The De- left on a
one an old relic. They were made gust 20; Rev. Edward J. Tanis of and relatives to be visited here and
erman and J. Rock of Hudsonville; car nor remain out after 9 p. m., partment of State gives such own- They will be at
sistera, 144 West Tenth street, Holto pay court costs. Their names Chicago on August 27, and Rev. there before we settle down, so we land, Michigan.
33 grandchildrenand 4 great- unless with his parents; may not ers ten days to comply.
Fi
were withheld. — Grand Haven W. Burggraaff of Western The- have chosen a somewhat roundMay the Lord guide us and you grandchildren.besides the brother. visit dance balls nor poolrooms;
ological seminary, Holland,on Sep- about route to Michigan, where we all, and grant that we may
services will be held at drink liquor nor use tobacco. He
A family gatheringwas held
Tribune.
tember 3. Special music Sunday expect to arrive about mid-August, of us soon meet face to face.
2:30 Thursday- at Hudsonville cannot leave the state without per- at the home of Ben Timmerman visiting
rate with the evening will consist of vocal solos or a little later. After renewing
city wiil co-o
Christian Reformed church with mission and may not associatewith Wednesday. It was a pleasant af- John E.
Yours in His service,
ly as is pos- by Leo Te Paskc.
burial in Zutphen cemetery.
acquaintances at Holland, we shall
Willis G. Hoekje.
, program as qt
the other three boys sentenced.
fair.
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

the program continued, Sixteen

Local

guests were present.

News

The annual meeting of the women’s foreign missionary society of
The nineteenth annual remion First Methodist Episcopal church
of the Ogden family was held on was held last Thuisday afternoon
Saturdayat Tunnel park. A pot- in Byrns parlors. Twenty-seven
luck dinner was served, after which members were present. Plans
a business meeting was held. were made to nold a baked goods
Charles Ojfden of Grand Rapids sale on August 19. The following
was elected president; Will Vick- officerswere elected: Mrs. B. J.
ery of Kalamazoo,vice president, Huiaenga, president;Mrs. Etta
and George H. Opden of Holland Blink, vice president; Mrs. E. H.
was re-elected to the post of secre- Ormiston,second vice president;
tary and' treasurer. It was decid- Mrs. Charles Leach map, recording
ed to hold next year’s reunion at secretary; Mrs. William Lindsay,
Base Line lake in Allegan county. corresponding secretary; Mrs. W.
\>rty-threc members were present. ('. Vanlenberg, treasurer;Mrs. H.
K. Goodwin, literary secretary;
Mrs. Clara Tuttle, extension secreThe annual Lugten family re- tary; Mrs. C. A. French, stewardunion was held at Tunnel park on
ship secretary,and Mrs. Harvey
Sfttarday afUrnoon and eveninn
b
A picnic supper was served. The
evening was spent in sports and a
Mr. ami Mrs. Adrian .1. Klaabaseball game. Approximately 63
sen who were married recentlyat
members were present.
the home of the bride's parents. in
Naperville,Illinois, are miking
Miss Jane Eilander,daughter of their home at Eagle Crest Park
dr. and Mrs1. Charles Eilander of
until October 1. when they will
Holland route 6, and William Topp reside m their new home, 563
of Clifton. New Jersey, were united Lawndale court. Mrs. Klaa^en, the
in marriage last week. Thursday former Miss Florence Schmus,
morning at 10 o'clock at the Cen- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert

[

TAJ

WEEK’S

RE-CREATE SHOWBOAT—

SUCCUMBS AT HOSPITAL
FOLLOWING OPERATION

NEWS

Raymond F. Lighth^rt, 54,
of 186 West Fourteenth street,
Mrs.

died Friday afternoon at Holland
hospital following an operationfor
the amputation of her right leg in
an attempt to check gangrene. She
had been ill with diabetesfor five
weeks.
Mrs. Lighthart was born in East
SaugatuckJanuary 30, 18?J. She
was a residentof Holland for the
past 22 years and was a member

Kathryn Parsons, New York
(singer,and Mrs. Austin F.
Hancock have converted an
excursion boat into a replica
of the old-time psddlewheel
theatres. Photo shows Miss
Parsons sampling the boat’s
"official sandwich," made of
mayonnaise and devilled ham
from her native Smlthfleld, Va.

Township Holland.
Christina Van Raalte to Helene
acBank, lot 8 R. G. Post’s First Ad- Dalenberg et al, part
tion 30, T 5 N, R 16, Township of
dition, Holland.
John W. DeVries and wife to Holland.W'A SE‘A, section28-5Casper W. Nibbelink, Und %-E40 16 (ex).
feet, lot No. 9, block 27, Holland.
Edward L. Field and wife to
Alma E. Neech to R. Griffin Elida Ciporina, E‘A NE\4, section
Bertsch and wife, part NE frl '4 10, T 5 N, R 16, Township of Park.
NWK section33, T 6 N, R 16 W, Mrs. Albertha Schilstra to
Township Port Sheldon.
West Michigan Construction Co.,
Albert P. and wife, Bertha Kleis, N'4 E% E'A E\4 SW*. section
to Henry P. and wife, Nellie A. 24, T 5 N, R 15 W, Township of
Kids, part lot No. 5, Cedar Swamp, Holland.
to Holland.

Mary Lyons to Zeeland State

of Third Reformed church. She
was a member of the auxiliaryol
the Eagles lodge and of the Royal
Neighbors.
Surviving are her husband; six
daughters, Miss Elma Lighthart of
Bayonne, N. J.; Miss Erma Lighthart and Miss Opal Lighthart of
Marshall, Miss Leona Lighthart,
Miss Margaret Lighthart and Miss
Rose Mary Lighthart of Holland;
four sons, Frank Lighthartand
Clifford Lighthart of Holland;
Donald Lighthart of Grand Rapids and Jacob Lighthart of Clintonville, Wisconsin; her mother,
Mrs. Mary Kurz of Holland; a sister, Mrs. 0. B. Platte of Grand
Rapids, and six brothers, Sam
Kuiz of Holland, Harry Kurz of
Newark, New Jersey; George Kurz
of Douglas, John Kurz and Jacob
Kurz of Chicago, and William
Kurz of Gladwin.
Funeral services were held on

„

Avenue ChristianReformed E. Schmus, was married to Mr.
church parsonage.The single ring Klaasen last week, Thursday aftceremony was performedby Rev. ernoon at 3 o'clock. Mrs. KinaL. Veltkamp. The couple was at- sen, teacher at Longfellow school
tended by Mr. and Mrs. George for three years, is a graduate of
Eilander. The bride wore a beauti- the Napervillehigh school and Naful gown of yellow silk crepe with tional College of Education.The
white accessoriesand earned a bridegroomis a graduateof the
bridal bouquet of white roses, sweet | University of Chicago and a mempeas, swainsona and baby breath. | b,.r 0f Delta Cpsilon fraternity.
The matron of honor was attired
in blue with white accessoriesand
Approximately 200 relatives
carried a bouquet of pink roses from Holland, Zeeland, Giand
Md sweet peas. Mr. and Mrs. Rapids and neighboring cities atTopp left on a motor trip to Ten- tended the second annual Vander
nessee and Kentucky and after two
Bee reunion at Jamestown grove
weeks they will be at home at 328 last week, Thursday. A program
West Third street,Clifton.New was presented in the afternoon
Jersey. Mrs. Topp was formerly and games and sports were enemployed with the Hardie Jewelry joyed. The followingofficers
tral
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MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.
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Edward Buithuis. 51, died Kiiday afternoon at the home of

his

Approximatelv 400 witnessed the MAKES VALUABLE RARE
HORTICULTURE DISCOVERY
second annual horse *how staged
(Zeeland Record)
on the inn lawn at Wnukazoo *>n
Frank Huizenga,who lives on
Saturday afternoon. The commitWest Washington street. Zeeland.
toe in
in charge of the show was com
U’ 1
posed of W. L. Eaton. M. Thorgev- j has a unique grape vine on his lot.
skv and S, E Pnuhs. The -hm\ wnich P' onuses rather fortunate
was judged bv Joe Stobbritof Ka- j L'r him in more ways than one.
1 Frank says it’s rather late in

zor

—at—
15 West Eighth Street
Over Meyer’s Music House

a group.

FOR QUOTATIONS CALL 2764

Windstorm
i

‘

.

I

Mrs. Henry Lanmng of Grand
Rapids passed away very suddenly at the Blodgett hospital at the
age of 36 years. She is survived
by her husband and one son. Henry.
Her parents, Mr. and Mis. Evert
Hop; a brother, John Hop, and
two sisters, Mrs. Tillie De Kliene
and Mrs. Gertie Vander Kolk, all
of this place. Funeral services
were held at the Crandville Avenue Christian Reformed church on

“Sure, go ahead. The office
today how he could reach

me

way things arc going, I think

A

telephone will sene

And

you

manager asked me
in the evening.

it's all right.

in

The

’’

main ways

daily

in case of emergency, you cun sutnnwn aid

instantly,if you have a telephone. Order a tele-

phone today from the Telephone Dusiness

DWELLING NOW!
We Write

Installationwill he

made

promptly.

ing at
week.

Ottawa Beach the

past

PHONE

Nederveld.

Candidate Smith conductedthe
serviceshere Sunday. Rev. Vroon
occupied the pulpit at Jenison.
Rev. Henry Rikkers of Dennis

Reformed

Avenue Christian
church and Rev. Vroon will exchange pulpits next Sunday.
A public meeting was held Sunday evening when Rev. De Koine,
missionary, here on furlough from
China, was the main speaker. Music was furnished by the Locks

Pay* you for direct loss
or damage by tornado,
windstorm, or cyclone!
A lot oi damage was done

Were You Protected? IF NOT

Today— with

—

-

the old reliable Agency.

UNIQUE

.Arendshorst, Inc.
Corner 8ch and College— Phone 2120

George Becksfortand wife

EVERY DAY
ROUND

IDENTIFICATION

TRUCK-Identification truck of
the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co„
shown here, is visiting Goodyear
dealers in this area. Body of the
truck representsa cross section of

the familiarGoodyearAll-Weather est on its journey around the countire, and is complete in every de- try.

While in Holland the truck called

from outer tread to construc- on Holland Vulcanizing Co., local
tion of the carcass. The huge tire c-oodyear dealer at Holland, 180
section, which is made of wood, cre- River avenue.
— Goodyear News Service.
ates an immense amount of intertail

TRIP

COACH

EXCURSION
CHICAGO
CENTURY OF PROGRESS
10 DAY LIMIT

U.80

ROUND

$4

TRIP

Consult Ticket

Agent

Pere Marquette

ORDER

to

Melinda Ricf, WV* SE ‘4 section
13, township 6, N R 16 W, town
ship of Port Sheldon.
Norman W. Beecher and wife to
Oscar Auderberg, lot No. 26 Stickley subdivision,township of Park.
John Glass and wife to Gertrude
K. Schonebcrger, lot No. 28 Chippewa Resort, township of Park.
Frank Y. Van Dyk (single),to
Grover C. Dillman, part of lot No.
7, villageCedar Swamp, township
of Holland.
Board of Trustees of Hope college to Jerry Flipse und wife, lot
No. 13. block G Goeman’s addition,
City of Holland.

Rcakes Ryzenga and wife

Don’t let the next unexpected windstorm leave you sadder,
but wieer. The coet is low— $4.00 per thousand lor 3 years.

lature

4616

Miss Pearl Nedervcld of Giand
Rapids spent the week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed

Insurance

by the recent storm.

thousand

Visscher-Brooks Agency

Misses Henrietta Elders and
Marie Vander Molcn were camp-

Windstorm

m

for Only $4.00 per

Saturday. Interment was made
at Drenthe.

Unusual Tire Section Replica Visits City

.

it

for three years!

>

Ollite.

e

OR

INSURE YOUR COTTAGE

W

order it tomorrow?’’

n s u r a n o

ZITPHEN

W

telephone again. Shall

a

Stock and Bond Office in Holland

brother anil sister-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Abel Buithuis,137 South
State street,Zeeland. Mr. Bulthuis. who wa> born in Grand Haven. for a time was connected with
his brother Abel in the glove facquartet.
tory in Hamilton and later was
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Macklis of
connected with the canning comIn the class one rare of pome- | life to speculate on making a for- Jenison were the guests of their
pany there. For the past sixteen
parents, Mr . and Mrs. Charles
years he was employed in the mo- ridden by children. Sallv Smedlev ' tune out of it but if it may lead to
more human satisfactionhe will Bosch, on Sunday.
tor wheel works industry at Lan- riding “Montana" took fir-t;
The families of Mr. and Mrs.
feel fully compensated for his consing. He was taken ill three weeks Blanche Vail on "Stepper." -<cond;
Nick Ensink of Grand Rapids, Mr.
tribution to horticultu e.
William
Smnh
on
"B<'Mv,"
third,
ago. Mr. Buithuis is survived by
Frank bad heard a gient deal and Mrs. Bert Ensink of Hudsonhis aged father. John Buithuis.of and Bobby Cron*on. riding "Par
.ilxnit i v» /bearing a vbu ries. ville, Mr. and Mrs. If. Ringewohl,
ner,"
fourth.
In
the
B
section
of
C.rand Haven; two brothers. Abel
and evorhearng raspbt -ies so he Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ensink and Mr.
of Zeeland and Jacob of Coopers- class one. also of ponies ridden bv
conceived the idea of •• •( rbearing and Mrs. Corneal Hcyboer enville; four sisters. Mrs. J. Poll of children. Anne Bingham took fii-t;
grapes, and oceasiona1’'' di tamed joyed an outing Friday evening,
Tarter
Brown,
second:
Peggv
Dutton. Mrs.
Yonker and Mrs.
about it. Finally he pianteo the having supper in Ensink’s woods.
Chris Doering of Spring Lake and Kitchen, riding "Prince."third:
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess
overhearing variety of : tra wherMiss Kate Buithuis of Grand Ha- Donald Cronson. riding “Choire,"
ries in his garden right next to a and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Nederveld
fourth,
and
Marian
McTrcll.
riding
ven. Funeral services were held
grape vine for the pur] • se of giv- and familiesspent Tuesday at
Tuesday afternoon at 1:3,0 o'clock "Smokv." fifth.
ing close .ibservn’ion ar.d study to Green Lake.
In the threc-gaitcd-addlo ra'
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Abel
it. but this -vitientlyautomatically
Marion
f'a'ter.
riding
"Gaitv
took
Buithuis. Rev. J. Van Dyke of
SOUTH OTTAWA HEAL
Grand Haven officiated. Burial first; Jack Phillips on "BoMv." solve his problem, because the
giape
\in-' apparently U ok its cue
ESTATE TRANSFERS
second, and R. Wco*cher on "Sk\
took place in Hamilton cemetery.
, 'rom the - rawberry vine and gave
Lark."
third.
A rend Van Dyke. hJ. died Satf
G. Win i birth to n‘*w blossomin.-r during the
Gerrit Brandcrhorst,widower,
"Harv ‘st Moon,
urday afternoon at Buttcrworth
period of growing and maturing to Reynold A. Van Bionhorst, et
hospital.Grand Rapid-, following ter. took first in the fo-c-gaitc.
fruit. And Frank challenges any a).. SM, N Va SW«4 of Sec. 29.
an illness of several weeks. Mr. saddle race with E. H. Hubbard
Van Dyke had been confined to "Silver Gale" second, and E. 11 person to prove his grape vine is Town 5 North, Range 13 West,
not the only one to do this since Township ol Jamestown.
Zeeland hospital for some time and Hubbard'.- entiv. third
Peter Fongers, widower to Andy
In the women's three-gaited-ad the dawn of civilization, and he
was removed to Grand Rapids on
«av* he has the evidence of his Dc Wys and wife, lot No. 26, West
Tuesday of last week. He was die race "Silver Gale" of E. H
claim on his vine right now. He Park Addition, Zeeland.
born in Noordeloos and spent prac- Hubbard took f:rst: "Gady" -id
has not yet determinedwhether John C. Dunton and wife to
den
and
owned
bv
Marion
Ta>tei
tically all hi- life there. Hi* wife
he will arrange a change of season American Home Security Bank,
died about a year ago. Surviving second, and "Bojo" owned by Mrto permit his grapes to ripen at part NW'4 SWV4 of 20-5-15, Twp.
are *ix s» n- and one daughter. Pe- L. Thompson, riddm by Mi
Christmas time or whether he will Holland.
Schoonbeck.
third.
ter and Ralph of Lvnd«>n. WashGrover C. Dillman, state highJimmie Peterson took first :n 'h move the vine to other climes.
ington; Hieltje and Gerrit at home
way commissioner, to Josco Land
near Zeeland; Henry of Noordeloos r bundle rare. M. Thoreevsky
Mrs. Frank Homstra of 188 West Co., various lands in Twp. Hol•h'
and Rev. John Van Dyke of Mari- 1 ing "Diaholo"took first
on. New York, and Mrs. John Pe- hunters with C. W. Brown on “Sil- Eighteenth street suffered a frac- land.
Andrew Vander Ploeg et al. to
lon of East Holland He also ver Mine” coming in second, ami ture of the arm near the shoulder
Herman Menken and wife, part of
leaves one brother. Hieltje Nan Peggv Kirchen on "Winnie the la«t week. Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ketel are on a lot No. 6 in block A, originalplot,
Dyke of Zeeland. Funeral serv- Pooh,” riding for third place.
Holland.
M. Theorgexskyand John Boone motor trip through the East.
ices were held Tuesday afternoon
Maurice Vander Haar, widower,
to John H. Bouws and wife, lot
No. 20 of Westerhof’s Subdivision,
Vill Harrington, City of Holland.

initial-

a.Tord a

of

Announces the Opening oi

WE DO OUR

Mr run

& CO.

DETROIT STOCK EXCHANGE

Dtscvn lents of the late Herman
H. Lumpen enjoyed a reunion at
Tunnel park Friday evening. More
than 150 relatives were present
from Hamilton,Zeeland, Holland
and the immediatevicinity. Rev.
Steenland of Grand Rapids was in
charge of sports. A basket supper
PART
was served. The following officers
SYMBOL OF COOPERATION were elected: David De Bruyn of
"the Blue Hawk” which th». Zeeland, president;Mrs. De Bruyn,
National Recovery Adminla secretary;John Boone of Zeeland,
tration is distributing to env vice president,and Herman Frye
ployers who have done thekn of Ovcrisel,treasurer.
part to put men hack to work

were elected: Henry Vander Bee
of Holland, president;Tunis SnyMiss Verna Brower, who will be- der, Grand Rapids, vice president,
come the bride of L. E Vredevoogd and Alma J. Heemstra. Grand
this month, was honored with a Rapids, secretary-treasurer. It
kitchen shower last week, Thurs- was voted to have the next reunion
day afternoon,at the home of Mrs. July 4. 1934.
R. Van Noord of Jamestown. The
Rev. and Mrs. M E. Ko-ter of
hostess was assisted by Miss LuTIME— Dorothy
PRESIDENT FRANKLIN 0.
cille Vredevoogd and Mrs. Maynard East Williamson. N<av York, anROOSEVELT it shows seated
Jordan, movie
Vander Wal. Games were played, nounce the marriage of then
with Gen. Hugh Jv'nnaon in
after which a two course luncheon daughter. Esther Jacqueline, to
star, seeks recrewas served. Twenty-three guests William Vandenberg.Jr., son of
ation at Malibu
the Oval Room ot toe White
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Vandenwere present.
Beach, CaliforHouse Just before <he Chlefl )
berg of this city. Mr. and Mrs.
nia, after finishExecutive told tht nation overf
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Knoll, Vandenbergwill make their home
the radio to put V.to immediing a recent picwho were recently married, were on West Seventeenth street.
ate effect tne voluntarycode!
ture.
honored with a surpriseparty by a
to shorten working > ours and!
The next regular meeting of the
group of their friends last week,
elevatewsgr
Tuesday evening. The group first Metropolitan club will be held on
Monday,
August
14.
at
Tunnel
enjoyed games and sports on ,the
beach and later went to the home park. Ted Wyma will be presiof Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Knoll, where dent of the club during the com- ing year. Mr. Wyma succeeds Dr. at 2:30 o'clock from t'rv home near I won first in the pairs of hunte’'William G. Heasley of Zeeland. Zeeland and at 3 o'clock at the1 with Evelyn Thompson and G. Cf
Bert Vande Water was named First Reformed church of Zeeland. Thompson taking second, and C. \V
first vice presidentsucceeding Rev. William Pyle, nephew of the Brown and Carter P. Brown placDavid O’Connor, and Neil Sandy deceased, officiatedat the home, ing third. In the jumpers, touch
will succeed John Hcinterna a.- and Rev. John Van Peui'«em and and out. John Bonne’s “Biddy Tod"
secretary.Simon De Boer will Rev. R J. Vandcn Berg officiated won find; G. C. Thompson's “Commander." second; A. Merveen,
continue in the office of treasurer, at the church.
and Jacob Meeboer of Zeeland will
Claris Zeeland of the Christian third, and Ev^n Thompson on
retain his position of financial sec- Reformed Churcnes will meet to- “Virginia" fourth.
In the elimination contest John
retary. Marinus Brandt will serve day. Friday, at the First Christian
Boone's “Boldy Tod" took first;
as sergeant -at -arms
Reformed church of Zeeland.
lack Phillipson "Limerick"took
second, and A. Mervcen's entry
ZEELAND
HORSE SHOW STAGED
WAIKAZOO placed third.

“I’ve got it all figured out, Ed.

RONEY

F. organization attended the serv-

company.

HAVE OUR TELEPHONE
PUT BACK IN"

C.

Member

Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from Dykstra funeral home. Rev.
Nmes M. Martin, pastor of Third
Reformed church, officiated. Burial took place in Pilgrim Home
cemetery. Membeis of the I. O. 0.

i

UET’S

NE

NOW

Your Winter Supply

GENUINE GAS COKE
CLEAN-DRY-FULL WEIGHT
Special Price for

August

•

$7.00
Pius State Sales Tax

to

Isaac Ryzenga and wife, part SWV4 SW ^4, section 33, T 5 N, R 15
W, Township of Holland.
Henry Ketel and wife to Holland
City State bank, lot No. 6, block
B, Cedar Flats Addition, City of
Holland.
Dr. Derrick T. Vail, Jr., and
wife, Dellah Harris Vail, lots 80
and 18, Waukazoo, Township of
Park and lots 79 and 19 Waukazoo, Township of Park.
Harry S. Watterman and wife
to Amoz Gezon, lot 55, Harrington Addition No. 4, Macatawa Park
Grove, Township of Park.
First National Bank, Allegan, to
William Hamlin (by receiver), lot
No. 11 Tc Roller’s First Addition

CASH ON DELIVERY
Fill

Your Bin

at

This

New

Low Price!
PHONE

3138

Michigan Gas & Elect. Co.
Or Your Local Dealer

H,.

r

8
'J-f' ivf)

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
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12359— Expires Aug. 12

Expires October 21

Mr. and Mrs. 'f. J. Sanger, formerly of Minneapolis, Minnesota,
are at present making their home
with Mrs. Sanger’s na -'its, Mr.

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Whereas, Louwrens Mesbcrgen STATE OF MICHIGAN—

and

Teuntje Mesbcrgen of the
Township of Georgetown,Ottawa

and Mrs. S. A. lienlliof MacaUwa
Billy Nies, Mary Ann Nies and Park.
Mra. Hulda Nies Bequettc underwent tonsillectomieslast week on
Miss Iva Stanton is spending her ,
Thursday.
vacation in Vodcma, Montana, with
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes and Frank Stanton. Mr. and Mrs. StanMr. and Mrs. Delbert Fogerty are ton and family and Miss Stanton
on a trip to Ohio where they are will take a trip to Yellowstone Naspending a few days with friends tional park.
and relatvies.

The Probata Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a seaaion of eaid Court, held at
the Probate office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on
the 22nd day of July A. D. 1983.

smmmmmmmm
Grateful

County, Michigan, executed a mortgage dated October 13, 19 1U, to the
Jamestown State Rank, a MichiBanking Corporation, of Present. Hon. Cora Vandewster, The sorrow of losing • loved one
RODYW
Jamestown, Michigan, which was Judge of Probate.
brings with it an obligation to exIn the Matter of the Estate of
recorded in the office of the Regpress your grateful reae«brance
Martha I’rskken, Deceased.
ister of Deed* of Ottawa County,
on October 15, 1919, in Liber 113
The Peoples State Bank of Hol- of happy hours shared together
of Mortgages at Page 27; and land, Michigan, having filed in with the departed. Yon can fulwhereas the amount claimed to be said court it* petition praying that fill this sacred duty in no More fitdue on said mortgage at the time the originalcommissionon claims ting manner than by the erection
Miss Myrtle (Irc-en spent a few
of this notice is the sum of seven be revived, for the purpose of ex- of a suitable monument.Consult
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Esten and days last week with friends in
thousand five hundred eighty-eight amining and adjusting its tardy
sons have returned to their home northern Michigan.
us for suggestions.
dollars and forty-ninecents ($7,- claim against said estate,
after spending six weeks at Middle588 491, besides an attorney fee of
burg, Vermont.
It is Ordered, That the
Ted Miller,bus driver for the
$35.00 provided for in sa!d mort22nd Day of August, A. D. 1933.
Indian
Trails
motor
coach
I'ne,
gage and expense of this foreclosHoward Zubcr of 236 West Sevat ten o'clock in the fornoon, at
ure sale; and no suit or proceedentecuth street underwent a ton- was arrested Friday morning on a
said probate office, be and is here- I Block North and One-Half West of Warn Friend Tavern
charge of speeding.Miller drove
ings has been instituted at law to
sil operation recently.
Phono 4284
by appointed for hearing said pe- 18 West Seventh
down West Eighth stree t at a 40recover the debt now remaining
tition;
Among those from Holland who mile-an-hourrate and increased
Hecured thereby, or any part thereIt ii Further Ordered. Thai public
reccntl visited the Century of Prog- his speed to 60 miles an hour on
of;
notice thereof be givan by publication
ress expositionin Chicago are Mrs. West Sixteenth
And, Whereas,default has ireen
of a copy of this order, once each werk WHAT HAVE you to offer in cash
Jay P. Garlough;Miss Anne VisDR. E. J.
made in the payment of the money for three eucceeeiveweeke previous
or trade for good lot st Van
sener and the Misses Vivian and j Among those from Holland who]
OSTEOPATH
seemed by said mortgage, whereby to uid day of bearing in the Holland
Rsalte and Twenty-secondstreet
Jane Ann Visscher,and Robert recently visited the world’s fair at i
Office at 84 West 8th St
the power of sale contained therein City News, a newspaper printed end
Write
Box
30, care Holland City
Visscher;Miss Rita Knoll and Miss Chicago arc Prof, and Mrs. A. E.
Office F^jujs: 9-12 A. M. 14P.H.
ha^ become operative:
circulatedin eald county.
News.
Ruth Heksel; Mr. Fred Van Dampen and daughter, Barbara,
Now. therefore, notice is hereby
COHA VANOKWATKR.
Voorst, the Misses Frances, Ro- 1 and sons, Oliver and Edgar, Mr.
given that by virtue of said power
Judge of Probate.
lone and Cornelia Van Voorst, and Mrs. John Kroll, Mr. and Mrs.
of sale, and in pursuance thereof
A true copy —
Expires Sept. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Orlie Bishop; Bill Henry Kroll and Mrs. Frank Dieami the statutein such case made
HAHK1ET SWART.
Volkema; Dr. and Mrs. F. E. De penhorst,Mr. and Mrs. Henry Garanil provided, the said mortgage
Register of Probate.
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Weese; Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Ra- j velink, George Schurman and
will be foreclosedby sale of the
veh Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bos and ( daughter, Margaret, and Miss Jean
mortgagedpremises at public venGeorge Hyma; Miss Margaret Houting.
due to the highest bidder, at the
Whereas, Hendrik Ooatif
mg and
Expires October 11
Klnasen; Mr. and Mrs. John Van
North front door of the Courthouse
.
of HolJulia Oosting of the City
*«.
John, Henry and Albert SchroTatenhovc and sons, Lester and
at the Citv of Grand Haven, in the
land, Ottawa County, Miccnigan, ex
John, Jr., and Miss Gertrude Wa- tenboer of East Saugatuck, and
said County of Ottawa, that being
'Uhe fifth CENTURY CB.C.)
ecutcd a mortgage dated August
NOTICE OF WORK; AGE SALK
Art De Young of Holland have left
beke.
the place of holding the Circuit
25, 1931, to Otto P. Kramer, TrusMETHOD OF TREATING DISLOCATED
on a trip to Prairie View, Kansas,
Court within the said County, on
tee for Bernice Gebben, under the
VERTEBRAE WAS TO BIND THE
ESCRIPTIONS MEANS ,•TAKE,,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Heasley where they expect to visit relatives.
the 26th day of October. A. D. 1933,
will of W. N. Quackenbush, deDefault having been made in the
PATIENT
TO
A
LADDER,
RAISE
THE SYMBOL OF JUPITER, IT WAS
spent the week-endnear Manistee.' On their return trip they will stop
at two o’clock in the afternoon.
ceased, of the aamo place, which
conditionsof a certain mortgage,
PLACED BY EARLY PHYSICIANS AT THE
j in Iowa and Nebraska and aUo will
THE LADDER BY CABLE TO THE
The descriptionof said premises given by John (^antingami Jennie
was recorded in the office of the
Rev. and Mrs. M. Moget of Fen- spend a day a* the world’s fair in
TOP OF THEIR FORMULAS TO INVOKE
TOP OF A TOWER AND LET IT
contained in said mortgage is as Lanting, his wife, to First State j
Register of Deeds of Ottawa Countor, Illinois,announce the birth of Chicago,
ty, on August 26, 1931, in Liber
THE GOD'S FAVOR FOR THEIR PATIENTS follows:
FALL ON THE PAVEMENTBank, a corporation,of Holland,
a son, Harold Leroy, August 4. at
The Northwestquarter (N.
153 of Mortgagea at Page 227; and
0
S,n<k<>*.New York, H V.
Michigan, dated the 11th day of
the Jane Lamb Memorial hospital
Harold De Jongh and Willis
of the Southwest quarwhereas the amount claimed to be
December, A. I). 1920, and recorded
in Clinton.
Nienhr.is have returned from a trip
due on aaid mortgage at the time
ter (S. W. >4 I ami the Southin the office of the Register of
to Wisconsin where they spent two
west quarter (S.
V, ) of the
of thia notice is the sum of Two
Deeds for the County of Ottawa
Miss Irene Koster of Van Ilaalte days with friends at Stevens Point.
Thousand One Hundred Seven DolNorthwest quarter (N. W. ’4)
and State of Michigan on the 14th
avenue underwent a tonsil opera- Th'ey n|s0 visited the world’s fair
lars and Thirty-two centa ($2,107of Section twenty-six(261.
day of December, A. D. 1926, in
8 East 8th St.
tion last week.
at Chicago.
.32), beside* an attorney fee of
town six (61 north, of Range
Liber 147 of Mortgages on page
$3500 provided for in aaid mortThirteen (13) west, containinga 347. which mortgage was subseKramer Building
Miss Tekla Johnson was called
c'ghty (801 acres of land, more
gage and expense of thia forecloquently assigned to the Grand RapMiss
Henrietta
Slagh
of
Holland
lo Erie, Pennsylvania, last week
'iuiiiBiisnHuniHUHi
sure sale; and no auit or proceedor less, according to Governids Trust Company, a corporation,
route
2
had
her
tonsils
removed
because of the death of her niece,
ings has been instituted at law to
p'pnt Survey, in the Township
of
Grand
Rapids,
Michigan,
on
Tuesday of last week.
Miss Francis Laffcy.
recover the debt now remaining seof Georgetown. Countv of Otwhich mortgage there is claimed
12891— Expires Aug. 12
cured thereby,or any part thereof;
tawa. and State of Michigan.
to
be
due
at
the
time
of
this
notice
Mr. ami Mrs. Phillips Brooks ' About 40 young people of the
STATE OS MICHIGAN— Tho Pro.
And Whereas default has been
Dated Julv 25. 1933.
for principaland interestthe sum
have returned to their home here Bcaverdam Christian Reformed
HENRY WINTER. of Twentv-nincHundred and 74- holt Court for tho County of Ottawa. made in the payment of the money
after visiting Mrs. Brooks’ parents church enjoyed a picnic at Tunnel
At • MUion of Mid Court, hold ot secured by said mortgage,whereRerciver for Jamestown State 100 ($2,900.74)dollars, and an atpark last week, Thursday.
at Portsmouth, Ohio.
tho Proboto Offlco in tho City of Grond by the power of sale contained
Bank,
torney’s fee as provided for in said
Mortgiigee. mortgage, and no suit or proceed- Ho von tn Mid County, on tho 22nddiy therein has become operative:
Re". C. Vander Schoor conducted
Dr. and Mrs. 0. Vander Velde
of July, A. D. 1933
Now, therefore,notice ia hereby
MILES gt SMITH.
ings at law having been instituted
all
the
services
in
the
Reformed
have returned to their home in HolPro tent: Hon. Cora Vandcwaler
given that by virtue of aaid power
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
to
recover
the
moneys
secured
by
Innd after spending two weeks at church at East Overiael last Sunfudge of Proboto.
of sale, and in pursuancethereof
Business Address:
said mortgage or any part thereof.
day.
Tcnncssee beach.
In the Matter of the E»tat« of
und the statute in such case made
Holland. Michigan.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Charles M. McLean. Deceased. and provided, the aaid mortgage
that by virtue of the power of sale
The Peoples State Bank of Hol- will be foreclosedby sale of the
Expires October 21
contained in said mortgage and
mortgaged premises at public venNOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE pursuant to the statute in such case land, Michigan, having filed in due to the highest bidder, at the
Whereas, Samuel Tacoma and made and provided the said mort- said court it* petition praying that North front door of the Courthouse
Henrietta Tacoma, husband and gage will be foreclosedby sale of the originalcommission on claim* at the City of Grand Haven, in the
wife, of the Township of James- the premises therein described at be revived,for the purpose of exsaid County of Ottawa, that being
town, Ottawa County, Michigan, public auction to the highest bid- amining and adju*ting it* tardy the place of holding the Circuit
executed a mortgage dated May der at the North front door of the claim against said estate,
Court within said County, on the
20, 1919, to the Jamestown State Court House in the City of Grand
It is Ordered, that the
22nd day of September, A. D. 1933,
Bank, a Michigan Banking Cor- Haven, Michigan, that !*eing the 22nd Day of August, A. D. 19.1.1. at two o'clock in the afternoon.
WHEN THE STEINS ON THE Joys of the proper thirst-inducing, porution,of Jamestown,Michigan, place where the Circuit Court for at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
The description of said premises
appetite-satisfying
cheeses which which was recorded in the office the Countv of Ottawa is held, on
TABLE
contained in said mortgage is as
said
Probate
Office,
b*»
and
is
hereThe pro|>er cheese Is hound to be properly belong with the foaming of the Register of Deeds of Ot- Monday, the 23rd day of October,
follows;
beverage, accordingto the education- tawa County, on May 22; 1919, in A. D. 1933, at three o'clockin the by appointed for hearing aaid pe
there with It!
The East One-Half (E. 14) of
Ut No. Eight (8) and the West
For beer and cheese— the buffet al department of the Kraft-Phenlx Liber 112 of Mortgages at Page afternoon of that day, Eastern ration.
274; and whereas the amount Standard Time, which premises are
One-Half (W.H) of Lot No.
supper In all Its glory— are classic Cheese Corporation.There are more
It la Further Ordered, That pubclaimed to be due on said mort- described in said mortgage as folNine (9), all in Block No.
lic notice thereof be given by pubund inseparablefood combinations. than 400 different varieties of cheese
gage at the time of this notice is lows; to-wit:
Fifty-five(55) of the City of
lication of a copy of thia order for
The very thought of the smooth —and all of them will enjoy
the sum of one thousand, eight
The East five (5) feet in
Holland, according to the rethree aucceaaiveweeka previoua to
and atnlierflow ing li<|uld conjures newed popularitynow that buffet hundred seventy-one dollars and
width of Lit fifty (50) and the
corded plat thereof on record
aaid day of hearing, In the Holland
suppers
are
the
thing,
according
to
up in the masculine breast thoughts
sixty-eight cents ($1,871.68),beWest thirty-six(36) feet in
City News, a newspaper printed and
in the office of the Register of
of generousslices of nut-sweet Swiss the cheese company.
sides an attorney fee of thirty-five
width of I^)t fifty-one (51)
circulatedin said county.
Deeds for Ottawa County,
Swiss,
full-flavored
American,
I.imcheese, scoopfuls of pungent Old
($35) dollars, provided for in said
of Doornink's Subdivision of
Michigan.
CORA
VANDRWATRR.
English, wedges of ruddy American. burger.sharp and ruddy Old Eng- mortgageand expense of this foreI/ots one (1) and eight (8),
OTTO P. KRAMER,
Judfca of Probata.
lish—
these
are
some
of
the
cheeses
From free lunch to politicalcaucus,
closure sale; and no suit or proBlock “B" Addition to the City
Trustee for Bernice Gebben, under
*
tru# M0»
the Jays of the foaming stein and which are expected to enjoy unpar- ceedings has been instituted at law
of Holland, situated in the City
the will of W. N. Quackenbush,
Harriot Swart
Open to the Public
i the buffet supper are endeared to alleled popularityon the buffet ta- to recover the debt now remaining
of Holland, Ottawa County,
Register of Probate
deceased.
bles of the nation now that beer is secured thereby,or any part there- Michigan.
memory the world 'round.
MortgageeAmericans will have to learn the back.
»f;
Dated: This 19th day of Ju'y,
And. Whereas,default has been A. I). 1933.
Expires October 14
made in the payment of the money GRAND RAPIDS TRUST Cu.
From 8:09 a. m. to
Expires October 21
secured by said mor tgage, whereby
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Assignee.
the
power
of
sale
contained
therein
Expire* Oct. 7
8689-Exp.Aug. 19
LOKKER & DEN HERDER,
Default having been made in the NOTICE OF MORTGAGE HALE
has become operative:
8:00 p. m. Daily
Attorneys for Assignee.
conditionsof a certain mortgage,
Now,
therefore, notice is hereby
NOTICE OF .MORTGAGE SALE | STATE OP MICHIGAN -The Probate
Business Address:
given by Dirk W. Jellema and GerWhereas, Albert Kridler and
given that by virturo of said power
i Court for the Countv of Ottawa.
Holland, Michigan.
tie Jellema, hi* wife, as mortga- Rilla Kridler of the Township of
of sale, and in pursuance thereof
gors, to Henry Holkeboer,as mort- Jamestown,Ottawa County, MichDefault having been made in the ! M
l",d *'
ihe Probate Office in the City of Grand and the statute in such case made
conditions of a certain mortgage,
gagee. on the 16th day of March, igan, executed a mortgage datod
and
provided
for.
the
said
mortHavrn in said County, on the 29th diy
and Greater Variety of Animals at
13738— Expires Aug. 12
A. I). 1908, and recorded in the March 31, 1931, to the Jamestown
given by John Lampen and Henrigage will be foreclosedby sale of
of July, A. D. 1933.
office of the Register of Deeds for State Bank, a Michigan Banking
etta Lampen, his wife, to Peoples
Present: Hon. Cora Vandewater. the mortgaged premises at public
ITATI OP HICHIGAN - TU Proto* Ottawa County, Michigan, on the Corporation,of Jamestown, MichiState Bank, a corporation,of Hol- Judge of Probate.
vendue to the highest bidder, at
Court for tto County of OtUwn.
10th day of June, A. D. 1908, in gan, which was recordedin the
land, Michigan, dated the 28th day
the North front door of the FourtIn the matter of the Estate of
At a Moot on at mM Court, hold nt tto
Liber 88 of Mortgages on page 239. office of the Register of Deeds of
of February, A. I). 1923, and rehouse at the City of Grand Haven, Proto* Offlon In tto City of Orund Huron
on which mortgage there is claimed Ottawa County, on April 29, 1931,
corded in the office of the Register FRANCIS I. WALSH, Mentally
in the said County of Ottawa, that in said Countv. on fho 19th day of
than ever before
Incompetent
to Ire due at this time for principal in Liber 103 of Mortgagesat Page
of Deeds for the County of Ottawa
July,
A.
D.
1933.
being the place of holding the Cirand interest the sum of Eleven 141; and whereas the amount
and State of Michigan on the 10th
Henry Winter. Guardian,having cuit Court within said County, on
Proieni, Hon. Cora Vondrwator,
Hundred Sixty and 18-100 ($1,- claimed to be due on said mortgage
day of March, A. I). 1923 in Liber filed in laid court his seventh annual the 26th day of October. A. D. tudfco of Probato.
160.18,dollars,and the statutory at the time of this notice is the
135 of Mortgageson page 188, on account as such Guardian of aaid es- 1933, at two o’clockin the afterIn the Matter of the Estate of
attorney fee as provided In said sum of Two thousand one hundred
which mortgage there is claimed to tate, and his petition praying for the noon.
MAGDALENA
DeBRUYN.
Deceaied
he due at the time of this notice allowance tnereof, and for the reducmortgage,and
sixty-three dollars and ninety-six
The descriptionof said premises
A. L. Cappon, having filed in
for principaland interest the sum tion .nr eliminationof his bond as
Default also having been made cents ($2,163.96), besidesan attorcontained in said mortgage is as said court his first annual account
Guardian
of
said
estate;
of Thirty-five Hundred Eightyin the conditionsof a second mort- ney fee of $35.00 provided for in
follows:
as executor of said estate, and his
It is Ordered, that the
five and 94-100 ($3,585.94)dollars,
gage given by said Dirk W. Jellema said mortgage and expense of this
Commencing at a point at
petition praying for the allowance
and an attorney’sfee as provided
29th Day af August A. D. 1933
and Gertie Jellema, his wife, as foreclosure sale; and no suit or
the Southwest corner of the
thereof.
for in said mortgage, and no suit at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
mortgagors to the First State proceedings has been instituted at
South fourrninths,of the East
It i* Ordard,That tha
or proceedings at law having been said probate office, be and is hereBank, of Holland, Michigan, a cor- law to recover the debt now renine-sixteenths,
of the South22nd Day of August, A. I). 1933. poration. as mortgagee, on the 24th maining secured thereby, or any
institutedto recover the moneys by appointed for examining and alDr. J. O.
east quarter, of section nine,
secured by said mortgage, or any lowing said account
part thereof;
at ten o'clock in the forenoon,at aaid day of March. A. D. 1927, which
in township number five north,
Dentist
It is Further Ordered, That pubpart thereof,
And Whereas default has been
probato office, be end it hereby ap- said mortgagewas recorded in the
of
range
thirteen
West,
and
Phom
8:80
to
12:00
Hours:
lic notice thereof be given by pubNOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN
pointed
for examining and allowing office of the Register of Deeds for made in the payment of the money
running
thence
North
fifty8-4604
l:80to5p.m
that by virtue of the power of sale licationof a copy of this order,
taid account.
Ottawa County, Michigan . on secured by said mortgage, whereby
nine and one-ninthrods, thence
212 Med. Arts Bid
contained in said mortgage and for three successive weeks prevIt is Further Ordered, That public March 25, 1927, in Liber 136 of tire power of sale contained thereEast thirteenand seventy-one
GRAND RAPIDS. M?CH.
notice thereof be given by publication Mortgages on page 343, on which in has become operative:
pursuant to the statute in such case ious to said day of hearing, in the
one hundred thirty-threes(13
of a copy of thisorder for three luccet mortgage there is claimed to be
made and provided,the said mort- Holland City News, a newspaper 71-133 rods; thence South
Now. therefore,notice is hereby
tive weeka previoua to aaid day of hear
gage will be foreclosedby sale of printed and circulatedin said
due at this time for principaland given that by virtue of said power
fifty-nineand one-ninth rods;
Attorneys-at-Law
ingin the Holland City Newt, a newsthe premises therein described at county.
interest the sum of Eighteen Hun- of sale, and in pursuancethereof
thence West thirteen and sevCORA VAN DEWATER.
oaper printed and circulated in said
public auction to the highest bidder
dred Ninety-seven and 24-100 and the statute in such case made
enty-one one hundred thirtyJudge of Probate
When Quslity is wanted, you
county.
Offiee— over the First State
at the North front door of the Court
($1397.24) dollarsand the statu- und provided, the said mortgage
threes (13 71-133) rods, to the
CORA VANDEWATEK.
A true copy,
will choose the
House in the City of Grand Haven.
Bank
tory attorney fee as provided for will be foreclosedby sale of the
place
of
beginning,
excepting
Harriet Swart
Judge of Probate.
Michigan, that being the place
in said mortgage, and both of said mortgaged premises at public venHolland. Mich.
Regiiterof Probate.
from the above descriptiona
A tru* copy —
where the Circuit Court for the
mortgages having been subse- due to the highest bidder, at the
Zeeland Art Stodio
HARRIET SWART,
piece of land in the Southwest
County of Ottawa is held, on MonRegister of Probate quently assigned to the Grand North front door of the Courthouse
corner, fifteen and one-half
day, the 16th day of October, A. D.
for your finest Photographs
Rapids Trust Company of Grand at the City of Grand Haven, in the
rods North and South, and
6063— Rip.Aufc.19
1933, at three o’clock in the afterRapids. Michigan, and no suit or said County of Ottawa, that being
E. J.
four rods East and West, in the
E. J. MacDERMAND
14136-Exp. Aug. 12
noon of that day. Eastern Standard
proceedings at law having been In the place of holding the Circuit
township of Jamestown,CounPh. C.
Time, which premises are described STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
stitutedto recover the money se- Court within said County, on the
Zeeland, Mich.
ty of Ottawa, State of MichiCourt for the County of Ottawa.
in said mortgage as follows; toSTATE OF MICHIGAN— Tha Probato cured by either or both of said 26th day of October, A. D. 1933,
gan.
Phone 107 for Appointment
At
tauion of said Court, held at
CHIROPRACTOR
wit:
Court for the County of Ottaw*.
mortgages or any part, thereof,
at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Dated— July 25. 1933.
tha Probate Office in the Citv of Grand
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, The descriptionof said premises
At a session of said Court, held at
Office: Holland City State Bank
HENRY WINTER,
Haven
in uid County, on tbs 29th day
Lot numbered Ninety-one
doom. 10-1 1 tM a.m.: 04 A 7-8 p.m
Receiver for Jamestown State the Probate Officein the City of Grand that bv virtue of the power of sale contained in said mortgage is as
of July, A.D. 1933.
(91) of Posts Third Addition
Havea. in aaid County, on the 24th contained in aaid mortgagesand in follows:
Bank,
Preaent: Hon. Cora Vandcwaler,
to the said City of Holland,acpursuanceof the statute in such
The Northeast quarter of
Mortgagee. day of July, A D. 1933.
Judge of Probate.
cording 4o the recorded plat
the Southeast quarter,and the
Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater, case made and provided, the said
H. R.
MILES & SMITH.
In tho Matter of the Eetete of
thereof, in City of Holland,OtEast half of the Northwest
Judge of
v mortgages will be foreclosed by
Attorney* for Mortgagee.
tawa County, Michigan.
sale of the premises described quarter of the Southeast quarDrugs, Medicines and
JENNIE I. WALSH, Decesaed
Business Address,
In the Matter of the Rotate of
Dated: This 6th day of July, A
therein at public auction to the
ter, all in Sectiontwenty-three
Holland. Michigan.
Henry Winter. Trustee, having filed
ToOet Articles
GORGE 8MEYERS, Deceased
CARL B. HOFFMAN
D. 1933.
highest bidder at the North front
Town five north of Range
n aaid court hiaaeventh annual acPeoplesState Bank, of Holland- door of the Court House in the
PEOPLES STATE BANK,
Thirteen West, and containing
count *s Trustee of aaid eatate, and
Michigan,by Clarence Jatving.Cash- City of Grand Haven, Michigan, on
Mortgagee. hia petition prsying for the allowSixty acres of Land more or
Langeland Funeral Home
ier. having hied in aaid court its pe- Mondav. the 23rd day of October,
Attorneys
less, in the Township of Jamesance thereof, and for the reduction
tition praying that the adminbtra A. D. 1933, at three o'clock, EastLOKKER & DEN HERDER,
town. County of Ottawa, State
or elimination of hia bond aa auch
MORTICIANS
tion of said estate be granted to
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
ern Standard Time, in the after- of Michigan.
Truatoe;
Ray Koetsier or to some other suit- noon of that date. The premises
Over Fris Book Etore
21 W. I6th
Phone 455S Business Address:
Dated-July 25. 1933.
It is Ordered, that the
able person,
Holland, Michigan.
HENRY WINTER.
being described in said mortgages
It is Ordered, That the
HoQand. Mich.
29th lay of A'lnat, A.1.1933
Receiver for Jamestown State
as follows:
29th Day ol Au|utt.A. D., 1933
*r W. 8th BtPboas 4488
Bank,
Lot eight (8) in Osborne’s
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at
Subdivisionof Lot* one (1) and
Mortgagee.
aaid Probate Office, be end is hereby
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND
aaid probate office, be and is hereby
MILES A SMITH.
appointed for examlniag and allowtwo (2) in Addition Number
Mill supplies, electric
appol
linted for hearing said petition,
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
one (1) to Villageof Harringing aaid acconnt.
plumbing end heating,
Business Address,
ton. according to the recorded
It ia Farther Ordered, That Pobllc
It is Further Ordered, That public
sheet metal work.
Holland, Michigan.
map thereof, situated in the
notice thereofbe given by pobltcanotice thereof be given by publication
49 W. 8th 8T^ HOLLAND, MICH.
City of Holland, Ottawa Countionof a copy of thia order for throe
of a copy hereof for three sucPhone 3204
Can
ty, Michigan.
anecesaive weeka previoaa to uid day
cessive weeks previous to said day of
aHPtS^fKBMH
Wool worth Building,
Dated: This 19th day of July, SPITZ 01
hearing, ia the Holland City News, x
of hearing ie the HolloBdCity Nrwa,
that Sfmrt
2 East 8th St.
newspaper printedand circulated in A. D. 1983.
e newapeper printed eed circulated ie
DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
Ttart
said ceuatv.
—Have
uid county.
GRAND RAPIDS TRUST CO.
of Grant A Huixenga, Gd. Rapids Holland,
Michigan
Specialist
into Profit With
Assignee.
Bye— Ear— Nose— Throat
f
CORA VANDE WATER,
CORA VANDEWATEk,
[Vanda V«*n Block]
Peoples State Bank Building
Judge of Probate
LOKKER & DEN HERDER,
Hours: 8:30-1200— LOO—fcOO A true
JudM of Probate
Holland, Michigan
A true eopy—
Attornevs for Assignee.
Evenings 700—8:30 Except
HARRIIT SWART.
Harriet Swart,
Hours :10 to 12 and 2 to 4:30
Business Address:
Register of Piobete
Thursdays
PhoM-Oflce 3669; Residence 211
Holland, Michigan.
Till to fHI
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Tpn Hnn:ANP CUT NEWS
Within the pait few years the
game farm has been distribdistnbLocal
uting Hungarian partridges in the
southern counties.These birds
have proved to be hardy in MichGerrit Beckman, 32, waived ex- inm. They are somewhat smaller
state

News

amination in Justice E. B. Parson s
court Saturday when arraigned on
a charge of obUining money under
false pretensesand was bound over
to circuit court He furnished$250
bond for his appearance. The case
covers a loan of $250 on household
goods, on which Beckman, it is alleged, had previously obtained a
similarloan after maintaining the
goods were unencumbered.

Albert Roarda, 63, of 48 East
Nineteenth street, was arrested
Monday on a charge of taking indecent liberties with a six-yearold girl. He was arraigned before
Justice Elbern Parsons and was
bound over to circuit court. Being
unable to produce bpnd of $3,000,
Roarda was taken to the county
jail at Grand Haven.
Jenison Park was the scene of

than our native grouse and do not
much resemble either those or the
pheasants. About twenty-fivepairs
will be released here where suitable
“cover” may be found for them.
They, like the grouse,prefer woodseveral picnics lately, includingthe
ed areas. Some of them have Peers and Brink family reunion,
strayed into Michigan from placements made in Ohio and Indiana. the Holland Shoe factory and the
For the present they may not be MetropoliUn Life Insurance employes of this district, the Sixth
lawfullyKilled.
Reformed church Sunday school
Interesting view by an interThe churches of Bauer, Coopers- nationalistof our acquaintance: and the school friends of Lakeville, Hope, Jenison, Jamestown, "We gotta get pact up before we town school district.
John Visser of Holland was the
Lament, Wyoming Park and Zut- can go any place."
guest of Miss Doris Swanson of
phen will hold their mission fesThe dog's head butterfly has an Castle Park Sunday evening. On
excellentlikeness of a dog’s head Tuesday night they attended the
1 o’clock in the afternoon. Mr. L)e on each of its front wings. Even band conceit at Ottawa Beach.
Kome and Mr. K amps also will be the eyespots are in the right place.
The Misses Irene Van AppleThe real test of the new deal
the speakers there. The Harmonj,
dorn, Evelyn Van Applcdorn, Kathwill
come
when
Mother
decides
to
orchestra of Muskegon will furnish
ryn Shuringa and Helen Straayer
take a forty-hour week.
music.
of Holland are resorting at the
The heavy rains of Wednesday Applcdorncottage at Tennessee
Second annual V under Bee reunion was held Thursday at James- and Thursday were welcomed by beach.
town Grove, Jamestown Over JM) the farmers and gardenerswho
Painters and interior decorators
persons were present from Hol- were becoming worried about the
Und, Grand Rapids, Zeeland and condition of potatoes and other of Holland. Zeeland and vicinity
neighboringcities. Sports and crops resultingfrom lack of mois- have set the minimum wage for
painters at 50 cents per hour, with
crames were held in the afternoon. ture.
Henry VanderBee, of Holland, was
After all the bond issues, it’s 160 hours a month as the maximum
under the NRA.
elected president; Tunis Snyder, pretty hard for a community
Grand Rapids, vice-presidentand think up an improvementto justify
Five hundred residents of HolAlma J. Heemstra, Grand Rapids, a governmentloan.
1<
land will take part in the obsersecretary-treasurer.
It was voted
John Palmer of Chicago, who has vance of Netherlands Day at the
to have the next reunion July 4,
spent the past few weeks here on Century of Progress, August 31,
1934.
a vacation visitingrelatives, will it was reported today by the comMr. and Mrs. Hartger Winter motor to Holland with Miss Anna
mittee which is arranging Holland’s
and son spent Sunday with Mr. Ellman to meet John’s mother, Mrs.
part on the program.
large
Winter’s parents, Prof, and Mrs. C. F. Palmer, and children,FlorEgbert Winter of Holland.— Alle- ence and Robert, who will spend a number of those who participated
in Tulip Festivalparades will go in'
gan News.
vacationin the city. — Grand Haven
Dutch costumes and a parade simHome-grownmuskmelons have Tribune.
ilar to those featured during the
been in market this week; that is,
The industrialcommission has
home-grown in Berrien county. It recommendedthat W alter S. Syrett festival here will be staged in Chicago. The committee, headed by
is surprising how much earlier they
they jrormt;rjy employed by the city of
J. J. Riemersma,is planning transget fruits there than here when
j Haven as a harbor engineer,
U
n
.
la
there is much less than
a hundred be retained as a consulting engi- portation arrangements.
miles differencein latitude. But neer. The Grand Haven council
Deputy Game Warden Maurice
down there they start melon plants passed on the recommendationto- Kuite confiscatedone mile of nets,
in greenhouses and transplant day.
valued at about $100, taken about
them to the fields, gaining a long
Talking doesn’tlather you in a two and one-half miles southwest
start over planting the seed out of
hick-town movie. You can’t hear it of Saugatuck in Lake Michigan.
doors. There are many Honey above the cracking of peanut shells. The nets will be sent to the state
Rocks, a kind almost as good as
department of conservationat
Jacob Baar of Chicago, chairman
Hearts of Gold but cultivated more
of the Netherlands section,com- Lansing.
because they yield more per acre.
Anthony Winterhalder, Zeeland
Judge and Mrs. Fred T. Miles mittee on nationalities, A Century
and son, Wendell, are spending a of Progress, returned to his home clock engineer, lost his car while
in Chicago this morning after at the world'sfair in Chicago. Winweek’s vacation in the upper penspending several weeks in western terhalder had provided three Zeeinsula.
Michigan explaining Netherlands land women transportation to the
John De Kooycrs, Holland, a for- Day to Holland- Americans.— Grand
exposition. When he went to find
mer member of the board, was ap- Haven Tribune.
his car for the trip to Zeeland it
pointed burial agent for the Solwas gone.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Anthony
Luidens
diers’ Relief committeeto fill the
and son, Edwin, of Rochester,N.Y.,
The state police post at Fcrrysvacancy caused by the death of
Edward VandenBerg, Holland, also arrivedFriday to spend their vaca- burg, closed June 1, will be retion with relatives in Zeeland and opened. possibly Thursday or Fria former supervisor. The appointday. according to word received on
ment was made by the board of Holland.
.

-V.

4

.

supervisors.

Mr. and Mrs. Decton Whelan and
family of Eau-Claire, Wisconsin,
are spending a few weeks with relatives here. Mr. Whelan has been
connectedwith the newspaper there
for twelve years. He formerly
wrote for the Holland City News.
Miss Ruth Daane of Grand Rapfew days as the
house guest of Miss Marian Den
Herder, who is spending the summer at We-Que-Naw-Bingwith her
parents,Mr. and Mrs. M. Den Her-

ids is spending a

der.

Roof Pot

Mbicod

t.

I
I

» ^

12P

I

F.„cch<.ic.cuu

10c

ib.

8c

ib.

Rolled Rib Roast

15c

ib.

Picnic style

Boned, rolled and tied

3

STEAK
ib.

ib.

Fine for baking

Roof Ribs

Slab Racon

7e

Smoked

ib.

4

to

S

lb.

5c

25

Sugar Cured

Picnics

1

7c

ib.

average

He

ib.

8c

Spare Ribs

Fcih Hearts or Liver

3

PORK

PICKLED

27

!

SALMON
*

shaves from 20 to 25 cents.
The followinggirls of the Sunday
school class of Mrs. Hein Derks of
Zeeland spent the past week camping at Ottawa beach: Agnes Walters, Eleanor Pyle, Eleanor De
Vries and Bertha Mae Westen-

Country Clflb — Fancy

— From

rad

r

Cheese Spread
Swift’s

17

the .cy .vateri of Alaaka

6c

Reeky River ‘Tui."” 10c
Lemon Lime, Orange

Americanor Pimento

or Root Boer—

No

bottle charge

Tomato Juice S
Couatry Club

b°n°£.

Sic

Latonia Club '"KiuT1' 10c

— Pumjaice

GINGER ALE —

Wasco

Jewel Coffee

Oa anary Onb fc. 17c

6

*t-

Iced Caramels

French Coffee

Molenaar & DeGoed'smarket and
grocery sprung a leak and sent
shoppers into the open Monday

Tea

Blended especially lot icing

Smooth and fragrant

Strangers and friends winked
and blinked at ••ach other with water-filled eyes and then burst into
laughter— all because an ammonia
pipe connected with the cooler in

No bottle charge

SUGAR 10

BREAD

Freeh, delicious

candy

SODA
Go—

BETTY

try

CWb —

Fraah,

Salad Dressing
Country Club

CROCKER

or

Up, flaky

••“rt

19c

Fig

Bran Flakes

Bars 2

ew.

25c

Fresh — In reeled package

— Fancy quality

Ken-L-Ration

l*-or phf.

Popular dog food

Country Club

MSRt Chocolate Cake

PEANUT

29‘

Brnkaasy

PURE CIDER

—

Rich and

BUTTER

craamy

FRESH FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES

VINEGAR HONEY ROCK

—

none better, $10.00.
ville, and Rev. Richard Vauden
All round lenses, single vision or Berg of Zeeland.Many of ,these
Several Fennvillebusiness places
reading, together with frame, pastors from abroad are summerare displaying the NRA insignia,
I ing at Holland resorts.
$5.00.
showing they have accepted the
All bi-focal, either Krptok or 11A committee, with Prof. A. E. President'sindustrialrecovery
tex, made up same as single vi- Lam pen of the mathematicsde- plan. A supply of the window
sion glasses, $12.50.
partment as chairman, is already cards and stickers has been reAny bi-tex bi-focal Zylo frame, at work to find employment for ceived at the postoffice.
$7.50.
Hope college students during the
Anv cemented bi-focal Zylo frame, approaching school year. Mrs.
Beginning next Monday morning
$5.00.
Winifred Durfee, dean of women at
many merchants of Saugatuck have
Office is at home one mile east on the college, is assistingin placing
agreed to conform to the following
women students in various homes hours: Week days except SaturEighth street
By visiting my home you save to assist in domestic duties. Dur- 'riays, 8:30 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.;
youreelf money as I have no office ing the past, a number of students
Saturdays, 8:30 A. M. to 9:30 P. M.
rent to pay. Am fully equipped have “worked their way through
1

!

I

:
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SIRLOIN

or

Tender, juicy cute

Ham

News

f

^

Pork React

shorst cottage at Eagle Crest park.
held at 10 o’clock.After a picnic
NOTICE
dinner, games and a program of Miss Ann Jackson and John Good
music and pep talks will be in were prize winners in the bridge
charge of P. G. Lundin from the competition. The guests included
Fred Scheibach has moved from College, Miss Mary F. Seekell, dis- the Misses Margaret Van Raalte
John Kapenga’s blacksmith shop to
trict demonstration agent and agri- and Ann Jackson.Mr. and Mrs.
the I X L Machine shop on West
William Vanden Berg. John F. Doncultural agent Milham.
Seventh street and is prepared to
nelly, John Good and Arnold \ an
Reformed Church ministers apdo all kinds of acetylene welding,
Zanten.
pear
to
be
very
popular
in
Grand
axle straightening,grinding plow
Rapids.
Last
Sunday
the following
point* and blacksmithing. 3tp34
occupied pulpits there: Rev. Harry
Allegan County
Hager of Chicago, Dr. S. C. Nettinga and Dr. John R. Mulder of
Eugene Spurlock. 20, and C arl
DR. SAMSON’S OFFICE
Holland, Dr. Milton Hoffman of
New Brunswick, Rev. Henry Pop- Spurlock.25, changed their plea to
guilty when arraigned before JusGreat Reduction in Prices of Guar- pen of Macatawa and China, Rev.
Fred
Van
Dyke
of
Central Park. tice H. Cook at Allegan,on charges
anteed Glasses.
Rev. John Van Peursem,Zeeland, of digging and selling potatoes on
Rev. Anthony Karreman of Wau- the Peter Barr farm on Gun river
All single vision glasses, hand en- pun, Wis., Rev. John Vander Beek, swamp. They were assessed fines
graved, white or coral gold mount- Holland, Rev. Jack Althuis, Chi- and costs of $33.55, or 60 days in
ing, any shape, or size lens
cago, Rev. John Heemstra, Hudson- jail. They were remanded.

1

RoMt

PORK

4-H club leaders,club members afternoon.
and parents are planning a picnic
Miss Elizabeth Arendshorst enand a grain judging contest at the
tertaineda group of friends with
Grand Haven State Park Aug. 14.
a buffet supper ami bridge party
The judging demonstration will be
last week at the William Arendfor crops club members and will be

WANT ADS

Rout

Chuck

The barbers of Zeeland started Monday from Oscar G. dander,
Monday on a new schedule. Shops state commissioner of public safewill open at 8 a. m. and close at 6 ty. Commissioner Olander said
p. m. on four days each week. The three or four men would be reasSaturdaytrade will be cared for signed to the post. It is believed
between 8 a. m. and 8 p. m. un Sergeant Guy Baugh will be reWednesdaysthe shops will close at turned as head of the post. Ottanoon. The price of hair cuts has wa county will again have its state
advanced from 25 to 40 cents and police patrol.

broek.

ROUND

STEAKS

A

when
kiinnr<w1

Siotei

yt

19

MELONS —
and

Pickling Spice

ib.

bulk

15c

Tumeric

ib.

bulk

25c

Muitard

25C

Ground All Spico
Muitard Seed

25C

Large, sweet, meaty

—

fully ripe

of exceptionally fine quality

%-Ib. bulk
with the best instruments for do- college,’’and financial circumJoe
Morsaw,
36,
a
Muskegon
Ining good work. Use nothing but stances have brought an increased
Ib. bulk
dian, was arraigned before Justice
the best materials. Fully guaran- demand for student employment.
Herman H. Cook, Allegan,and
31tfc.
Tunnel park, so named because charged of stealing an automobile
dos.
tb. bulk
picnickerscan find access to Lake from A. J. Haftidt of Bradley. He
Michigan through a cement tunnel waived examination and was bound
Sweet, juicy California Valencias — 2M size
POR RENT— Some good houses; built through the hills, is becoming over to circuit court. Bond of $500
a favoriteretreat for reunions and was not given and he was regat this
also for sale or exchange. K. picnics.The park is located in a
BUURMA, 220 West Sixteenth beautifulforest at the foot of the manded.
lbs*
•treet. Phone
5tc bluffs, located south of Lakewood
John H. Crane of Fennville is
farm, and is provided with a wide
Given away with the purchase of 4 rolls
beach for bathers in Lake Michi- able to be out again, after being]
gan. The grove is provided with laid up for about a month with anj
Fancy Duche»8 — U. S. No. 1 quality
WaahingtonSquare Garage tables and other accommodationsinfection in his foot. Mr. Crane
was
downtown
Friday
and
was
corwill repair that car oi yours at a for luncheons and dinners. The entrance is equipped with a large dially greeted by his numerous
Cotton Soft - snow white - 1000 aheet rolla
meet reasonable figure- All work cement oval for parking of auto- friends who were pleased to know
mobiles. The park wa* laid out a that he had recovered. Mrs. Crane,
guaranteed. Prompt service.
few years ago and already has be- who also has been ill, is improving
‘•'••bch.
3736
come too small for the constantly nicely, to the great joy of her large
Special
rolla
growing crowds. Charles Jackson circle of friends.
has been in charge for the last two
COR. DE KEYZER
years and has taken good care of
The dates for the Allegan county
this wonderful “out-of-doors”spot.
fair have been set for September
Notary Public
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Van Raalte 19 to 23. All the outstanding feaReal Estate, Insurance and
of Holland visited Mr. and Mrs. J. tures of past expositions will be
Collection Agency
H. Van Blois Saturday.Mr. Van continued. On Saturday, the last
Roll© G. Mosher, Wayland, wins
Will*, Marriage Licenses and Your Blois who had been very ill during day of the fair, there will be a
Mr. H. M. Atwater announces
Contradictory to a story which
self, is feeling quite coimo
comfortable.
the week, has entirely recovered.— large gathering of Boy Scouts in gave them local jail sentenccH and
Legal Papers taken care of at
the honor for having high herd.
that
the
Allegan
County
Jersey
appeared
in
The
News
last
week,
uniform and high scout officials, fines, put them on three-yearspro- Mrs. Elizabeth Seymour of Bravo and which came from Chicago,
17 Weal Tenth SL, Holland, Mich. Allegan Gazette.
breeders will hold their annual His herd of registered Jerseys
who will give a complete program. bation under strict terms, and was operated on Tuesday at Doug22tfc
there has been no change in the
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Borr of this
las
hospital
and
is
feeling
as
well
picnic on Saturday, August 12, at averaged 456.2 pounds of butter
Leon Kolvoord, in charge of the warned them of what would follow
regulations of postal savings accity and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond pony and bicycle races, is lining up should they break their paroles. as could lie expected.
fat Enoch Johnson, Shelbyville,
counts. Denial of any such change the County Park in Ganges townVan Duin of Kalamazoo have re- the boys and girls of the county for • There was a report that Judge
ship. Mr. Don Hootman, Michigan jerseys are second with an average
was
received
this
week
by
PostNOTICE TO DIDDERS
turned from a ten days’ motoring the events.
I Miles intendedto bring here a
The repair of damages caused by master Volney W. Ferris. The stpnr State College, District Wheat of 428.6 pounds of butter fat
trip through northern Michigan,
judge from another circuit,but like the recent fire is progressing nicely
Henry Overbeek,Hamilton, Hoisaid that hereafterupon with- supervisor under the new acreage
Sealed bid* will be received by going by way of the straits, after
a man he faced a disagreeableduty
the hospital at Douglas will drawals of large amounts notice adjustmentact met with commit- stein, leads the association for
Mrs. Frank Lighthart of Douglas
the undersigned at their office in which they visited the Dells, Wisinstead of shirking it. — Allegan goon look as good as before. Miss
milk production and is one of the
would have to be given or interest tee men from the 24 townships of
the Court House at Grand Haven, consin,and spent several days at was called to Holland Tuesday be- Gazette.
Louise Benjamin is again helping forfeited.— Allegan News.
Allegan county and the Agricul- three ‘herd* averaging more than
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